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wI. INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of remote sensing from space as a tool for
monitoring the earth's atmosphere and surface, new and better
information is constantly becoming available for investigating
meteorological processes and their spatial and temporal scales of
preference in the earth-atmosphere system. Much information has been
gained in understanding synoptic and mesoscale variability; the
Multispectral Atmospheric Mapping Sensor (MAMS) is contributing to this
understanding by looking at very small mesoscale (meso 7:2-20 km)
horizontal variability in the atmosphere and at the earth's surface.
The High-resolution Interferometer Sounder (HIS) is contributing by
producing high vertical resolution profiles of atmospheric temperature
and moisture. These two research instruments, flown on NASA U2 and ER2
high altitude aircraft, are helping to identify advantageous design and
deployment characteristics for future operational satellite programs.
This program has applied MAMS high resolution data to the problem
of monitoring atmospheric quantities of moisture and radiative flux at
small spatial scales. MAMS, with lO0m horizontal resolution in its four
infrared channels, was developed to study small scale atmospheric
moisture and surface thermal variability, especially as related to the
development of clouds, precipitation, and severe storms. HIS data has
been used to develop a high spectral resolution infrared sounding
retrieval algorithm for producing high resolution vertical profiles of
atmospheric temperature and moisture. The results of this program are
that high spectral resolution soundings significantly improve the
vertical resolution of atmospheric profiles, and that high spatial
resolution data shows small horizontal scale variability is clearly
present in the atmosphere and on the surface.
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II. RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS
A. COHMEX Data collection
MAMS and HIS were flown on NASA U2 and ER2 aircraft during the
COoperative Huntsville Meteorological EXperiment (COHMEX) (Williams et
al. 1987). A listing of the flights is shown in Table I. Funding from
the contract was used to support science teams for the HIS and MAMS, as
well as instrument field teams for the HIS during COHHEX. Science
support teams contributed to the experiment through flight go/no-go _
decision-making based on the objectives of the field experiment, and by
specifying flight patterns and locations for MAMS and HIS data
collection as well as coordinating data collection activities among the
many data sources available during COHMEX. The data collected during
COHMEX was the primary source of data for scientific studies under this
contract.
!
B. HIS Research Results
i. HIS/FASCODE Comparisons
Comparisons of HIS spectra to FASCOD2 (Clough et al. 1986) spectra
have been under intense study. In general, it is concluded that HIS and
FASCODE agree remarkably well, a tribute to the current state of
spectral line files and line-by-line code. However, several
discrepancies have been identified and are repoKtedinReveKcpmbet al.
1990. A copy of this paper is included in Appendix A. _....
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2. HIS Retrievals
A significant effort has been made to develop efficient retrieval
algorithms for producing atmospheric profiles of temperature and
moisture using HIS spectra. Atmospheric profiles for COHMEX days of
June 15 and June 19, 1986 have been produced. These days were chosen
because good quality HIS data of contrasting atmospheric conditions
(boundary layer cumulus development on June 15; clear conditions on June
19) was available. Statistics of HIS atmospheric profiles, along with
comparisons to simulated atmospheric profiles (from HIS spectra) for the
HIRS and GOES I/M instruments are given in Huang et al. (submitted). In
this work, it is shown that the HIS atmospheric profiles are
approximately five times better in vertical resolution and two times
better in accuracy than HIRS and GOES I/M atmospheric profiles. The
retrieval methodology is also transferable to the retrieval of
atmospheric trace gas concentrations. Future EOS infrared sounder data
has also been simulated and studied using HIS spectra (Huang et al.
1991). Efforts to improve the retrieval methodology are ongoing.
B
Table i. Listing of MAMS and HIS flights during COHMEX.
Date location MAMSI _ Comments
6-15-86 COHMEX y Y both on U2
6-17-86 Local ocean Y
6-18-86 COHMEX Y
6-19-86 COHMEX Y Y repeat coverage
6-20-86 Chesapeake Y Tstorms
6-23-86 COHMEX Y Tstorms
6-26-86 COHMEX Y Y repeat coverage
6-29-86 Atlantic Y Ocean buoys
7-1-86 Y test hop
7-3-86 COHMEX Y Y both on U2
7-4-86 Chesapeake Y TMS mission
7-05-86 Atlantic Y Y both on U2
7-08-86 COHMEX Y Y both on ER2
7-11-86 COHMEX Y Y both on ER2
7-12-86 COHMEX Y Y both on ER2
7-14-86 COHMEX Y night flight
7-15-86 Lake Oneida Y
7-17-86 COHMEX Y aborted
7-20-86 COHMEX Y Y both on ER2
7-21-86 East coast Y Y ocean buoys
n
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C. MAMS Research Results
i. MAMS Instrument Improvements and Data Comparisons
Improvements to the radiometric performance have been made during
the life of this contract. These include the use of a full axe blade
mirror, I0 bit digitization, and improved external blackbody sampling.
While hardware improvements were not funded by the contract, tests of
MAMS data quality following hardware and procedural improvements were
conducted. Science efforts under this contract benefitted through
improved data quality. Comparisons to VAS, AVHRR, and HIS radiometric
data were made. These improvements and the impact they have had on the
data quality, as well as instrument intercomparisons are discussed in
NASA Tech Memo 100352, which was produced in part under this contract.
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2. COHMEX Data Archive
Data from six selected MAMS COHMEX flights were archived at the
Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS) at
the University of Wisconsin. The archive procedure consisted of
breaking the data up into separate straight line flight tracks, fixing
identifiable data errors in housekeeping (calibration, time, etc.) and
video (missing lines) data, and attaching earth location information to
the data ("navigating" the data). This saved considerable data
processing during subsequent use of the data. Table 2 lists the MAMS
archived data.
Table 2. MAMS COHMEX archived tape inventory.
Tape Date Location
MC136 6/15/86 COHMEX
MC138 6/18/86 COHMEX
MCI40 6/19/86 COHMEX
MC147 6/26/86 COHMEX
MC155 7/03/86 COHMEX
MC159 7/05/86 ATLANTIC
Comments
popcorn cumulus
high pressure overhead
developing cumulus
mature Tstorm
synthetic navigation
many missing lines
3. MAMS/VAS Retrieval Products
Mesoscale atmospheric variability was investigated by making I00
meter resolution atmospherictemperature and moisture profiles using
MAMS and geostationary satellite borne VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS)
data. HAMS and VAS data collected dur%ng COHMEX (June 19, 1986) were
combined in a retrieval algorithm that allowed the high resolution MAMS
data to be substituted for similar VA$ spectral channels. VAS CO 2
sounding channels not contained on MAMS provided most of the vertical
resolution in the profiles, while the MAMS data, with its i00 meter
resolution, provided the horizontal resolution. MAMS/VASderived image
products of skin temperature, precipitable water (atmospheric moisture),
and lifted index (atmospheric stability) were madefrom the retrievals.
The imagery showedseveral interesting features. In particular, a
tongue of low level moist air pushing into the COHMEXregion from the
south was captured in the precipitable water product. This feature was
also observed in the COHMEXradiosonde network, however not with the
definition provided by the i00 meter resolution MAMS/VASmoisture
product. Interestingly, an area of low level cumulus formed in the
moist tongue region within a few hours of the imagery. The MAMS/VAS
lifted index product showeda bias towards unstable values when compared
to the COHMEXradiosondes, as has been seen previously with VASlifted
index products. The skin temperature product showeda definite heat
island in the urban land-use region of Nashville, TN.
Meso_ (20-200 km) and meso7 (2-20 km) scale gradients in the
MAMS/VASmoisture, stability, and surface skin temperature products were
evaluated using a structure function analysis. Amongthe significant
findings of this analysis, the meso7 scale moisture and skin
temperature gradients clearly exceeded the strength of the Meso_ scale
gradients. This is important information for investigations of
mesoscale meteorological events. Meso7 scale stability gradients were
marginally stronger than the Meso_ scale gradients. However, this may
only have occurred because the VASdata (with it's muchcoarser 8 km
horizontal resolution) influences the stability product more than the
other products. Also, for all the products, detectable gradient
information was found at resolutions down to 300 meters, the smallest
resolution at which the gradients were evaluated. These results, while
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\from only a single case study, indicate that significant atmospheric
variability exists at very small scales. The importance of this
variability to small scale meteorological phenomena has not been
thoroughly assessed. Further investigations into mesoscale atmospheric
gradients are warranted by these findings.
A comparison of the MAMS/VAS moisture gradients was made to
gradients of VAS-only atmospheric moisture data. It was found that the
VAS-only gradients were significantly weaker, especially for meso 7 and
smaller meso $ scales (<50 km). This indicates that significant
atmospheric moisture gradient information is being missed in operational
practice by the VAS instrument and suggests a need for an improved
resolution operational sounding instrument in geostationary orbit. A
paper has been submitted to the Int. Journal of Remote Sensing on this
topic; a copy is included in the appendix of this report.
4. MAMS/VAS Fluxes
Atmospheric radiative fluxes were studied by producing I00 meter
resolution MAMS/VAS net fluxes at i000 mb, 700 mb, and 300 mb.
Regression coefficients from previously developed relationships between
VAS data and simulated radiation fluxes were applied, using VAS data
with MAMS spectral channels substituted for similar VAS spectral
channels as predictors. A repeat overpass of MAMS data collected over
COHMEX on June 19, 1986 was used. Results showed that i000 mb and 700
mb net fluxes were highly related demonstrating a strong influence of
surface temperature on the net flux at these levels. The 300 mb net
flux was smoother than the 700 mb or I000 mb net fluxes, demonstrating
the effect of atmospheric absorption. Cooling rates from the net flux
iii:7
udata showed very little variation in the i000 - 700 mb layer, reflecting
the high correlation between the I000 mb and 700 mb net fluxes. Cooling
rates for the 700 - 300 mb layer were more variant. Also, midday net
fluxes at I000 mb and 700 mb decreased with time in the eastern third of
the flight track. This agreed with the location of a moist tongue being
advected into the COHMEX region (described above) and also with the
development of the low level cumulus field. Net fluxes at i000 mb and
700 mb increased with time in the western two-thlrds of the flight
track. Simulations showed that a decrease of net flux at a level can
result from increased moisture below the level; an increase in net flux
can be caused by decreasing moisture below the level. _ _ _-_
A shortcoming of the radiation net flux effort was its inability
to produce reasonable fluxes over small low level cumulus clouds. This
occurred because the 8 km resolution of VAS channel 5, which is
susceptible to low level cloudiness, was insufficient to resolve
individual cumulus clouds. Other VAS channels affected by the low level
clouds were replaceable by MAMS data. This points out the importance of
high resolution data for quantitative analysis in and around cloudy
fields of view.
The net flux products (and cooling rateS) in this effort combine
information available separately in satellite temperature and moisture
products. The net flux product however represents a different way of
packaging this information which may be useful to radiative budget
studies of the earth-atmosphere system and modelling efforts which
attempt to--assimi_ radia_iV_ datai Using t_e radi0metric _ata _
directly in a regression algorithm% instead of producing atmospheric
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temperature and moisture profiles from the radlometrlc data and then
computing fluxes, saved considerable computation time.
5. MAMS/VAS Cloud Clearing Activities
MAMS COHMEX data was used to investigate the effect of low level
clouds on VAS retrievals. MAMS data from June 15, 1986 was used. On
this day the CO}LMEX region was covered by an extensive low level
scattered to broken cumulus cloud field. MAMS ll#m and 12#m "cloud
cleared" radiances were used to replace cloud contaminated VAS ll_m and
12#m radiances. MAMS data was "cloud cleared" by applying brightness
temperature thresholds to the MAMS data, which can see between the
clouds with its high resolution. The non-cloudy MAMS fields of view
were then averaged to simulate the VAS field of view. MAMS averaged
non-cloudy field of view temperatures were I - 3 K warmer than the VAS
cloud contaminated data. Cloud contaminated retrievals were compared to
"cloud cleared" retrievals. The impact of cloud clearing the ll_m and
12_m data was most evident in the moisture profile. Temperature profile
modification was generally negligible. The moisture profile showed a
general 5% increase in moisture in the lowest 300 500 mb (about I
2mm of total column precipitable water). While the response of the
moisture profiles to the cloud clearing is encouraging, a lack of
vertical resolving power in the lower atmosphere in the retrievals
limited the potential impact. Temperature and moisture profile impact
would likely be increased if the VAS 13.3#m data (VAS channel 5) were
cloud cleared by a similar MAMS channel (MAMS currently does not have a
13.3_m channel). This channel is an important contributor to the low
level temperature profile but is sensitive to low level cloud
contamination. The impact of unresolved cloud on sounding data from
instruments carrying more lower atmospheric sounding channels than VAS
may be significantly greater, increasing the need to use high spatial
resolution data for atmospheric sounding.
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Radiometric calibration of IR Fourier transform spectrometers:
solution to a problem with the High-Resolution Interferometer
Sounder
BE
ibm
Henry E. Revercomb, H. Buijs, Hugh B. Howell, D. D. LaPorte, William L. Smith, and L. A. Sromovsky
m
A calibrated Fourier transform spectrometer, known as the High-Resolution Interferometer Sounder tHIS),
has been flown on the NASA U-2 research aircraft to measure the infrared emission spectrum of the earth.
The primary use--atmospheric temperature and humidity sounding--requ_ radlometric precision
and accuracy _of the order of 0.i and IoC, respectively). To meet these requirements, the HIS instrument
performs inflight radiometric calibration, using obser_'ations of hot and cold blackbody reference sources as
the basis for two-point calibrations at each wavenumber. Initially, laboratory tests revealed a calibration
problem with brightness temperature errors as large as 15oC between 600 and 900 cm-L The symptom of the
problem, which occurred in one of the three spectral bands of HIS, was a source-dependent phase response.
Minor changes to the calibration equations completely eliminated the anomalous errors. The new analysis
properly accounts for the situation in which the phase response for radiance from the instrument itself differs
from that for radiance from an external source. The mechanism responsible for the dual phase response of
the HIS instrument is identified as emission from the interferometer beam splitter.
I. Introduction
The capability of measuring absolute radiance with
an infrared Fourier transtbrm spectrometer is impor-
tant to the High-Resolution Interferometer Sounder
(HIS) program, t.2 which is applying interferometry to
measure the upwelling emission spectrum of the earth
for retrieving the temperature, humidity, and other
parameters of the atmosphere and surface. The pri-
mary objective of the HIS program is to improve signif-
icantly the vertical resolution of temperature and hu-
midity profiles determined from satellite platforms by
increasing the spectral resolution of observed ra-
diances. The interferometer is a natural choice for the
job. Interferometers have proved their merit in space
with successful measurements of the emission spectra
of planetary atmospheres, not only of the earth. :;.4but
also of Venus, _ Marsfi Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus.:
H, Buij_ is with BOMEM. Inc.. 625 Marais. Ville de Vanier.
Quebec GIM ='i2. Canada: H. B. Howell is with NOAA/NESDIS
Systems Design & Applications Branch. 1225 West Dayton Street.
Madison. Wisconsin 53706: D. D. LaPorte :s with Santa Barbara
Research Center. 75 Coromar Drive. Goleta. California 93117: and
the other authors are with Universttv ot Wisconsin. Space Science
Engineering Center. 1225 West Da_v_on Street. Madison. Wisconsin
53706.
Received 19 December 1987.
The multiplex and throughput advantages of the in-
terferometer _make it possible to make radiometricaily
precise observations at a much higher spectral resolu-
tion than that of current filter radiometers (tens of
cm-_). To improve the vertical resolution in the tro-
posphere and lower stratosphere by at least a factor of
'2 over that of current temperature profiling radiome-
ters (3-8 km), a resolving power (,W_,_) of "_I000 is
needed in the spectral range from 3.7 to 17 _m. (The
15-_m C02 absorption band is the primary band for
temperature sounding, the combined 4.3-_m CO,, and
4.5-_m N20 bands are used to enhance the tempera-
ture resolution in the lower troposphere, and the 6.7-
_m H=,O absorption band gives humidity soundings.)
High radiometric precision is required because radio-
metric noise and time-dependent and wavelength-de.
pendent calibration errors are magnified in the inver-
sion process to derive atmospheric parameters. To
obtain temperature profiles with rms errors of <I°C
from high-resolution measurements requires noise-
equivalent-temperature errors and calibration repro-
ducibilities of the order of 0.1 °C and absolute errors of
less than about !°C.
Several important steps have been taken toward
developing an improved temperature and humidity
sounding satellite instrument. The feasibility of
building an instrument to achieve the radiometric per-
formance needed from a geosynchronous satellite plat-
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Fig.I. FunctionalschematicofHIS optics.The primary,mirror,collimatingmirror,and focusingmirrorsareshown aslensestosimplifythe
drawing. Plane reflectingsurfacesareshown asdashed lines,and thetwo pathsofthe interferometerarefunctionallyrepresented.The
complete instrumentis_2.7m (9ft)longand fitsintothe 45.7-cm(18-in.)diam wing pods oftheNASA U-2 aircraft.
form has been demonstrated. 9 An aircraft model HIS
-- has been developed and flown on dozens of flights of
the NASA U-2 research aircraft as a direct demonstra-
tion of the scientific value of such an instrument 1°and
that the radiometric noise and calibration require-
ments are achievable. H The instrument was flown
with many other atmospheric sensing instruments in
two major NASA field programs, the combined Hunts-
_ ville Meteoroiogical Experiment (COHMEX) for
studying severe storms and the First ISCCP Regional
Experiment (FIRE) for studying the effect of cirrus
clouds on climate. The unique ability of this instru-
-- ment to measure accurately the emission spectrum
from a flexible high-altitude platform with a large
complement of other instrumentation should make it
an important resource for many types of experiment
for several years. Currently, plans for modi_'ing the
newest NOAA geosynchronous sounding instrument
to incorporate an interferometer are being investigat-
-- ed to realize improvements in the satellite sounding
data for weather forecasting before the next century.
This paper describes information about the radio-
metric calibration of the HIS aircraft instrument,
-- which may be useful to other IR interferometer appli-
cations. Early laboratory testing of the aircraft in-
strument revealed that wavelength-dependent cali-
bration errors of up to 15°C occurred between 600 and
900 cm -I when blackbodies at 300 and 77 K were Used
to determine the radiance of a 280 K blackbody from
the magnitude spectra of each source (Sec. II). These
_ large errors, which were originally believed to require
hardware changes to the instrument, have been corn-
m
H. HIS RadiometricCalibrationand the Problem "
A. CalibrationApproach andLaboratoryTest Results
The basic approach for determining absolute ra-
diances from the HIS nadir-viewing interferometer is
the same as that used for filter radiometers and has
been used successfully for other interferometric appli-
cations. _-7,_- The detectors and electronics are de-
Signed to yield an output which is linear in the incident
radiance for all wavenumbers in the optical passband
of the =instrument, and two blackbody reference
s_es al'e viewed to determine the slope and offset
which define the linear instrument response at each
wavenu_l-ber.
In the HIS U-2 instrument, calibration observations
of the two onboard reference blackbodies are made
everY2 rain. There are four double-sided optical-path
scans of each reference source for every twelve scans of
the earth. As shown in Fig. i, which summarizes the
optical configuration, the blackbodies are viewed by
rotating the telescope field of view (FOV) from below
the aircraft to inside a blackbody aperture using a 45 °
plane mirror. There are no uncalibrated optical sur-
faces, since the earth is viewed through an open aper-
ture in the pod, which provides an aerodynamic shell.
The small size of the optical beam at the blackbody
positions makes the design of accurate radiation stan-
dards relatively easy. The reference blackbodies are
thermoe_iectrically controlled blackened copper cavi-
ties. The insulated copper walls of the blackbody
cavities give good temperature uniformity, and be-
pletely eliminated by the processing technique de-; Cause0f_he cavity effect, the normal emissivity is very
scribed in Sec. III. The instrument characteristic re- close :to one (Table I). The temperatures are sensed.
sponsible for the initial calibration errors is also with accurately calibrated platinum resistance ther-
identified there. The implications of the new calibra- mometers (PRTs) embedded in the base of each cavity.
tion analysis technique for interferometer design and (During testing, a second PRT in the side of the cavity
performance are summarized in t he final section, was used to verify adequate temperature uniformity.)
TableI. Characto_tstk_oflhe HISA_rcraflImflrumnt
Spectral range (cm-_)_
Band I 590-1070
Band I[ 1040-1930
Band lII 2070-2750
Field of view diameter tmrad_
Telescope 100
Interferometer 30
Blackbody reference sources
Emissivity
Aperture diameter 4cm_
Temperature stability qK J
Temperatures qK}
Autoaligned interferometer:
Beam splitter
Substrate KCI
Coatings t J/4Xat 3.3 tim) Ge + Sb_S_
Maximum delay (double-sided current configuration Icm}
>0.998
1.5
4-0.1
240, 300
Modified BOMEM BBDA2.I
Band I (hardware limit is ±2.0) 4-1.8
Bands II and III (limited by data system_ +1.2, -0.8
Michelson mirror optical scan rate lcm/s_ 0.6-1.0
Aperture stop {at interferometer exit window9
Diameter (cm) 4.1
Central obscuration area fraction 0.17
Area tcm _) 10.8
Area-solid angle product (cm- srp 0.0076
Detectors
Type Ar-dopedSi
Diameter _cm) 0.16
Temperature qK) 6
Nominal instrument temperature _K) 260
The ranges shown are design ranges. The current bandpass
filters were chosen from available stock filters and will be changed as
new filters are acquired.
One important additional requirement when apply-
ing a two-point calibration with blackbody references
to an interferometer, as opposed to an instrument
measuring spectra directly, is that the instrument re-
sponsivity should be independent of optical delay (or
that any delay dependences should be accurately
known/. Avoiding sources of delay-dependent re-
sponse was a major objective in designing the HIS
instrument. To accompiish this. care was taken in the
optical stop design and alignment to prevent the effec-
tive aperture stop size from changing with the motion
of the Michelson mirror. The best location for the
aperture stop, w_ich is f0cuseci on t'hedetectors, was
found to be at the exit window of the interferometer
module (see Fig. 1). Furthermore. the FOV of the
interferometer is restricted to 30 mrad to limit setf-
apodization.
Now we turn to the mathematical expressions for the
calibration. First. a formalism which leads to the use
of magnitude spectra in the expression for calibrated
radiance is presented to show where this commonly
used approach can create a problem, as occurred with
expressed in terms of the incident spectral radiance L,
as follows, using a continuous representation:
1 ]:. C. explicit, j] exp(i2rvzpdu, (1)Fix) = 2
where the uncaiibrated magnitude spectrum (C,, - C-.)
is given by
C,.= llq= r,.tL.+ LI!), (2)
and where x = opticalpath difference(delay),
. = wavenumber,
_(v) = phase response of instrument [+(v) =
r. = responsivity of instrument,
L O= offset from instrument emission, re-
ferred to input,
= complex Fourier transform.
The phase characterizes the combined optical and
electrical dispersion of the instrument and here is as-
sumed to be the Same for scene and background emis-
sions. Although this assumption is commonly made,
it will later be shown to be invalid for the HIS instru-
ment. Equation (2) expresses the linear relationship
between the uncalibrated spectrum and spectral radi-
ance. The two unknowns to be determined from the
two calibration observations are the responsivity and
the offset radiance. The offset radiance defined here
is the radiance, which, if introduced at the input of the
instrument, would give the same contribution as the
actual emission from various parts of the optical train.
Equation (2) written for both the hot and cold black-
body views can be solved to yield
r__"IC_ - C_.)/[B,.(T s) - B_(T_)], (3)
L° = C,,/r,.- B,(T h) = C..'r - B.(T.}, (4)
where B_ is the Planck blackbody radiance, and sub-
scripts h and c label the quantities associated with the u
hot and cold blackbody. [Note that for simplicity the
blackbodies are assumed to have unit emittance here.
To account for actual emittances _, the Planck ra- --
diances should be replaced with _B + (1 - _)B(T_),
where Ta is the ambient temperature.] Solving Eq. (2)
for the source radiance and substituting from Eqs. (3)
and (4) yield the basic calibration relationships:
u
L_ = C,,/r. - L:!; (5)
L,.= [(C,- C_,.)l(C,,- C:,)IIB,.(T_)- B,(TA+ B,(T¢). (6)
The ground-calibration teststo be reported here
consisted of measuring the radiance from a blackbody
at "--280 K using calibration blackbodies at 300 and 77
K. The uncalibrated spectra are shown for two of the
three HIS spectral bands in Figs. 2 and 3 (see Table I
for the nominal spectral coverage of each band). __ ;
These bands were chosen because band I displaysthe
problem to be discussed here, and band II does not. In
_Band III also does notA Both the magnitude and
phase are determined directly from a complex Fourier = ;
the early (1985) HIS calibrations. Assuming lifieariLx: transformation of the measured two-sided interfero-
as expressed above, the output interferogram .b'can be gram. As Will-be explained further in Sec. III, the
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Fig. 2. Uncalibrated magnitude (a) and phase (b) spectra of black-
body sources for HIS spectral band I. The curves are labeled by the
temperature of the source. The phase labeled 300K-77K Differ-
ence is the phase of the difference of the 300 and the 77 K spectra.
The magnitude spectra are shaped by a Gaussian numerical filter
and displayCO__absorptionfeaturesand channelingasdiscussedin
thetext.Note thesubstantialdifferencesamong thephaseresponses.
300K-77K DIFFERENCE-- -- 300K
-77K
+
I i l l ,+ I J l ,
1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800
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Fig. 3_ Uncalibrated magnitude {ai and phase (bi spectra of black-
body- sources for HIS spectral band II. The curves are labeled as in
Fig. 2. Here also the magnitude speczra are shaped by a numerical
filter and display channeling as discussed in the text. The very deep
and numerous lines in the magnitude spectra are due to H._,O absorp-
tion. In contrast to band I, the phase spectra are very similar and
quite linear.
Linear phase contribution arising from an ambiguity, in volution is performed for signal-to-noise preserving
the sample offset from the zero path difference (ZPD) sample volume reduction by factors of 14, 8, and 8 in
has also been removed, the three spectral bandsJ
The magnitude spectra have various features which The sinusoidal components superimposed on the
need explanation. Because testing was conducted in magnitude spectra are channeled spectra caused by
air, the instrument transmittance is significantly af- the parallel surfaces of the arsenic-doped silicon detec-
-- fected by the 1-2 m of air in the path from the blackbo-
dies to the detectors. {Of the total optical path be-
tween the blackbodies and the detector/Dewar
assembly, only the interferometer itself is enclosed and
-- backfilled with dry nitrogen to protect the beam split-
ter; at flight altitudes of 20 km, atmospheric absorp-
tion is insignificant.) Therefore, the magnitude spec-
_ trum for band I (600-1100 cm-l) shows COo_absorption
between 600 and 750 cm -_, and band II (1100-1800
cm -_) shows water vapor absorption beyond 1300
cm-L The absorption for the 668-cm-[ COo. line and
-- for several H_O lines is so strong in air that the signal is
almost zero, and the phase is poorly defined. The
general Gaussian shape of the magnitude spectra is
caused by the numerical filtering which is performed in
-- the instrument digital electronics. (A hardware con-
tors. (The band III detector has an antireflective
coating, and the spectra do not display channeling.)
The ;hanneled spectra are very stable because the
detectors, which are operated in a liquid He Dewar,
have a very small coefficient of expansion and experi-
ence 0nly small temperature variations. As will be
shown in the next section, channeling does not affect
calibrated spectra.
The phase spectra for bands I and II differ markedly.
For band II the phases are nearly linear, the behavior
expected with an ideal beam splitter having zero dis-
persion and with an electrical response having a pure
time delay. Band I phases, on the other hand, show
significant deviations from linearity and also vary as
the source radiance is varied. The nonlinearity is
optical, n._t electrical, in origin because the sign of the
deviations from linearity depends on delay scan direc-
tion. The phase spectra shown are for one scan direc-
tion. The corresponding phases for the other direc-
tion are approximately a mirror image about _ rad.
B. Problem
It is probably not surprising, in light of the anoma-
lous band I phases, that direct application of the nor-
mal calibration procedure (based on magnitude spec-
tral to the laboratory test data does not work
uniformly welt. The band I spectrum derived in this
way is shown in Fig. 4. The spectrum is presented as a
brightness temperature to make any errors stand out
as a deviation from the measured blackbody tempera-
ture of 280.2 K. Errors of tens of degrees occur, and
the similarity of the wavelength dependence of the
errors to the nonlinearities of the phase is apparent.
Figure 5 shows that the calibrated spectra for the HIS
bands with nearly linear phase spectra are extremely
accurate when calibrated in the same way. The region
of large variance from 280.2 K beyond 1400 cm -I for
band II and centered near 2350 cm -I for band III is
caused by water vapor and CO2 in the optical path and
does not occur when the instrument is operated at
flight altitude. Apparently, the normal calibration
approach cannot handle measurements with phase
anomalies like those of band I.
ill. Solution
A. New Calibration Analysis
The band I phase spectra shown in Fig. 2(b) indicate
that the phase becomes more nearly linear as the
source radiance becomes larger. This behavior sug-
gests that the total measured interferogram and the
corresponding complex spectrum have two compo-
nents; a normal phase component for radiance from
the source and an anomalous phase component for
radiance from the instrument itself. Of course, the
radiance from the instrument can originate from many
individual components with different phase character-
istics, but they can be lumped together into one term
with one phase.
The new calibration analysis is a generalization
which properly accounts for a dual phase response, if it
is present. It is really a minor modification of the
procedure presented in Sec. II. The difference is that
the complete complex spectra obtained from Fourier
transforming the measured interferograms are used
for calibration, not just the magnitudes. Let the com-
plex uncalibrated spectrum be represented by
C', = _,. = r lL:. + L'._exp[io"(u}]l exp{im(v)], {7)
where $0 is the difference from the normal phase of the
anomalous phase associated _ith the combined radi-
ance from the many emitting components of the in-
strument. Then it is clear, under the same instrum--ent
stability assumptions on which the basic calibration
approach depends, that the anomalous phase contri-
bution can be eliminated along with the instrument :
radiance offset by differencing complex spectra from
300 • [ i " _ , ' i "' ,
290 __
NEW ANALYSIS {OFFSET 1OK}
- AN,LY  
27o /
-= 260 Ii -_
2_0 , | I | , | , _,0100 I600 700 800 900 1100
WAVENUMBER Ccm" 1)
Fig. 4. Brightness temperature spectra for band I. The spectrum
with the large deviations from the measured 280.2 K temperature of
t he blackbody source is derived from the original calibration analysis
using magnitude spectra. The spectrum which accurately repro-
duces a constant brightness temperature is from the modified analy-
sis presented here. The large variance between 600 and 650 cm -l is
caused by the low instrument transmittance in that region.
Changes have since been made to improve the throughput in this
region.
290 _ (a]' ' ' ' " ' " ' ' _ ' ' ' |
285 j
_ 275
<
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Fig. 5. Brightness temperature spectra for band II (a) and band III
b). The calibration for these bands is good and essentially identical
[br the standard and modified analyses. The larger variance beyond
1400 cm -_ for band II and centered at 2350 cm -_ for band III are due
to H20 and CO__ in the path of the interferometer.
different sources. The difference spectra are identical
to the difference spectra which would result if there
were no anomalous phase contribution. The equa-
tions for the difference spectra from Eq. (7) are
C_ - _, = r_[L,. - B,,(T_)] exp{i¢4_')l, (8)
C,,,- C,, = r,[B_(T_) - B,.(T_)] exp[i_(u)]. (9)
The new expression for the responsivity, which follows
immediately from Eq.-(9) by taking the magnitude of
both sides, is
_.-tc,. - C.t/[B.(r,) - B.(r.)l. (_o)
Compared to Eq. (3), the difference of magnitude spec-
i
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tra is replaced by the magnitude of difference spectra.
The offset which follows directly by substituting the
responsivity into Eq. (7) is
L° exp[i_(v)] ffiC_,.exp{-i_(_)]/r,.- B,,(T_}. (11)
Note that while the instrument responsivity remains a
real function in this formalism, the offset is now com-
plex. Finally, the basic calibration expression which
follows by taking the ratio of Eq. (8) to (9) is
L,. = Re[(C,,- C_A/(C_,- Cc,3][B,(Th) - B,(T¢)]+ B,(Tc). I12)
-- For ideal spectra with no noise, this expression for the
calibrated radiance would be real, since the phases of
the ratioed difference spectra are the same. This can-
cellation of the phases avoids the square root of two
-- noise amplification, which can be associated with tak-
ing the magnitude of spectra with nonzero phase. Be-
cause the phase of the ratio of difference spectra is zero
to within the noise, the calibrated spectrum can equal-
ly well be defined in terms of the real part of the ratio
(as shown) or in terms of the magnitude of the ratio.
This technique solves the problem. Application to
-- the measurements presented in the last section yields
an accurately calibrated spectrum for band I. The
new brightness temperature spectrum, compared to
the old in Fig. 4, shows no sign of the large dip centered
-- at 740 cm -1. Also, the phase associated with radiance
from the source (the phase of difference spectra) is
found to be reasonably" linear as sho_n in Fig. 2. The
_ impact on the band II and III spectra for a 280 K
blackbody is negligible. However, the small phase
dependence on source for band II would probably
cause a detectable error for colder sources.
-- It should be pointed out that ambiguities in the
phase from one spectrum to the next must be eliminat-
ed before applying this technique. For the HIS instru-
ment. which does not use a white light source to main-
rain a fixed offset between ZPD and the delay of a
numerically filtered point, a discrete ambiguity' occurs.
This translational ambiguity" is linear in wavenumber
and takes the form
o_ -- rink MR, (13)
where k is an integer, m is the spectral sample number,
M is the number of points in the spectrum, and R is the
numerical filter sample reduction factor. The ambi-
B. Source of the AnomalousPhase Spectrum
It is of interest to explore the cause of the anomalous
band I phase to assess the applicability of the new
analysis technique to other FTIR applications. Also,
it may be possible to relax constraints on interferome-
ter optical design, since some apparent hardware prob-
lems can be eliminated by analysis.
Phase nonlinearities can of course occur from dis-
persion in beam splitter/compensator substrates, if
their thicknesses are not well matched. This effect
cannot explain the HIS data. The linearity of the
phases for bands II and III suggests that the beam
splitter/compensator matching is quite good. More
important, dispersion from this origin does not give
phase spectra which depend on the source.
To explain the HIS data. a mechanism is needed for
which radiance from the instrument can yield a phase
spectrum which is different from that for an external
source. Apparently', the plane of wavefront division in
the beam splitter depends on the source of the radia-
tion. We have identified two mechanisms by which a
source dependence might occur: (1) dependence of
the beam splitter coating properties on the angle of
incidence and (2) emission from the beam splitter coat-
ings.
The first mechanism, angle dependence, has been
ruled out as an important factor for the HIS configura-
zion. A test was performed to measure off-axis radia-
tion. It consisted of viewing a LN2 source with the
instrument in its normal configuration and with the
field stop removed. The spectrum with the field stop
removed is dominated by radiance from the Dewar
window entering the interferometer exit window, not
radiance from the field stop as in the normal configura-
tion. The difference in the spectra for these two con-
figurations is the spectrum of radiation from the field
stop. The phase of the difference is essentially identi-
cal to that of radiance from an external source {Fig. 2),
indicating no significant dependence on the angle of
incidence.
The second possible mechanism, beam splitter coat-
ing emission, appears to be a likelv candidate for ex-
plaining the anomalous phase. Beam splitter emis-
sion could lead to the effective wavefront division
occurring at the point of emission with coherent radia-
tion being emitted into both legs of the interferometer.
Emission at a different depth in the beam splitter than
: guity is removed by determining the k for each spec- normal wavefront division would create an anomalous
:-- trum, which nearly eliminates the phase slope. Ambi- phase.
guities of 7r rad, which occur in instruments with There is evidence that the HIS beam splitter has
: ambient temperature detectors, are not usually" a con- absorption in the wavenumber region where phases are
: sideration for the HIS application which uses LHe anomalous. Although the absorption of the beam
cooled detectors, splitter used for the measurements presented here has
Also, note that if a white light source is used to not been measured directly, transmittance measure-
control numerical filtering so that the same delays are ments for other beam splitters of the same construc-
._ measured on subsequent scans, the differencing to
eliminate instrument background can be performed on
the interferograms. Then anomalous phases would
have no effect on spectra. Differencing interfero-
--- grams is also the way to handle a potential dual phase
problem, if one-sided OPD scanning is used.
tion are available. Figure 6 shows the transmittance
of one such beam splitter compared to a sinusoidal fit
used to extrapolate the expected transmittance in the
.......... of absorption into the region of the narrow
absorption feature centered at ---740 cm -_. The mini-
mum reflectance at 3000 cm -_ is consistent with the
,° I
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Fig. 6. Transmittance of a beam splitter of the same construction
as the HIS instrument beam splitter. The absorption feature cen-
tered at _740 cm -_ is responsible for _he dual phase response of the
instrument. The sinusoidal fit to the transmittance is used to
approximate the reflectance for beam splitter emittance and effi-
ciency calculations.
thickness of the beam splitter coatings, 0.25 wave-
length at 3.3 #m of Ge and the same of Sb2S3. While
germanium has a weak absorption feature centered
near 740 cm -l, the absorptance of up to 0.1 or 0.2
implied by these data is surprising, because the thick-
ness of the coatings is not large enough for substantial
bulk absorption. Maybe the indicated absorption is
caused by a surface effect or contamination.
It is possible to obtain information on the beam
splitter emittance and efficiency directly' from mea-
surements of the HIS instrument itself, if a model of
the beam splitter is assumed. The two simple models
illustrated in Fig. 7 have been used for this purpose.
Rays illustrating the reflection process for an external
source and the emission process are shown for both.
Model 1 represents the beam splitter/compensator as a
single plane with nonzero reflectance p and emittance
e. It is too simple to explain a phase anomaly, because
:here is a single surface for wavefront division due to
both reflection and emission. Model 2 uses two plane
surfaces, one which can reflect but not emit and one
which can emit but not reflect. A beam splitter repre-
sentable by this model would create an anomalous
phase.
Emittances and efficiencies are de, :,rmined from the
ratio of the uncatibrated magnitu_ae spectrum for
emission from the beam splitter (referred to interfer-
ometer input} to that of a blackbody at the same tem-
perature. The blackbody spectrum, free of emission
contributions, is obtained in the normal manner by
differencing the complex spectrum of an ambient tem-
perature blackbody from the spectrum of a liquid ni-
trogen blackbody. The beam splitter spectrum is ob-
tained by- subtracting a scaled blackbody spectrum
from the liquid nitrogen spectrum with the scale factor
chosen to give approximately zero from 950 to II00
cm -_ where absorption is expected to be small. The
ratio defined in this way is equal to the ratio of the
expressions lbr the emitted and reflected output given
(a]
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Fig. 7. Simplified beam splitter models for emittance and efficien-
cy calculations. The expressions in terms of the emittance _ and
reflectance Drepresent the amplitudes of the beam at various loca-
tions. The rays on the left represent the emission process, and those
,_n the right represent the passage of an external beam.
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in Fig. T (e.g., ratio = E/p for model 1). Using the
reflectivity from the sinusoidal fit of Fig. 6 [fit = (1 -
p)], the expression for the ratio can be solved for the
emittance. The efficiency of the beam splitter is then
given by the product of the complete beam splitter
reflectivity and transmittance divided by the ideal
output amplitude of 0.25 for a reflectance of 0.5 and no
absorptance.
The emittances and efficiencies deduced from inter-
ferometer measurements using these models are
shown in Fig. 8. The emittances estimates are in
reasonable agreement with those obtained from the
direct transmittance data of Fig. 6, giving further sup-
port for the conclusion that there is beam splitter
emission acting approximately as modeled, Notice
m
i
m
I
m
i :
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Fig. 8. Beam splitter emittance and efficiency estimates labeled by
the model assumed. Model 2' is the same as model 2 with the
emitting and reflecting surfaces reversed in order. The dashed
emittance curves are from the data of Fig. 6, and the solid curves are
from measurements with the HIS instrument.
that due to the multiple passes through the absorbing
-- layer, the efficiency can get as low as 50% at 740 cm-L
Further verification of the influence of beam splitter
absorption on the HIS instrument is provided by corn-
_ parison of the measured instrument responsivity to
that calculated based on the transmittance of each
optical element and on the detector responsivities, as
shown in Fig. 9. The Gaussian numerical filter func-
-- tion has been divided out of the measured responsivity
(note the effects of CO2 absorption and channeling
discussed earlier). The responsivity calculated as-
suming the beam splitter to be uniformly efficient is
-- noticeably too large between 650 and 900 cm -] where
the band I phase anomaly occurs. The beam splitter
efficiencies from Fig. 8 reduce the responsivity over the
_ correct wavenumber region, with the model 2 calcula-
tion giving very good agreement with the measured
responsivity.
Both the deduced emittances and the efficiencies
give a strong case for the emission explanation of
anomalous phases. However, a piece of puzzle that
does not fit very well is the size of the phase anomalies.
The optical thickness (x -- 6¢_/2,-rv) corresponding to
-- the observed phase anomalies (_) at 740 cm -1 is 3.9
urn. Model 2 suggests that, if the absorption is in the
coatings, the additional optical path difference should
_. be <1.9 urn, the optical thickness of the combined
beam splitter coatings divided by the cosine of the 30 °
angle of incidence. This peculiarity and the mecha-
nism for the absorption are remaining mysteries.
IV. Implications and Summary
It is not known whether the problem identified here
is common or rare in other FTIR applications. The
-- errors resulting from this problem could possibly be
small enough to go unnoticed but might be significant
when evaluating detailed performance. Comparing
,- the phase spectra for a cold and a warm source is a
simple test for diagnosing the problem.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of instrument responsivity calculated from
optical component transmittances and detector responsivity to th
end-to-end responsivity from calibration measurements. The beam
splitter efficiencies used in the calculated responsivities are those
deduced from measurements with the HIS interferometer itself.
The calculations using model 2 seem to account properly for actual
beam splitter efficiencies.
The new calibration analysis technique has been
discussed here in the context of the HIS application,
involving absolute radiance measurements. It may
also be important for applications in which the trans-
mittance or reflectance of a sample is measured. As
pointed out by Tanner and McCall, I3 emission from
the samples or the surroundings can create significant
errors for these types of measurement. However, the
radiance contribution from the background can be
eliminated, if the spectra for two different reference
sources are differenced. By determining the differ-
ence spectra using complete complex spectra as de-
scribed in the last section, any anomalous phase contri-
butions of radiance from the interferometer will also
be eliminated.
There are some aspects of interferometer design that
may be influenced by the analysis approach presented
here and by knowledge that beam splitter emission can
modify the phase response. First, the constraints on
beam splitter coating materials can probably be re-
laxed to include materials with some absorption. Sec-
ond. £nterferometer designs may be able to rely on a
better capability to handle errors associated with the
phase. It is conceivable that having a well-behaved
phase is not so important when a proper calibration is
performed with double-sided scanning.
In summary, the phase response of one spectral band
of the HIS FTIR instrument appears to vary with the
source radiance, becoming more linear the higher the
radiance contribution from the source. This depen-
dence creates substantial radiance errors when magni-
tude spectra are used to perform a two-point calibra-
tion using blackbody reference sources. The errors
are eliminated,yieldinggood calibrationresults,when
aminor modificationtothistechnique isapplied. The
new technique explicitlyaccounts for the possibility
that a dual phase response can occur. That is,the
phase response for radiance from the instrument can
differ from that for radiance from a source. The origin
of the different phase response for radiance from the
HIS instrument is identified as emission from the
beam splitter.
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BOMEM, Inc., the Santa Barbara Research Center,
and the University of Denver, whose care in fabricating
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SPECTROSCOPIC INFERENCES FROM HIS MEASUREMENTS
OF ATMOSPHERIC THERMAL EMISSION
H. E. Revercomb, R. O. Knuteson, W. L. Smith
University of Wisconsin, Space Science and Engineering Center
1225 West Dayton Street
Madison, WI 53706
H. M. Woolf, andH. B. Howell
NOAA/NESDIS Systems Design and Applications Branch
1225 West Dayton Street
Madison, WI 53706
lJ_ INTRODUCTION
Radiometrically accurate observations of the earth's emission spectrum
from 3.8 to 16.6 microns have been made using the High-resolution
Interferometer Sounder (HIS) to look downward from the NASA U2/ER2 aircraft or
upward from the ground. These observations have been used to demonstrate the
substantially improved vertical resolution of temperature and water vapor
soundings derived from high resolution spectra (resolving power from 1800 to
3800), as compared to soundings from the low res_l_t_on filter radiometer
observations used in current satellite sounders. '_'_
The HIS observations have also demonstrated that Fourier Transform -
Infrared (FTIR) instruments are especially well suited to @b_olute emission
measurements of broad spectral bands at high resolution. 4 .... A fundamental
advantage of FTIR instruments for accurate calibration is wavelength
integrity, the sae property which has made FTIR the standard for very high
resolution absorption measurements.
While the HIS was primarily designed for atmospheric temperature and
water vapor profiling, its broad spectral coverage and high accuracy (absolute
brightness temperature errors of less than 0.5°C and a reproducibility
approaching O.I°C at most wavelengths) lead to a wide range of important
applications, including monitoring tropospheric trace gases, surface and cloud
spectral properties, and surface temperatures, in addition to spectroscopy.
2. SPECTROSCOPY
The long wavelength part of a HIS downwelling radiance spectrum is
compared to a calculated spectrum in Fig. i. The calculation uses the AFGL
HITRAN/86 line file and FASCOD2 line-by'line program with atmospheric state
data from in situ measurements. In general, agreement between HIS and
FASCOD2 spectra is remarkably good, a tribute to the current state of spectral
line files and line-by-line codes.
The detailed radiance differences of observations from FASCOD2
calculations are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for a range of atmospheres. Note that
the largest differences are reproducible over a wide range of condi=ions,
including even uplooking and downlooking viewing conditions.
The top two differences in Figs. 2 and 3 are from uplooking observations
(note the reversed sign). The in situ atmospheric temperature and humidity
measurements for these observations are very good because NCAR Cross-chained
Loran Atmospheric Sounding System (CLASS) balloons were launched from the same
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Fig I. HIS uplooking spectrum compared to FASCOD2 calculation.
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site where the HIS was located. 7 The last comparison labelled Gulf was flown
at 400 mb over the Gulf of Mexico aboard the NOAA P3 aircraft during an
integration test flight and is somewhat noisy. It is included because, again
in this situation, the atmospheric measurements made by sensors onboard the
plane and by NCAR dropsondes are very good and because it is an example of a
reasonably wet atmosphere (the wetness of the atmospheres shown generally
increases from the top of the figure to the bottom).
The largest residuals between observations and calculations have been
identified with either spectroscopic or _tmospheric uncertainties. Two
examples are labelled in Fig. 2. The effects of line mixing on the effective
line shapes in the CO 2 Q-branches was not accounted for in FASCOD2. The
latest version (FASCOD3), soon to be available from AFGL, does account for
line mixing. The effects of absorption by chloro_luorocarbons (CFC's), not
currently included in FASCODE, are also labelled. These features are shown
in more detail in Fig. 4, along with absorption by carbon tetrachloride.
The major new conclusions which have been drawn from these comparisons
are illustrated in Figs. A and 5. Figure 4 shows that only a 10% adjustment
of the H20 amount is needed to bring the calculated and obse_Jed spectra into
excellent agreement regarding the longwave H20 continuum. This adjustment is
on the order of the uncertainty in the H20 profile. Over most of the spectral
range, the residual differences are small after accounting for this
adjustment, the larger effects discussed above, and small H20 line parameter
uncertainties. However, a major difference still remains from about 700 to
760 cm The correlation of this region with the absorption of CO 2 and the
symmetric effect on the other side of the CO 2 band (Fig. 2), strongly suggests
that the line absorption of CO 2 needs to be increased in the model.
Figure 5 shows that the positiv_ discrepancy between 1250 and 1425 cm °I,
which is largest for the driest atmospheres, is related to the H20 continuum,
because the continuum contribution (the difference between a FASCOD2
calculation without and with a continuum) accounts for the shape of the
positive discrepancy. The continuum in this region is dominated by the
foreign-broadened continuum, unlike the lonEwave region where the self-
broadened continuum dominates. Therefore, i_ is possible to reduce the
continuum for this region by the large amount needed (60%), without destroyin_
the agreement already discussed in the iongwave window.
Finally, the consistent differences at the H20 lines from II00 to 1230
cm -I implies the need to increase the line strengths of water vapor in this
region by about 30%. It is important to note that even large adjustments of
the atmospheric water vapor amount cannot eliminate both this problem and the
continuum problem simultaneously, because they require changes in the opposite
sense.
_3. CONCLUSIONS
Reproducible differences between HIS observations and FASCOD2 line-by-
line calculations lead to the following conclusions:
(i) The FASCOD2 water vapor continuum in t_e longwave window region
from i0 to 13 microns (750 to i000 cm "_) gives reasonable agreement
with radiance observations.
(2) The model H20 continuum from 7 to 8 microns (1250 to 1425 cm "I)
needs adjustment to reduce its contribution by about 60%.
(3) CO 2 absorption in the region from 13.1 to 14.3 microns (700 to 760
cm "I) is too small in the model.
(4) Water vapor line _trengths in the region from 8.1 to 9.1 microns
(Ii00 to 1230 cm "_) need to be increased about 30%.
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VERTICAL RESOLUTION AND ACCURACY OF ATMOSPHERIC INFRARED
SOUNDING SPECTROMETERS
Hung-Lung Huang, William L. Smith and Harold M. Wcolf
Cooperative institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies
University of Wisconsin, Madison
ABSTRACT
A theoretical analysis is performed to evaluate the
accuracy and vertical resolution of atmospheric profiles
obtained wizh the HIRS/2, GOES I/M and HIS instruments. In
addition, a linear simultaneous retrieval algorithm is used
with aircraft observations to validate the theoretical
prediczions. Both theoretic_! and observational results
clearly indicate that the accuracy and vertical resolution
of the retrieval profile would be improved by high spectral
resolution and broad spectral coverage of infrared radiance
measurements.
The HIS is found to possess the equivalent of I0 pieces
each cf temperature and _a:er vapor independent precise
measurements. The characteriszics for temperature include a
vertical resolution of 1-6 ?_ with an accuracy of IK, and
for water va=cr a vertical resolution of 0.5-3 km with an
accuracy of _K in dewpoint temperature. The HIS is a factor
of almost five times better in vertical resolution and a
factor of t_;o -imes better in accuracy than the GOES I/M and
HIRS/2 filter radiometers.
w
I. intr0duction
Radiance measurements by satellite borne multispectral
infrared radiometers are used to sense atmospheric
temperature and moisture profiles (Kaplan, 1959; Wark and
Fleming, 1966; Smith and Woolf, 1976; Susskind et al.,
1984). Because the radiances arise from very thick layers of
the atmosphere, the poor vertical resolution and associated
accuracy of the derived profiles limit their use in
Numerical Weather Prediction (_[WP) (Bengtsson 1979; Phillips
et al., 1979; Smith 1991). The presence of clouds which
absorb infrared radiation further complicates the derivation
of the sounding profiles from the radiance observations
(Chahine, 1974/77/82) and also limits their utility in NWP.
The poor vertical resolution of current operational
satellite sounding instruments is attributable, in part, to
low spectral resolution. Due to this coarse spectral
resolution, the radiometer _oes not sense radiation between
individual absorption lines so that the emitted radiance
reaching the satellite is a mixture of radiation from the
high atmosphere, due zo the strong absorption near line
centers, and radiation from the lower atmosphere, from
between the absorption lines. Thus, the relatively poor
spectral resolution of current instruments causes a vertical
smearing of the atmospheric structure.
To minimize vertical smearing and thereby approach the
ultimate vertical sounding resolution and accuracy
achievable with passive measurements, a sounding instrument
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must possess a spectral resolving power (defined by _/6_,
where i is wavelength) of at least i000. For example, a
spectral resolution of 0.7 cm -I is required in the 600-700
cm -I (15 _m) thermal emission band of CO 2. This spectral
resolution can be achieved using a Michelson interferometer
(Smith et al., 1979/83/90) or a large detector array grating
spectrometer (Chahine et. al, 1990). The High-resolution
Interferometer Sounder (HIS) and Advanced InfraRed Sounder
(AIRS) are experimental instruments designed to demonstrate
improved Sounding performance from high spectral resolution
and continuous broad spectral coverage. An aircraft model of
HIS is a Michelson interferometer with a spectral resolving
power of approximately 2000, covering a spectral range of
3.7-16.7 _m (Smith et al., 1983). The AIRS is to achieve
measurement characteristics similar to HIS by incorporating
new cooled focal plane detector array technology into a
grating spectrometer (Chahine et ai.,!990).
In this paper, the linear simultaneous retrieval
algorithm (Smith et al., 1987/91) along with the
theoretical vertical resolution (Backus and Gilbert, 1970,
Conrath, 1972, Thompson, 1982, and Rodgers, 1987) and error
analysis (Rodgers, 1987 and Smith et al., 1991) are used to
quantify the vertical resolution and accuracy provided by
three different sounding instruments: (i) the GOES I/M
sounding radiometer; (2) the HIRS/2 aboard the NOAA
satellites; and (3) the HIS sounding instrument proposed for
future GOES implementation.
_mm
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2. Data
HIS data have been successfully collected from NASA
U2/ER2 aircraft flights (Smith et al., 1987; Revercomb et
al., 1988). With observations at a six second sampling
interval from the height of 65,000 ft, an instantaneous
ground resolution of 2 km is achieved. Figure 1 shows a
clear sky spectrum of brightness temperature observed during
the COoperative Huntsville _eteorological E__X_periment
(COHMEX), with a spectral resolution of about 0.5 cm -I from
600-1100 cm -I (9.1-16.7 _m), and 1.0 cm -I resolution from
1100-2700 cm -! (3.7-9.1 _m) (Huang, 1989). Major absorbing
constituents are labeled accordingly, namely, CO2, H20, 03,
N20 , CH 4 and CO. The selected weighting functions for the
three HIS infrared bands are presented in Figures 2 and 3.
These curves express the ver_ica! derivative of atmospheric
transmittance with respect to the natural logarithm of
pressure and are calculated from a line-by-line model
FASCODE Ii (C!ough et al., 1986) using FASCODE standard
atmosphere profile conditions. As for the GOES I/M and
HIRS/2 data, they are simulated from the HIS radiance
spectra by convolution with their spectral response
functions.
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3. Retrieval Algorithm, Vertical Resolution and Error
Analysis Methods ..........
a. Linear Simultaneous Retrieval Algorithm
U
I
mz
w
A computationally efficient retrieval methodology has
been developed by Smith et al., (1991), which is a unique
linear algorithm that simultaneously retrieves temperature
and absorbing constituent profiles (i.e. water vapor, ozone,
methane et al.) from observations of spectral radiances. The
Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) linearization results from
a definition for the deviation of the true gas concentration
profiles from an initial state in terms of the deviation of
their "effective" temperature profiles from the true
atmospheric temperature profile. The "effective" temperature
profile for any absorbing constituent is defined as that
temperature profile which satisfies the observed radiance
spectra under the assumption that the initial absorber
concentration profile is correct. Differences between the
effective temperature, derived for each absorbing
constituent, and the true atmospheric temperature are
proportional to the error in the initial state of the gas
concen_ranion profiles. The gas concentration profiles are
thus determined after inversion of the linearized RTE from
the retrieved effective temperature profiles assuming that
one of the assumed ccncentration profiles is known (i.e.
co2).
Following the algorithm of Smith et al., 1991, the
linearized RTE is
N
6TBv=NOv (Ps) rOy (Ps) 5Ts - Z
i=l
Ps 0
_0 _3 v(P)6Ti(P)rOv(P)dlnrOvi(P)
(i)
u6
I
where _0 v (p) =[aB v (T0)/aT]/[aBv (TOB)/aT],
N=the number of optically active atmospheric constituents,
N=2 when only the uniformly mixed gases ( mainly C02)
and water vapor are considered,
ps=pressure with subscript s denoting the surface,
rv(P)=the total transmittance of the atmospheric above
atmospheric pressure level p,
5( )=the difference between the true quantity and the
initial state denoted by a superscript 0,
Z( )i=the summation of i quantities,
Tvi=the transmittance of the atmosphere for the ith
absorbing constituent,
TBv=the brightness temperature at spectral frequency v
T(p)=the true atmospheric temperature profile,
Ti(P)=the effective temperature of the ith absorbing
constituent,
Ui(p)=path length profile of the ith absorbing constituent
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g= acceleration due to gravity,
qi(P)=mixinq ratio of the ithlabsorbingconstituint, -
6Ti(P)=Ti(P)-T0(p).
In matrix form, again, following Smith et el., 1991, the
generalized statistical/physical solution of equation (i) is
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tr=Ct b (2a)
and the retrieval coefficient matrix C is
C=(A*E-IA+s-I)-iA*E -I (2b)
where subscript r denotes retrieved quantity. The elements
of the weighting function matrix A are
Av,0=_0v(Ps)r0_(ps)
Av j=-H0u (Pij) r0v (Pij) d!nr0, vi(Pi--j), J=I,2,-..,N*Mi,
where N is the number of constituents and M i is the number
of quadrature pressure levels denoted to each constituent. S
is the sample statistical c_¢ariance matrix and E is the
covariance of the brightness temperature error ( )* denotes
the matrix transpose, and ( )-l denotes the matrix inverse.
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b. Analysis of Retrieval Verzical Resolution
The vertical resoiu_ion of the various sounding
instruments is anal}'zed using the concepts of Backus and
=
Gilbert (1970), Conrath (1972), Thompson (1982) and Rodgers
(1987). The retrieved temperature can be expressed as a
smooth version of the true temperature profile,
Tr(Pi) = Z R(Pi,Pj)T(pj) (3)
J
where Tr(Pi ) is the retrieved temperature at pressure level
i, T(pj) is the true temperature profile, and R(Pi,Pj ) is
the vertical resolution function or averaging kernel for
w8
U
level Pi- (3) describes the retrieved temperature at any
level Pi as a vertical average of the true temperature
profile weighted by the vertical resolution function R for
the level Pi- In terms of the sounding retrieval algorithm
given by (2) tr=Ctb, and the RTE (i), written in matrix
notation as tb=At, then one can rewrite t r as
with
tr=CAt
=Rt.
R= (A'E- !A+S - 1)- IA* E- 1A (4)
i
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It has been found that the concept of resolution
is vague and has many possible definitions (Thompson, 1982
and Rodgers, 1987). Backus and Gilbert (1970) defined the
"spread" as a measure of the resolution and used to quantify
the vertical resolution of a retrieval system using
satellite radiance measurements. However, Newman (1979) and
Thompson (1982) have pointed out that the definition of
spread suffers from several mathematical deficiencies which
are caused by the oscillatory sidelobes of resolution
functions that results in an unreliable estimations of the
resolution. The mathematical difficulties become increasing
severe with increasing spectral resolution and measurement
precision. The computations of spread of HIS, HIRS/2 and
GOES I/M (not shown) also confirm these findings.
It is these difficulties that motivate the development
of an alternative technique to define an effective vertical
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Iresolution, which would directly apply to any satellite
retrieval system. The appendix gives an abbreviated
derivation of this technique (Purser, personal
communication) which will be discussed in complete detail in
a subsequent article. If one lets J be the trace of matrix
R, than J can be thought as the total effective degrees of
constraint (independent precise measurement) imposed by the
satellite data. The measure of the local effective data
density is
pi= Z Fi,jRj, j
J
where
Fi,j=R2j,i/( E R2j,k6Zk),
k
6Z k is the height increment at the level k. And the vertical
resolution defined in terms of data density is simply,
w
wi=!/pi (5)
=
w
c. Analysis of Retrieval Error
Within the framework of the linear simultaneous
inversion theory, a retrieval error analysis algorithm is
developed following the concepts of Rodgers (1987).
The covariance of the retrieval temperature error G,
G=<(t-tr) (t-tr) >, can be obtained from
-- tr=Ctb=C(t b+e)=C(AT+e)=CAt+Ce,
mmm
I0
g
where angle bracket denotes expectation operator, and e is
assumed to be the brightness temperature measurement error,
as
G= (t-CAt-Ce) (t-CAt-Ce)
=[ (I-CA) t-Ce] [ (I-CA) t-Ce]
m
u
where I is the identity matrix. By assuming temperature, t,
and random brightness temperature error, e, are
uncorrelated, then
I
U
m
G= (I-CA) tZ* (I-CA) *+Cee*C*
= (I-CA) S (I-CA) *-CEC*=V+M.
m !
mU
Here
V=(I-CA)S(Z-CA) (6)
M=CEC* (7)
I
m
and S=tt and Z=ee . V and M can be defined as the vertical
resolution co_Donen_ error and the measurement noise
component errsr, respectively (Rodgers, 1987). The total
root mean square (rr.s) error is the square root of the
diagonal elemenzs of matrix G, if ignoring inter-level
correlations, and can be written as
G= (A*E-!A_S-I) -I (8)
(8) is obtained by using the matrix identity
M
u
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mm
mm
I- (X+Y) -Ix= (X+Y) -iy.
The vertical resolution error results from those
components of the profile that cannot be recovered by the
retrieval process. In other words, the accuracy of the
retrieved profiles is limited by the vertical resolution of
observations. This vertical resolution related error is the
square root of the diagonal elements of the matrix V
(Rodgers, 1987). The contribution to the retrieval error due
to radiance measurement error is given by the square root of
the diagonal elements of the matrix M (Rodgers, 1987). It
should be noted that the systematic retrieval error due to
the imperfection of the linearized RTE and inverse model is
not included in G.
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4. Results
a. Results of Retrieval Vertical Resolution and Error
Ana!vsis
Retrieval vertical resolution and error are determined
for HIS, GOES I/M and HIRS/2 sounding instruments. A
radiance error equivalent to a brightness temperature
measurement error (or noise) of 0.25K at a scene temperature
of 260K is assumed for all measurement situations. The
sample covariance matrix S is derived from 400 mid-latitude
global climatological atmospheric profiles (Smith et al.,
1974). The global sample mean profile and FASCODE II (Clough
et al., 1986) are used to calculate the spectrum of
atmospheric transmittance profiles for all three instruments
considered and used for all vertical resolution and error
analysis computations. The uniformly mixed constituents
(C02, N20 , CH4, SO 2 and CO) are combined to form a single
transmittance profile so that together with water vapor the
number of atmospheric transmittance components was two
(ozone absorption regions are excluded in this analysis).
Forty pressure levels between 0.i hpa to I000 hpa are
considered for each of the two constituents.
Results of the retrieval vertical resolution functions
R for temperature and water vapor are shown in figure 4 and
5, respectively. For temperature vertical resolution, one
can see little difference in these functions (except near
the surface) between HIRS/2 and GOES I/M sounding
conditions. In general, both HIRS/2 and GOES I/M sounders
only are able to resolve very broad vertical layers of the
temperature profile. However, examination of HIS temperature
vertical resolution functions (figure 4c) reveals that HIS
possesses many more fine layers of temperature profile
information. Similar conclusions can be made for water vapor
vertical resolution functions of HIRS/2, GOES I/M and HIS.
Nevertheless, the GOES I/M sounder seems to be able to
obtain a little more vertical water vapor information than
the HIRS/2, because of its additional tropospheric moisture
channel (7.43 _m).
Table 1 presents the total effective degrees of
constraint (precise independent measurements) for
temperature and water vapor retrievals. It is found that
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both HIRS/2 and GOES I/M are only able to obtain
approximately two pieces each of temperature and water vapor
retrievals. In particular, GOES I/M seems to possess less
temperature information than HIRS/2 (1.8 vs. 2.2). In
contrast to temperature, GOES I/M possesses more water vapor
information than HIRS/2 (2.7 vs. 1.8). The total effective
independent measurement possesses by HIS, however, has ten
for each of temperature and water vapor. This indicates a
factor of almost five improvement of the HIS over that of
GOES I/M and HIRS/2.
Vertical resolution functions of 300 hpa temperature
and 700 hpa water vapor together with their vertical
resolution W obtained from (5) are shown in figure 6. The
lengths of the fine vertical bars are the vertical
resolution W. The examples presented in figure 6 demonstrate
the reliable estimation of the vertical resolution which
their function has osciilatzry sidelobes. Figure 7 shows the
vertical resolution computed from (5) which is defined in
term..s of data density and is in the unit of km. it can be
seen that a major _mprovement in the verzical resolution of
temperature and water vapor retrieval profiles is
demonstrated by the HIS instrument approach.
Figure 8 sho_s the total rr_.,serror of HIS and GOES I/M
temperature and water vapor concentration profiles. This
result suggests tha_, consistent with the vertical
resolution analysis shown earlier, sounding accuracy is
improved by a factor of 2-3 over that of current radiometers
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by using measurements with high spectral resolution and
broad spectral coverage.
Figure 9 demonstrates the resulting total random rms
error of temperature and water vapor profiles for different
spectral resolutions of HIS measurements. These three
spectral resolutions are the full HIS, half HIS and one
tenth of HIS spectral resolution, each with the same noise
(0.25 k) and spectral coverage (600-2700 cm-l). The
sensitivity of the retrieval error to speczral resolution is
large, with the higher spectral resolution providing the
most accurate sounding product.
Different "cctimal" sets of HIS channels have been
selected to investigate retrieval error sensitivity to the
total number of spectral channels used. For each "optimal"
case, those channels whose weighting functions have the
greatest sensitivit'? to each of the fort'? sounding levels
between 0.i to 10C_ hpa were selected fcr long wavelength
(I_ _m), mid _ave!ength (6.3 _m) and shorz wavelength (4.3
_m) bands, respeczively (Huang, 1989). Figure i0 presents
rms error of temperature for different sets of "optimal"
channels. Curve A in this figure is the result obtained by
using 19 GOES I/M channels and is presented as a reference.
Curves B to G are based on optimally selected HIS channel
sets of 81, 104, _t, 604, 2181 and 6144 (complete set). As
shown in this figure, the addition of more "optimally
chosen" channels ices provide more independent retrieval
information and results in a smaller retrieval error.
/
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b. Results Of Synthetic and Aircraft Observation Retrievals
Figure Ii shows the rms error of sounding retrievals
from HIS radiance spectra synthesized from an independent
set of 38 special radiosondes during COHMEX. The temperature
and dew point soundings were retrieved using the solution of
(2) based on a dependent statistical set of 153 different
COHMEX radiosondes. The guess profile used for retrieval is
the mean of these 153 soundings. Figure 12 shows an estimate
of the rms error of retrievals from actual HIS measurements
from the NASA ER-2 aircraft for the two COHMEX days, 15 and
19 June 1986. The results in Figure 12 were obtained by
Bradshaw and Fuelberg (1990) using statistical structure
function anal'isis. As can be seen by comparing figures ii
and 12 for the COHMEX region, observational results confirm
the theoretically expected accuracies close to 1 K for
temperature and 3 K for dewpoint temperature.
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5. Conclusions
The theoretical retrieval vertical resolution and
profile accuracy of GOES I/M, HIRS/2 and HIS are quantified
and compared by using a iinear simultaneous retrieval
algorithm and vertical resolution and error analysis
techniques. These observed and simulated retrievals indicate
that high spectral resoluticn and broad spectral coverage
are indeed the key to both the improved vertical resolution
and the profile accuracy that results.
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In conclusion, the passive remote atmospheric sounding
of HIS is found to possess the equivalent of i0 pieces each
of temperature and water vapor independent precise
measurements. The characteristics for temperature include a
vertical resolution cf 1-6 _um with an accuracy of IK, and
for water vapor a verzical resolution of 0.5-3 km with an
accuracy of 3K in dewpoint temperature. The HIS is a factor
of almost five times bettar in vertical resolution and a
factor of two times better in accuracy than the GOES I/M and
HIRS/2 filter radiometers.
w
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APPENDIX
A Theory of Effective Resolution
Let vertical resolution functions matrix R be defined
as in <4), and frem _he fac_ that the precision matrices
_A*E-!A) and S -! are nonneqative symmetric matrices it
follows that each eicanvalue \ of R is bounded within the
interval [0,1] and since the sum of nonvanishing eigenvalues
is simply the trace of the matrix,
J=Tr (R) (AI)
it can be found that
0 _ J _ M (A2)
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where M is the number of independent measurements. The case
J=0 occurs in the singular limit of vanishing measurement
precision, E -I -> 0, and implies no effect of the satellite
measurements on the retrieval, while the case J=M occurs
only in the case of infinite measurement precision, E -> 0,
and implies a retrieval that always fits all measurements
exactly. Thus it seems at least intuitively reasonable to
consider J to be a measure of the total effective degrees of
constraint imposed b'f the satellite data used in the
retrieval.
It would be useful to be able to extrapolate from the
measure J of the effective total quantity of satellite data
to a measure of the Local effective retrieval density. The
simplest choice that integrates to J would be,
p i=Ri,i/SZi (A3)
where _Z_ is the heiqzt increment of the level i. In theory
there is no quarantee tha_ some components Ri, i are not
negative and in praczlce the distribution p is invariably
noisy. However, it is observed (Purser, personal
communication) that, averaged locally over a scale
comparable wizh that impiied by the structure of the
corresponding rows and columns of R, the typical magnitudes
of p genuinely reflect the iocal density of distinct
measurements when these measurements are precise and are
themselves localized. A se_Jiceable measure of local
effective data densit':' ) is therefore given by applying a
f
unimodular nonnegative smoothing operator F to p , that is,
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with
pi = Z Fi,jRj, j (A4)
J
Z Fi, j6Zi=l (A5)
i
For the univariate data one need look no further than R
itself to find the material from which to construct a
smoother with the desired qualities. Of the two natural
definitions,
F(a)i,j=R2i,j/ Z R2k,j_Zk .... (a6)
k
F(b)i,j=R2j,i/ Z R2j,k_Zk (A7)
k
zhe first is more universal in the sense that it continues
to apply when the retrieval formalism is generalized to an
"optimal interpolation" (Daley, 1991) that incorporate
noint-like measurements (such as radiosonde temperature
_..e second method has been found to yield
_bservations), hut
superior estimates when, as in the present s_udy, attention
is confined exclusively to remotely sensed data whose
weighting funczlons (the rows of A) are nain!y much smoother
z_an the covariance prcfi!es (rows of S). Zt is the second
for_, (A7), that is therefore adopted here.
m
w
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wTable Legends
Table I: The total effective degrees of constraint
(precise independent measurements) for temperature
and water vapor retrievals obtained from GOES I/M,
HIRS/2 and HIS.
JD
I
J
T_MPERATURE
WATER VAPOR
GOES _ /M HIRS / 2 HIS
!.3 2.2 i0.i
2.7 2.1 10.3
I
m
i
m
m
Table i, the zczal effective degrees cf constraint (precise
independent measurements) for temperature and water vapor
retrievals obtained from GOES I/M, HIRS/2 and HIS.
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uFigure Legends
Figure i: Brightness temperature spectra measured by HIS
from U2 aircraft over Huntsille, Alabama on 15
JUNE 1986 of COHMEX.
Figure 2: Temperature component Planck radiance weighting
functions for a small set of HIS band 1 and
band 3 channels.
Figure 3: _ater vapor component Planck radiance weighting
functions for a small set of HIS band 2
channels.
Figure 4: (a) Temperature veruical
of GCES I/M sounder.
resolution functlons
Figure 4: (b) Temperature vertical
of HIRS/2.
resolution functions
Figure 4: (c) Temperature vertical resolution functions
of HIS.
Figure 5: (a) Water vapor vertical resolution functions
of GOES I/M sounder.
Figure 5: (b) Nater vapor vertical
of HIRS/2.
resolution functions
Figure _: (c) _;ater vapor verzical resolution functions
of HIS.
Fiaure 6: Vertical resolution functions and their vertical
resolution (the fine vertical bars) of HIS
300 hpa temperature and 700 hpa water vapor
re_rievais.
Figure 7: (a) Temperature verulcal resolution (km) of HIS
and GCES 2/M sounder.
Figure 7: (b) _ater vapor veruical resolution (km) of HIS
and GOES I/M sounder.
Figure 8: RMS temperature and _;ater vapor concentration
retrieval errors of HIS and GOES I/M sounder.
Figure 9: Temperature and _a_er vapor concentration
RMS errors of HIS in full resolution, half of
the HIS resolution, and one tenth of the HIS
resolution.
Figure i0: Temperature RMS errors for the use of
differen_ cptional selections of HIS channels
and GOES I/M sounding channels.
Figure ii: Simulated temperature and dew point
temperature RMS errors and standard deviation
of statistical profile se_ from the mean
profile.
Figure 12: Temperature and dew point temperature RMS
error of ER-2 HIS retrievals during COHMEX (15
& !9 JUNE 1986)
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A BSTRA C"i"
A high speclral resolution intefferomeler sounder (GHIS') h_ been designed for flight on future geostauonary
meteorological satellites. It incorporates the me_urement prinemles of an aircraft prototype instrument, which
has demonstrated the capability to observe the eanh-emuted radiance s_ctrum with high accura_. The aJrc-raft
results indicate that the theoretical ex_x-c_a_zon of I*C temperature and 2"-3*C dewgoim retrieval accuracy
wiii be achieved. The vertical resolution of the water va_r profile ap_ars good enough to enable mmsture
tracking in numerous vertical layers thereby providing wind profile information as well as thermodynamic
profile,_ of temperature and water vapor.
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I. Introduction
Because of the temperature and water vapor profiling
capabilities needed to meet the 1990s initiative For im-
proved mesostale weather prediction, the remarkable
performance history, of Michelson interferomet,w in
space (Hanel et al. 1967, 1971, 1972, 1980; Schtifer et
al. 1989), and the recent successful aircraft demon-
stration of the High-resolution lntefferometer Sounder
(HIS) technology (Revercomb et al. 1988a. i988b.
I988c: Smith et al. 1988), the time is right to proceed
with plans to place interferometer sounders on geo-
synchronous satellites. The objective of this paper is
to show the performance improvement of the GHIS
(GOES High-resolution Intefferometer Sounder _over
the current satellite sounding instruments, the char-
acteristics of the instrument that emerged from a Phase
A study, and the results achieved from tests of the air-
craft prototype interferometer sounding insw_ment.
Higher vertical resolution temperature and rr.oisture
soundings from geosynchronous orbit are needed to
make Full use of the improved wind obse_'ations
planned for the 1990s. For mesoscate weather predic-
tion, it is important to have observations of tempera-
ture, humidity, and wind distributions that together
provide information on atmospheric stability, and
horizontal and vertical motion fields. Improved wind
measurements will soon be available to enhance
weather prediction capability in the United States. since
NOAA is installing a demonstration network of 30
Corresoondint¢ author address." Dr. William L. Smith. CIMSS.
Univem,ty of Wi_:onsm. 1225 W. Da.,,aon Street. Madison, ",8'I 53706.
Doppler radar wind profilers, spaced 500 km apart,
across the midwestern United States. The Doppler ra-
dam provide wind profiles on an hourly basis with an
accuracy of l ms-' and a vertical resolution of 1 kin.
However, the profiler will not have the spatial coverage
needed for mesoscaie or regional models. GOES ob-
ser,'ations are needed to provide coverage on a finer
spatial grid. _:'-: _,_,
To allow atmospheric stability to be determined
from GOES-acquired temperature and water vapor
measurements with an accuracy eonsment with profiler
wind accuracy, it_an be shown (using the thermal wind
relationship) that the temperature and water vapor
distrabution must be observed v,ith a vertical resolution
of I-2 km and an accuracy of I°C For temperature
and 3°C for dewpoint. The GOES I/M filter wheel
instrument will Fall far short of meeting these require-
merits, as will be demonstrated in the following section.
Exp-erience with GOES-VAS data confirms the fact
that geostationary satellite temperature profile data
with the poor spectral (vertica/) resolution provided
by filter wheel radiometers offer little information on
mesoscale phenomena. The primary uses of the VAS
instrument for mesoscale applications have been in the
definition of the gross water vapor structure from the
sounding retrieval process and the diagnosis of the
horizontal wind field by tracking cloud and upper-level
water vapor motion.
Aside from improving thermodynlim_c oblations
from satellites, improved vertical resolution water va-
por profiles are needed to supplement wind profile ob-
servations over coastal oceanic regions. From geosta-
tionary satellites, the GHIS improved water vapor pro-
files should enable the vertical profile of horizontal
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wind to be achieved by tracking the water vapor motion
observed within 1-2 km venicaI layers.
In summary, greatly improved temperature and wa-
ter vapor profile resolution and accuracy from the
GOES sounding instrument are needed to meet the
mesoscale meteorological data requirements of this
decade and beyond. As will be shown, the GHIS can
provide the improved performance.
2. Performance improvement
To obtain the vertical temperature and mcisture
_ profile resolution required, the sounding instrument
must achieve near continuous spectral coverage
throughout the 600=2600 cm-' region with a spectral
resolution of 0. I% (AX/X) (Smith et al. 1979, 1983a).
-- The high spectral resolution is needed to avoid smear-
ing the upwelling radiance contributions from relatively
opaque absorption lines with the contributions from
more transparent regions in between the absorption
-- lines. For example, in the thermal emission bands of
CO_, a spectral resolution or-0.7 cm -) is needed in the
600-700 cm-i ( 15/am ) region and 2 cm-_ in the 2300-
_ 2400 cm -_ (4.3 #m) region. Although the required
spectral coverage and spectral resolution are teyond
the capabilities of filter wheel radiometers, the',' can be
achieved using an interferometer.
The HIS aircraft instrument flov, n aboard the NASA
U2 and EP,2 aircraft has proven the performance ca-
pabilities of a high spectral resolution interferometer.
Ground calibration tests and airborne science missions
have demonstrated the ability of the HIS to measure
radiometrically accurate emission spectra with a res-
olution far exceeding the performance of contemporary
-- filter radiometers (Revercomb et al. 1988a,b,c). Ra,
diance spectra have been obtained during the more
than 40 aircraft missions with a resolution of 0.35 cm -)
in the 600 to 1 I00 #m region, as compared to the typ-
ical 15.0 cm -) resolution of filter radiometers, such as
the one to be flown on GOES I/M.
Figure t shows a typical spectrum of infrared radia-
tion brightness temperature sensed _c- the HIS. The
bandwidths of the filters planned for me GOES I/M
sounding radiometer are superimposed. As can be seen,
the filter wheel radiometer severely smears the fine-
scale spectral radiance structure of the atmosphere. The
spectrai smearing causes unwanted absorption con-
lamination in atmospheric "windows" used for sensing
the earth's surface temperature, and it greatly limits
the vertical resolution of temperature and water vapor
profiles because it broadens the atmospheric weighting
functions ( Fig. 2).
Figure 3a shows more clearly the effect of spectral
resolution on radiance smearing. It can be seen from
these brightness temperature spectra obser_'ed with the
HIS and portrayed at three different spectral resolutions
that the 15 cm -_ resolution of the GOES I/M filter
wheel instrument causes an extreme smearing of energy
emission from the lower atmospheric levels (brightness
temperatures in excess of 240 K) with energy emission
from upper atmospheric levels (brightr_ess tempera-
tures below 240 K). . _
The vertical resolution of atmospheric temperature
profiles as sensed by the GOES I//vl filter wheel radi-
ometer is compared to that of the interferometer
sounder in Fig. 3b. (The vertical resolution was deter-
mined using the procedure described by Rodgers 1987.)
As can be seen, a factor of 2-3 improvement is achieved
by the GHIS. Figure 4 shows results of a retrieval error
analysis conducted using the "'linear simultaneous re-
trieval method" and associated error diagnosis scheme
described by Smith et al. (1990), and the expected
sounding accuracy of the GOES I/M filter instrument
compared to the GHIS. Simulations also demonstrating
these substantial improvements in accuracy have been
FIG. 2. Comparison of a small selection oFGOES Interferometer (GHIS) spectral channel Planck radiance profile weighting
Functions with those for the GOES [/M filter radiometer. The 15 urn. 0.3 urn. and 4.3 #m designations correspond to the
600-1100 cm-n. 1100-2000 cm "', and 2000-2_00 cm -m regions, respectively, tH.. O and to)Iv refer to the atmospheric tran).
msttance for water vapor and the untt'orrnly mixed ( e.g., CO), N:O) opucally active gases, re$1:)ecttveiy.
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ma._urements, which cannot resolve the C02 lines. (I0) Improvement in venic3J tem_rmurc profile rasolution
from moclifying GOES I/M to use an interferometer.
performed by Heming and Bar_.es (1987). (Experi- ofatmospheric gases such as ozone, nitrous oxide, car-
mental confirmation of these theoretical expectations bon monoxide, methane, and Freon I I and 12 (Rev-
is shown in section 4.) As can be seen from Figs. 3 and ercomb et al. 1988c; Clough 1988), as well as the ther-
4, dramatic improvements in vertical resolution and real emission of land and sea surfaces. The interfer-
accuracy will result from the interferometer modifi= ometer sounder, once implemented aboard the
cation, geostationary satellite, will heip satisfy observational
Another very important appiication of the GOES
interferometer will be the tracing of fine scale features
of the atmosphere's water substance. As will be shown
_ in section 4, the interferometer s_under is capable of
sensing water vapor emission v,ith very high vertical
resolution. Observations from a geostationary satellite
of the dynamic displacement of fine vertical scale water
-- vapor features might be used to construct vertical pro-
files of horizontal wind velocity as well as to provide
a direct measure of the moisture convergence respon-
sible for weather development. This wind profiling ca-
- pability could be extremely useful over coastal oceanic
regions, which are devoid of ground-based wind ob-
servations. The moisture structure sensing capability
of the interferometer, together v,ith its associated im-
proved temperature profiling performance, are consid-
ered crucial for the use of geostationary satellite data
in the mesoscale numerical weather prediction models
-- planned for the next decade and beyond.
In addition to greatly improving atmospheric
sounding resolution and accuracy :he modified GOES
_ Sounder will provide more accura:e measurements of
cloud altitudes (Smith and Frey 1990) and atmospheric
requirements for climatology, oceanography, and
geology as well as operational meteorology.
. °3. GHIS instrument characteristics
One practical approach for implementing the GOES
HIS is to modify the existing GOES I/M filter wheel
sounder (Koenig 1989). This approach would permit
its implementation as early as possible, in order to
achieve the urgently needed improved sounding per-
formance. Feasibility studies confirm that the replace-
ment of the GOES sounder filter wheel subassembly
with an interferometer module is relatively straight-
forward and that it is a very attractive way to obtain a
major enhancement in vertical sounding resolution and
accu racy.
The primary operating characteristics of the GOES
•sounder as described by Koenig (1989) will be retained.
The only functional change will be to expand the flex-
ibility of the scan system to permit an optional longer
dwell time at each sounding location, and another op-
tional skip-step mode to permit faster soundings over
large areas. As a consequence of the richer dataset cot-
soundings beneath thin and/or broken clouds. More- Iected by the interferometer, the output data rate will
over, detailed observation of the infrared spectrum increa_ from 40 000 bits per second to as much as
yield radiances highly sensitive to the concentrations 500 000 bits per second.
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Key features oftheGHIS are given in Table I. Items
modified or added for the new system are starred. It
may be noted that these changes are a smail part of
the total system, indicating the compatible nature of
the interferometer. The intefferometer module will fit
in place of the GOES I/M filter wheel assembly, leaving
the telescope and detector-cooler assemblies essentially
unchanged.
a. GHIS operating modes
The current filter wheel design for GOES IIM con-
rains two scene scanning modes. Figures 5a,b show the
scan patterns for the existing single step, normal line
and single step, skip line modes. Two new scene scan-
ning patterns have been introduced to fully utilize the
capabilities of the interferometer while maintaining
geographical coverage. The new scan patterns (skip
ET AL. 1193
step, normal line and skip step, skip line) are shown
in Figs. 5c, d.
In any one of the four scene scanning patterns, the
sounder operator has the choice ofthree vertical (spec-
tral) resolution modes: low, medium, or high. The three
vertical (spectral) resolution modes are defined in Table
2 in terms of the unapodized resolution attained in
each band. The normal step, low-resolution mode is
designed to provide the same area coverage currently
achievable with the filter wheel radiometer, but with
improved spectral resolution and dramatically lower
noise performance in the long wavelength band (Table
3b). The higher resolution modes require longer dwell
times to allow the interferometer moving mirror to
traverse the longer optical path range.
The definition of these operating modes is based on
a desire to maintain most of the operational charac-
teristics of the GOES I/M sounder.
b. Interface to existing system
The modularity of the GOES sounder makes im-
plementation of the interferometer modification quite
feasible. The existing scene-mirror optics and its control
circuitry, will remain unchanged. Some reprogramming
TABLE I. Key features of sounder.
Simultaneous FOVs
FOV defining element
Telesco_ a_nure
Channel separation. LW-
SW-MW
IR specwal definition
Visible sounding
Radiometric calibration
Frequency of space clamp
Frequency. of IR calibration
IR detector operational
temperature (K)
Field sampling
Scan step angle
Step and dwell time
Scan capability
Sounding arr.a.s
Optical location
Output data quantizing
Output data rate
System power average
System weight:
Sensor a.x_mbly
Electronics module
Power supply
]ntefferometer processor =
Total
4
Reid stop, 242 urad diam (8.6 kin.
nadir)
31.1 cm (12.25 in)diameter
Dichroic
lnterferometer"
Fixed detectors
Space and 290 K IR blackbody
2 rain
20 rain
92 °, 97", 102, 107
Four areas N-S on 10-kin centers
280 _rad (10 km nadir); Skip-step"
and skip-line optional
0.1 Seconds; 0.2 s, 0.4 s, 0.8*
optional
Full earth and space
I0 km x 40 km to 60"N--S and
60"E-W
Star eensing
12 bit all channels"
<500 kbits per second without
dam compression (lower by 2 to
5 times with compressionff
l12W
202 Ib (92.0 kg)
61 Ib(27.9 kg)
14 lb (6.2 kg)
16 Ib (7.3 ks)
293 Ib(133.4 kg)
" Added for interferometer.
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FiG. 5. Sounding in differentscanmodes(dwell timesof 0[I. 0.4,0.8 sareselectabl¢at each
location).The numbersindicate the order by which the four simultaneousfields of vieware
rumpled.
-- of the scene mirror will be required ',o accommodate for the interferometer's long-wavelength (LW), mid-
the new scan modes: however, the GOES design is well wavelength (MW), and short-wavelength (SW) band
suited to accepting such changes. The existing passive passes.
cooler, used to cool the aft optics, detectors, and focal
plane will be maintained. Also, the physical di_mens!pn_s____.._,lIa_s_power" and volume
of the sensor assembly will remain unchanged. The =-_=:.--::_-: -
filter wheel passive cooler will be used to cool the in-
tefferometer module. The major change is to remove
the filter wheel and relay optics from the input beam
and to replace them with an interferometer and its relay
optics. Another change is :o replace the filter wheel
electronics circuitry, with circuitr':' appropriate for con-
trolling the dynamically aligned interferometer and for
on-board processing of the data. The last change is to
replace the current set of detectors with ones optimized
w
The mass of the interferometer and the mass of the
ele_ronic control circuitry being added ( l0 Ibs) nearly
equals the mass of analogous materiaI being removed
(I1 lbs). The main additional mass (16 lbs) being
added in the intefferometer design is for the on-board
processing system.
The total system mass is expected to be only about
59o greater than the mass of the current filter wheel
sounder.
TABLE 2. Vertical resolution mode.,.
Dwell time
(s)
Time/step
(s)
Revolution (cm-_)
Band I
(620 to 1150 cm"t)
Band 2
(1210 to 1740 em-))
Band 3
(2150 to 2721 crn-))
Low
Medium
HiO
0.075
0.375
0.775
0.1
0.4
O.g
3.33
0.67
0.32
4.63
1.15
1.15
4.63
1.15
1.15
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TABI_E3a. Expected GHIS NEN performance.
!195
m
Spectral
resolution
NEN (mW/m a sr cm -I)
Dwell time Time/step Band I Band 2 Band 3 I
(s) (s) (620 to 1150 cm-J) ( 1210 to 1740 cm-') (2150 to 2721 era-')
Low 0,075 0. l 0.14 0.06 0.007
Medium 0.375 0.4 0.32 0.13 0.014
High 0.775 0.8 0.46 0.13 0.014
i
TABLE 3b. GHIS low resolution mode NEN performance reduced to GOES I/M resolution.
GOES I/M GHIS
I
Channel Center R_olution NEN NEN NEN i
number wavenumber A_, specified desired expected
1 680 13 0.66 0.25 0.083
2 696 13 0.58 0.25 0.084 []
3 711 13 0.54 0.25 0.085
4 733 16 0.45 0.25 0.080
5 748 30 0.44 0.2 0.060
6 790 50 0.25 0.15 0.048
7 832 50 0.16 0.06 0.051 U
8 907 25 0.16 0.06 0.079
9 1035 25 0.35 0.12 0.090
10 1345 55 0.16 0.05 0.021
II 1425 80 0.12 0.04 0.019 ,_
12 1535 60 0.I5 0.04 0.023
13 2188 23 0.013 0.004 0.0037
14 2210 23 0.013 0.004 0.0038
,,45 0.0t3 0.004 0.003815 _" " 23
16 2420 40 0.008 0.003 0.0032 mm
17 2513 40 0.0082 0.003 0.0032
18 :671 100 0.0036 0.002 0.0022
The modification requires an additional 10.7 W of
average power, including 5.2 W for the data processing
on board. The interferometer adds no additional peak
power requirements, and the additional average power
is within the current margin for power available to the
sounder.
d. Detector perj'ormance
Table 3 summarizes the expected noise performance
for each spectral resolution mode specified in Table 2.
This noise performance has been shown to meet the
needs of high resolution sounding (Smith et al. 1983a),
and in the low resolution mode will offer a substantial
improvement over GOES I / M for the long wavelength
band (Table 3b).
Note that the NENs for soundings will be better than
those shown in Table 3 by a factor of the square root
of the number of field of views (FOVs) used per
sounding retrieval.
e. Data rate and processing
The expected data rate is based on the use of D_giiai
Signal Processor (DSP) modules to do on-board Fou-
M
rier transforms ofthe interferogram data_in re_al time .....
Table 4 gives the data rates for the full spectra (all
bands included). For each item in the table_ the higher _ '
number holds if complex spectra are needed for phase
corrections of the data (Revercomb et al. 1988a), the
lower number if only magnitude spectra are used. In
all cases, the data rates are less than 500 kbps. Further
reductions in data rate (by a factor of 2 to 5) could be
realized with data compression. Another factor of 5 to
10 could be achieved if the radiance spectra were con-
voluted with a "standard atmosphere" weighting func-
tion matrix, as required for sounding retrieval using
the linear simultaneous approach (Smith et al. 1990)
prior to telemetry to the ground (see section 4). In
summary, on-board processing will enable the sound-
ing information to be compressed to fit almost any
prescribed data rate constraint. = i
4. Aircraft prototype instrument
In order to prove the theoretical expectation of im-
proved sounding performance (Smith et al. 1979,
1983a; Smith 1984), NOAA and NASA jointly funded
the development of an aircraft protoiype High.re_o-
lution lnterferometer Sounder (HIS). The instrument m
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TABLE 4. Dam ratc_ for the intefferometer sounder
by operating mode.
Total data rate (kb_)
Spectral Single step, normal line/ Skip step, normal line/
resolution skip step, skip line skip step, skip line
Low 452/226 226/113
Medium "452/226 362/I 81
High 336/I 68 299/149
was completed and tested in 1985 and since then has
flown on more than 40 airborne missions ofthe NASA
U2/ER2 high altitude (65 000 feet) aircraft. All of its
-- research flights to date have been flown on the NASA
U2/ER2, but the instrument was recently checked out
on the NOA.A P-3 research aircraft, which has excellent
in situ capabilities for temperature, trace gas and aero-
sol measurements. Here we summarize the character-
istics and the radiometric performance of the aircraft
HIS instrument, and present examples of the sounding
-- results.
a. Description
_ The specific hardware configuration of the HIS air-
craft instrument bears little resemblance to the design
for GOES, but the principles are the same. The aircraft
HIS views directly downward from inside a pod (about
3 m long and 0.5 m in diameter) mounted either under
the wing or under the center line of the fuselage. Many
of the important design parameters of the HIS are
summanze_ in Table 5.
Calibration is accomplished by viewing two high
emissivity blackbodies, servo controlled at altitude to
300 K and about 240 K After 12 scans of the earth
-- over the full range of opttcal path. a 45 degree scene
switching mirror rotates the field-of-view from the open
eartia viewing port to give four scans of the hot and
four scans of the cold blackbodies. The btackbodies,
-- built and tested by Eppley Labs. are blackened cavities
with thermoelectric cooler/heaters for temperature
control and platinum resistance thermometers for
_ monitoring. The temperatures of the intefferometer
optics are nor actively controlled.
The BOMEM Michelson interferometer (Buijs
1979) as modified for this application provides double-
sided interferograms from both scan directions. Its
auto-alignment system makes it possible to operate in
the ambient thermal environment of the pod and in
_ very close proximity to the aircra£t jet engine. The op-
tical bench is shock-mounted to dampen high fre-
quency vibration and the intefferometer is _vacuated
: _ to protect the beamsplitter during descent.
-- The three spectral bands, covering most of the region
from 3.8 to 16.6 microns (Table 5), are split inside a
. single liquid helium dewar, which contains three sets
of b:_,ndpass cold filters, focusing optics, and arsenic-
doped silicon detectors. The preamplifiers are external
and'o_rate near the ambient pod temperature of about
260 K. The gain ofeach channel is fixed and the signals
are digitized with a 16 bit A/D. On-board numerical
filtering is used to reduce the sample rate from the
HeNe laser rate by factors of 14, 8 and 8 in bands I, II
and lII.
The data system is controlled with a 6809 micro-
processor-based system built at the University of Den-
vet. The three bands ofinterferometer data and house-
keeping parameters are combined and recorded on
formatted cassette tapes. Two drives with a capacity of
67 mPgabvtes each are used to provide 9 hours of con-
tinuous recording time.
Processing of selected data in the field is performed
on iBM-compatible personal computers. Data is trans-
ferred to hard disk and is processed with custom soft-
ware, which displays the measured intefferograms and
corresponding spectra, and performs calibration to
yield radiance or brightness temperature spectra. The
calibration procedure uses full complex spectra to avoid
errors that can arise from radiance emitted by the warm
interferometer (Revercomb et al. 1988a,b).
TASLE 5. Characteristics of the HIS aircraft instrument.
Spectral range (cm "_)
Band I
Band I1
Band II1
Field of view diameter (mr)
Teie_o_
lnterferometcr
Blackbody reference sourc_
Emisstvjty
A_r_ure diameter (cm)
Temperature stability (K)
Auto-aligned interferometer.
590-1080
1080-1850
2000-2700
100
30
Beamsplitter:
Substrate
Coatin_ (1/4 g at 3.3 ram)
Maximum delay (double-sided) current
configuration (cm):
Band ! (hardware limit is _2.0) _ 1.8
Bands 11 and Ill (limited by data system) +1.2, -0.8
Micheison mirror optical scan rate (cm s't): 0.6
Aperature stop (at intefferometer exit window):
Diameter (cm) 4.1
Central obscuration area fraction 0.17
Area (cm:) 10.8
Area-solid angle product (cm: sr): 0.0076
Detectors:
Type Ar dopod S.i
Diameter (cm) 0.16
Tem_rature (K) 6
>0.998
-1.5
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b. Badiometric performance
The rms detector noise for a single interferogram
scan determined from in-flight calibration data is
shown in Fig. 6. The noise is expressed in brightness
temperature units for the calibration blackbody scene
temperature of 260 K. For bands I and II the noise is
background limited, with radiation from the instru-
ment providing most of the photons. Band III noise is
considerably higher, with an electrical interference
contribution between 2150-2350 cm-', which is not
detector noise.
The other type of noise encountered in flight is sam-
pie-position--error noise caused by the effect of aircraft
vibrations on the velocity of the scanning bltchelson
mirror. Since it originates from very near zero path
difference, this noise is highly correlated with wave-
number, causing a small rocking of the spectra. It is
absent on the ground and would not be present in a
spacecraft application. Even in the hostile aircraft en-
vironment, this noise can be made small. Its amplitude
varies with instrument configuration, but is generally
comparable to the detector noise level.
Accurate radiometric calibration over the full spec-
tral range was demonstrated on the ground using a
third blackbody. A liquid nitrogen blackbody was used
as the cold reference, one on-board blackbody served
as the 300 K hot reference, and the temperature ofthe
other on-board blackbody (set between 260 and 280
K) was determined. The unknown temperature can be
determined routinely to within about 0.2 to 0,4 K. This
procedure relies on a careful optical design and align-
ment to prevent optical-path-difference dependence of
the responsivity, which would degrade the high reso-
lution integrity of the spectra. Self-apodization is kept
small by the relatively small field-of-view of the inter-
ferometer, and can be accounted for accurately. Ad-
ditional errors could be present in flight, but compar-
_ons with aircraft altitude temperatures and water sur-
Face temperatures are generally v,ithin I K. An accuracy
of better than 0.5°C is possible, except for regions of
low brightness temperature in the 4.3-,_m CO: band.
Figure 7 shows a pomon of the HIS spectra recorded
15 April 1986 over the desert Southwest compared to
a spectrum calculated using radiosonde data with the
AFGL FASCOD2 line-by-line program (Clough et al. "
1986). The finite FOV of the interferometer is ac-
counted for in the calculated spectra. The agreement =
is remarkably good. The major differences are believed i
to be due to incomplete information on the tempera-
ture, water vapor, and ozone (the large discrepancy
between 1010- t070 cm - l) of the observed atmosphere,
deficiencies in the line-by-line calculations, and the ==
presence of constituents not included in the calcula-
tions (e.g., CFC- I 1 and CFC- 12) that contribute to the
discrepancies seen between 840-860 and 910-925 i
cm -L in Fig. 7. Noise and calibration errors are not
believed to be significant.
Another comparison of HIS observations with cal-
culations is shown in Fig. 8. The observations were
taken from the NOAA P-3 aircraft over the Gulf of
Mexico on 18 November 1988. This flight provided
the best supporting measurements of temperature and
humidity of any of the HIS observations, via both air-
craft sensors and dropsondes. The spectral agreement
is generally within two degrees with the exception of --
the 600-680 cm-I region, which is influenced by 400 "
Hz noise from the aircraft power supply, and the 2260-
2380 cm-I region, which is due to the large influence
ofthe electrical and detector noise noted earlier for this j
spectral region on brightness temperature when viewing
low scene temperatures. Note especially the excellent
agreement over the 6.3 micron water vapor band oc-
cupying most of the HIS Band il.
c. Example experirnental sounding results
I) RETRIEVAL METHODOLOGY _-
For the retrieval of atmospheric profiles from the
HIS, it is desirable to utilize all spectral observations _
in a simultaneous solution for temperature, water vapor
and other desired absorbing constituents (e.g., ozone, -
methane, etc). Such a general solution has been for-:: __
mulated for treating the HIS spectra and is described --
in detail elsewhere (Smith et al. 1988, 1990). - _ "-
For the results shown here. the following perturba-
tion form of the "physical simultaneous" retrieval al-
gorithm is used
1,0[ .... "=. , • •
+::k'+
600 700 800 tO0 10OO
BAND I1
I )CO
Z.01 - . . ,. , ,
r).61,
)21 BANO III
IZ$0 1400 18S0 II_ Ill.SO :bOO 2200 2300 2+_ 2500 ;t600
_¢m" i]
FiG. 6.Detector noise observed with the HIS aircraft instrument.
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FIG. 7. Blackbody eauivalent temperature of upwelling radiance from the nadir viewing HIS instrument aboard the
NASA U2 atan altitudeof 20 km over the desertsouthwest on 15 April 1986.Also shown isa llne-by.finecalculation
wish AFGL FASCOD2 using a nearby radiosonCe. The s_ctra are a_xlized to ,/icldan approxtmat.e resolutionor'0.7
cm -i
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-- t = DAo'rtb = Dt* (I)
where t is a vector of the deviations of the desired at-
mospheric variables (e.g., temperature and de,,_point)
-- from an ensemble mean condition, th is a vector of
observed brightness temperature deviations from the
mean condition, Aor is the transpose of the profile
_ weighting function matrix, partitioned into "_,'3"' and
"wet" components as required for the simuitaneous
solution, and O is a "'deconvolution" matrix. In its
application, we define
t" - _r(tb + _) (2)
where _ is the systematic error in calculated brightness
-- temperature due to uncertainties in the spec'roscopy
and errors in the numerical methods used to define
the atmospheric transmittance spectra. The elements
of Ao are
M
f-I
with
and
wO.: fir(v,, pl)d Inrk(vj, pj)/(r,¢,,i
fs = OB(v. Tj°)/OT.
B is Planck radiance, T is temperature, and M is the
number of spectral radiance observations. The zerosu-
perscriptrefers to the mean temperature profile con-
dition. The scripts i,j, k denote spectral wavenumber,
atmospheric pressure level, and atmospheric absorbing
constituent, respectively. The transmittance of the at=
mosphere between the instrument and pressure level,
pj, is r(v,, pj) whereas that due to an individual ab-
sorbing constituent (e.g., water vapor) is r,(v,, pj). The
derivative is with respect to the vertical coordinate.
Herewe treat the spectrum as composed of uniformly
mixed constituents (k = I ) and water vapor (k = 2).
Strictly speaking, the first haJf of the vector t is the
atmospheric temperature profile which satisfies-that
portion of the observed radiance spectrum influenced
by the uniformly mixed gases whereas the second half
is the temperature profile which satisfies that portion
of the observed radiance spectrum influenced by the
water vapor, assuming that the mean water vapor pro-
file used to define l'Eo is correct. Thus, if the actual
water vapor profile is equal to the meap profile, then
the tWOtemperature profiles, uniformly mixed gas and
water vapor, are identical. For all other conditions, the
actual moisture profile is a function of the discrepancy
between the two temperature profile components
(Smith et al. 1990). The dewpoint temperature can be
approximated from a linear combination of the two
temperature profiles. The quantity _.(,,) is the standard
DE
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deviation of the radiance noise due to measurement
noise and error in theoretical radiative transfer com-
putations. It is included to weight those spectral regions
that have the lowest noise most heavily in the profile
solutions.
The vector t', as defined by (2), can be thought of
as the verticalIy smoothed temperature profile as de-
picted by the convolution of the spectral weighting
functions with the radiant brightness temperatures.
Numerically,
M M
t*(p,) = _, Wotb,/_, IV,j, (3)
i-I i'=1
that is, the convoluted temperature profile deviation
from the mean is given by the spectrally weighted-av-
erage brightness temperature spectrum deviation from
the mean spectrum. This form for t* is identical to the
generalized iterative retrieval solution (Smith 1970)
used for processing grating spectrometer and filter
wheel radiometer data. However, because of the large
number of spectral radiance observations ("--4000)
with the HIS, iteration of (3) is prohibitive due to the
very. large amount of radiative transfer computation
involved to update IE) and the mean brightness tem-
perature spectrum with the spectrum computed from
a prior retrieval. Instead, t* serves here as the smooth
first approximation of the true profile whose enhanced
vertical structure is retrieved through the application
of the deconvolution matrix, D. The 13 matrix is de-
termined by matrix inversion of(1)
D = (TT=r)(T'T"r) -I (4)
where T is a matrix ofdry-bulb temperature and dew-
point temperature profile deviations from the mean
for a statistical ensemble of soundings and T" is a ma-
trix of the smoothed temperature (uniformly mixed
gas and _ater vapor component) profiles from :heir
ensemble mean values. T = is specified by radiative
transfer computation of W,j and tb,. Random errors of
measurement of the same magnitude observed from
calibration spectra with the HIS aircraft instrument
are simulated using a random number generator and
added to tbi in order to stabilize the solution against
actual instrument noise. For the generation ofT" used
in (4), 3 is assumed to be equal to zero since here T*
is based solely on radiative transfer theory. However,
when O is applied to real spectra[ brightness temper-
ature observations, 6' must be applied to tb [Eq, (3)]
in order to account for systematic errors in the radiative
transfer model.
During the C__Qmbined Huntsville Meteorological
E__XpXeriment (COHMEX), the HIS flew aboard the
NASA U2/ER2 aircraft. A few sample results achieved
during COHMEX are presented below to illustrate the
sounding capabilities of the HIS.
2) SIMULATION RESULTS
)
Soundings have been derived using HIS radiance
spectra simulated from the special radiosondes
launched during the COHMEX. The purpose of first
investigating retrieval accuracy using synthesized data,
rather than actual spectral observations, is that the
"truth" is known since the radiosonde profile was used
to compute the "observed" spectrum. ( Random errors
of the _-.me magnitude associated with actual HIS ob-
servauons are added to the computed radiances to
simulate "observed" radiances for the retrieval process.)
As shown later, when comparing profile retrievals from
actual spectral radiance observations with radiosondes,
it is uncertain as to whether the difference is due to
errors in the retrieval, the radiosonde, or space and
time discrepancies between the two independent ob-
se_'ations. Thus. the use of synthetic spectra serves to
illustrate the errors expected to result from the sounding
retrieval process.
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Figure 9 shows rms errors of the sounding retrievals
from HIS radiance spectrasynthesized from a set of
193 COHMEX radiosonde profiles. The temperature
and dewpoint soundings were retrieved using decon-
volution matrix, D, based on the same COHMEX sta-
tistical set of 193 radiosonde soundings, and as a result,
Fig. 9 represents the lower limit of retrieval error using
the linear simultaneous retrieval algorithm. As can be
seen for the COHMEX observation region, HIS re-
trieval accuracies close to l oC could be achieved for
temperature, and 20-3°C for dewpoint temperature.
Figure 10 shows rms error curves derived from a global
set of soundings (Smith et al. 1990) for three different
measurement conditions: 1) all spectral bands (600-
2700 cm-I), 2) bands 1 and 2 (600-2000 cm-'), and
3) bands 2 and 3 (1100-2700 cm-_). Best results are
achieved when all spectral measurements are used in
the retrieval.
Figure 11 shows two example comparisons of syn-
thetic radiance retrievals with individual COHMEX
radiosondes. As can be seen, much of the fine scale
detail is retrieved from the full HIS radiance spectrum.
The vertical structure of water vapor dewpoint is par-
ticularly noteworthy.
3) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure12 shows tw0 examplesofcomparisonsof
radiosondeswithretrievalsoftemperatureand dew-
pointprofilesfrom actualHIS spectralradiancesob-
servedon 19 June 1986. It is noted that the O matrix
and initial (mean) profile used for these retrievals are
the same as those used for the simulated radiance re-
trievals shown earlier. We can see from these compar-
isons that the agreement of the radiance derived profiles
with the radiosonde is close to the theoretical expec-
tation (Fig. 9). Once again, the fine-scale water vapor
structure retrieved is particularly noteworthy.
Figure 13 is presented to show the improvement in
vertical resolution and accuracy of HIS profile retrievals
over those achieved with the current VAS geostationary
satellite sounder. The GOES I/M filter wheel sounder
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will produce soundings ofvenical resolution similar to
VAS. As can be seen, whereas VAS depicts the broad
scale profiles of temperature and moisture, HIS is ca-
pable of resolving finer scale features of vertical struc-
ture. Once again the most noticeable improvement ap-
pears in the moisture profile retrieval. The moisture
discrepancy between the HIS and radiosonde moisture
above the 600=rob level is believed to be due to space
and time discrepancies of the measurements rather
than due to errors in either sounding. Evidence for this
arising from strong space and time gradients of at=
mosphefic moisture in this layer is given in Fig. 14
described below.
In order to illustrate the water vapor sensing capa-
bility of the HIS, Figs. 14 and 15 show vertical cross
sections along the flight tracks of the NASA U2 and
ER2 on 15 and 19 June 1989, respectively. Both flight
tracks are over nonhern Alabama and Tennessee, but
as can be seen from the HIS data, the meteorological
characteristic.', are quite different for the two days. On
15 June the HIS cross section reveals an intense
boundary layer whose top was near the 850-mb level.
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Indeed, cloud observations revealed that the top of a
low-level scattered cumulus deck was near the 850-rob
level. The rapid drying and stabilizing temperature
structure just above the boundary layer (850-700 rob)
is deafly evident in the HIS cross-section analysis. Also,
the largest horizontal variability in moisture occurs
within the 200---400 mb layer where the aircraft tra-
verses a moisture front located across central Tennes-
see. On 19 J'une the meteorological condition is quite
different. The HIS cross section does not reveal the
existence of an intense boundary, layer and this was
supported by the fact that no boundary, layer cumulus
clouds or haze were observed. Contrary to the 15 June
observation, the largest horizontal variability of at-
mospheric moisture occurs lower in the atmosphere
within the 400-700 mb layer. In both cases, the vertical
resolution of the retrieved water vapor structure is
striking. In this regard, the HIS sounding capabilities
are unique; that is, no other sensor is capable of pro-
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 14, but for 19 June 1986.
riding the vertical and horizontal sounding detail as
achieved with/he airborne HIS. From the geostationary.
satellite, the HIS wi]I provide an unprecedented four-
dimensional sounding capability.
5. Conclusions
A design exists to enable implementation of a greatly
improved sounding capability from geostationary sat-
ellite orbit. Experimental results achieved with an air-
craft prototype instrument indicate that the theoretical
expectations of l °C temperature and 2°-3°C de_T)oint
accuracy can be achieved. Most exciting is the great
improvement in sensing the water vapor profile struc-
ture. It appears that the vertical resolution is good
enough to enable water vapor tracking in numerous
vertical layers thereby providing water vapor tracer
wind profile data as well as thermodynamic profiles.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the trace
gas profiling capabilities of future passive high spect[al
resolution (i cm -1 or better) infrared (600 to 2700 cm- )
satellite tropospheric sounders. These sounders, such as the
grating spectrometer, Atmospheric InfRared Sounders (AIRS)
(Chahine et al., 1990) and the interferometer, GOES High
resolution Interferometer Sounder (GHIS), (Smith et al.,
1991) can provide these unique infrared spectra which enable
us to conduct this analysis.
In this calculation only the total random retrieval
error component is presented. The systematic error
components contributed by the forward and inverse model
error are not considered (subject of further studies). The
total random errors, which are composed of null space error
(vertical resolution componen_ error) and measurement error
(instrument noise component error), are computed by assuming
one wavenumber spectral resolunion with wavenumber span from
i!00 cm -I to 2300 cm -i (the band 600 cm -I to ii00 cm -I is
not used since there is no major absorption of our three
gases here) and measurement noise of 0.25 degree at
reference temperature of 260 degree K. Temperature, water
vapor ozone and mixing ratio profiles of nitrous oxide,
carbon monoxide and methane are taken from 1976 US Standard
Atmosphere conditions (a FASCODE model). Covariance matrices
' I$
of the gases are ,,subjectlvely generated by assuming 50%
standard deviation of gaussian perturbation with respect to
their US Standard model profiles.
Minimum information and maximum likelihood retrieval
solutions are used. All terms and definitions except
•_ighting functions outlined in Sec. 2, are identical to
those defined in Rodgers (1989), and are not repeated here.
Retrieval random error is presented in terms of "level
explained variance" for each individual trace gas. However,
these preliminary results are by no means complete and are
only to be considered as "illustrative".
i
I
i
w
I
2. Outline of the Computations
The transmittance is computed from a fast regression
model (developed at CIMSS) which is based on line-by-line
FASCODE 2. Component transmittance profile spectra are
created for each radiatively absorbing gas such as H20 , 03,
N20 , CO, CH 4, and CO 2 plus all other absorbing gases. The
effective temperature weighting function is then defined as
described in Smith et al. (1991), which has the form of
Ki(P) = _(p)r(p)dlnri(P) (I)
where i represents ith absorbing gas, p denotes pressure, r
is the total transmittance, r i is the component
transmittance of ith gas and 2 denotes scaling factor among
radiance, brightness temperature and air temperature. The
wavenumber dependence of (i) is to be understood.
Following the development of Rodgers (1989), total
random error is the sum of null space error and measurement
error. The null space error covariance matrix is
SN = (A-i)Sx(A-I) T (2)
and the measurement error covariance matrix is
S M = DSe 3_ (3)
where the averaging kernel A=DK and D is the inverse model
dependent contribution function that will be defined later.
The total random error covariance matrix is
ST = - SM (4)
The "level explained variance" can be expressed as one minus
the diagonal element of S T divided by the diagonal element
of S x for each gas x at each level. Note the neglect of the
off-diagonal elements of S T .
For the minimum information solution, the contribution
function is
D = (KTK - 7I)-IK T
where 7 is arbitrarily set to 10 -3
likelihood solution,
(5)
For the maximum
D = (KTSe-!K + Sx-!)-!KTSe -I (6)
3. Results and Discussions
Figure 1 represents the retrieval explained variance
profile for nitrous oxide, carbon monoxide and methane. Two
curves in each panel represents the minimum information and
maximum likelihood solutions, respectively. In general, the
mid-atmosphere (400 to 850 hpa) has high explained variance
for all three gases. The subtle differences in details
between two solutions require further studies.
Random error contributions from the null space and
measurement components will be presented in the conference.
The averaging kernels will also be discussed. The
uncertainties of the a priori statistics and the effects of
the smoothing parameter 7 on the component errors will be
explored. The results presented here are preliminary.
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ABSTRACT
High resolution multispectral aircraft data (MAMS) and
geos-ationary sounding data (VAS) have been combined in a physical
retrlevai method to produce I00 meter resolution derived images of
precipitable water, lifted index, and skin temperature for the COHMEX
day of June 19, 1986. The method benefits by combining the
multispectral sounding capability of VAS with the i00 meter spatial
resolution of MAMS. The derived images show significant small scale
features including a moist tongue intruding into the COHMEX region and a
heat island at Nashville, Tn. Structure function calculations indicate
that significant mesoscale variability is not being captured by current
geostationary sounding instruments. Geostationary sounding data with at
least i km resolution or better is needed tO monitor this additional
mesoscale variation with time.
Im
i. INTRODUCTION
Monitoring atmospheric moisture and stability at small
scales is an important step to understanding and forecasting
mesoscale processes. Few ground-based observing systems can
provide the high temporal and spatial coverage necessary to study
mesoscale variation; satellite observing systems have shown
promise in this endeavor. Moisture and stability products from
the geostationary platform VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS) exhibit
interesting detail at the meso _ (20-200 km) scale (Chesters et
al. 1986; Mostek et al. 1986: Smith et al. 1985; Hayden 1988).
However, observations of variation at the meso 7 _12-20 km) scale
remain elusive. Atmospheric processes involved in meso 7 scale
weather events (such as airmass thunderstorms, cloud development,
inversions and land/water interface circulations) are not well
observed by VAS data because of its 8 km resolution and
radiometric noise. Data averaging reduces the noise but also
removes mesoscale variation. Therefore, information leading to a
better understanding of such mesoscale phenomena must come from a
higher resolution observing system.
The Multispectral Atmospheric Mapping Sensor (MAMS) is well
suited to provide mesoscale information about the atmosphere and
surface of the earth. This instrumentprovides high resolution
(-I00 meter) data over a significant swath (-37 km) and has been
used to depict mid-tropospheric water vapor (Menze! et al. 1986);
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Jedlovec et al° 1986), total precipitable water (Jedlovec 1990)
and sea surface temperature (Moeiler et al. 1989) through the use
of its 6_m, ll#m, and 12_m channels. Similar VAS channels have
contributed significantly to precipitable water and lifted index
products (Chesters et al. 1986; Robinson et al. 1986). However,
Chesters et al., and Robinson et al. also show that other VAS
channels are important contributors to these products. This
suggests that high resolution derived products be produced by
combining multispectral VAS data and high resolution MAMS data. A
physical retrieval algorithm developed by Smith et al. (1985)
provides the framework to combine VAS and MAMS data by replacing
VAS 6#m, ll#m, and 12#m spectral data with similar MAMS spectral
data to generate the derived product images.
This paper presents the procedure by which MAMS and VAS data
are used to produce high resolution derived products of
precipitable water (PW), lifted index (LI), and skin temperature
(TS). Section 2 addresses the characteristics of the VAS and MAMS
instruments. Section 3 describes the procedure used to make the
derived products, while section 4 presents the application of the
procedure to real data, with comparisons to radiosondes collected
during the COoperative Huntsville Meteorological EXperiment
(COHMEX) (Williams et al. 1987). The spatial and temporal
variability of the derived products is evaluated in a structure
function analysis (Hillger and Vonder Haar 1979). Data of
uJune 19, 1986, a day of low level cumulus development over the
COHMEX field experiment, is presented.
2. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTIONS AND COMPARISONS
2.1. Both the MAMS and VAS instruments have been described
extensively in the open literature so that only a brief discussion
of each instrument is presented here.
2.1.i. MAMS
The MAMS instrument is a 12 channel scanning radiometer that
flies onboard NASA's high altitude ER2 and U2 aircraft at an
altitude of about 20 km. Figure I shows a depiction of the MAMS
scanning geometry. The instrument scans across an 86 degree field
of view for a swath width of about 37 km. At 20 km altitude, the
data has i00 meter resolution when the 5.0 mrad aperture is used.
The MAMS spectral bands are summarized in Table I. Channels 1-8
are visible/near infrared channels. Channels 9-12 are infrared
channels. The infrared channels include surface viewing channels
at 3.7#m and ll.2_m as well as water vapor channels for the mid
(6.6_m) and lower troposphere (12.5_m). As noted in the footnotes
of Table I, only three infrared bands can be used on a given
flight (the 3.7#m and the 6.6_m channels are readily exchanged
between flights). Generally, the 3.7#m channel is used for
surface applications (e.g., sea surface temperature); the 6.6_m
channel is employed for'atmospheric studies (e.g., atmospheric
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water vapor). For this study, the 6.6#m detector was used in
channels 9 and i0. Channels II and 12 form the well-known split
window combination.
MAMS visible/near IR data is calibrated by laboratory
measurement, usually right before and after aircraft deployments.
Infrared data is calibrated on each scan line by viewing two
onboard blackbodies of known temperature. A linear detector
response is assumed to define the calibration slope and offset.
Blackbody counts may be averaged over several lines to reduce
noise in the line to line calibration.
Additional discussion of the MAMS instrument and its
performance is found in Jediovec et al. (1989).
2.1.2. VAS
VAS is a 12 channel spin scan radiometer that was deployed
on the GOES series of satellites for the purpose of atmospheric
sounding and multispectral imaging (Menzel 1980; Smith et al.
1981). The VAS channels are shown in Table 2. VAS consists of
temperature sounding channels in the 15#m CO 2 band (channels 1-5),
a split window combination (7 and 8), mid-tropospheric water vapor
channels (9 and I0), and shortwave channels (6, Ii, and 12). In
general, VAS channels i-i0 are used to make retrievals with
channel 12 used for a skin temperature guess and cloud checks
(Hayden 1988). VAS channels 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and i0 are available
at 8 km resolution (others at 1G km resolution). Noise is
generally reduced to less than 1.5 K for all channels by multiple
sampling (the dwell sounding modeof operation). Further
information on the VASinstrument maybe found in Montgomeryand
Uccellini (1985).
2.2. MAMS/VASInstrument Comparisons
The VASinstrument has several atmospheric sounding channels
that the MAMSinstrument does not. This additional spectral
coverage provides VASwith a better vertical resolution sounding
capability than MAMShas. The MAMSdata has high horizontal
=.
resolution. This resolution advantage over VAS, while perhaps not
so important for mid-tropospheric data, is well suited for
evaluating the variability of surface and lower tropospheric
fields. The spatial variability of MAMS ll#m and 12#m data has
been demonstrated by Jedlovec (1990) for June 19, 1986 COHMEX
data. In that work thermal variance was shown to level off
significantly beyond a field of view size of about 3 km. Thus,
the MAMS shows a capability to identify small scale thermal
features that are below the resolution of VAS data, which may be
important in identifying preferred areas of local convection or
low level cloud development.
In replacing VAS spectral data with MAMS spectral data, it
i
is important, because of absorption constituent considerations,
that the MAMS and VAS channels have close spectral agreement.
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channels. Both the 6_m and l!#m channels of VAS and MAMS show
excellent agreement while the 12#m channels show some deviation
which is more noticeable because of their narrow bandwidthso
Water vapor absorption in the MAMS 12#m channel will likely be
greater than in the VAS 12#m channel. However, this can be
accounted for in a MAMS/VAS instrument bias adjustment.
An instrument bias was calculated by comparing collocated
VAS and MAMS observed data of June 19, 1986 over the entire MAMS
data domain. This bias removes variance between the instruments
arising from spectral response, absolute calibration, viewing
geometry, and time of observation differences. A set of 69 MAMS
and VAS collocated data were considered for the bias calculation.
VAS data observed at nominal times of 1600 and 1730 UTC were used
to compare with the MAMS data collected between 1530 and 1800 UTC.
In order to obtain spatial agreement in footprint size, the VAS
spatial weighting function (which includes the effects of impulse
response and diffraction) was applied to the MAMS data to simulate
the spatial response of a VAS field of view. The results of this
comparison showed biases of 2.21, 5.69, and 3.24 K for the 6_m,
ll_m, and 12#m comparisons, respectively. The positive values
indicate that the MAMS data is warmer than the VAS data. These
bias values are applied to the MAMS data when it is substituted
6
for the VASdata in the derived imagery production process which
is described in the next section.
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3. ALGORITHM
Previous efforts to make derived imagery products from 8 km
VAS data have used retrieval statistics generated from a
simultaneous retrieval technique (Smith and Woolf 1984) for an
area average (e.g., i00 km by i00 km) of VAS radiances. The
retrieval statistics are then applied to individual VAS fields of
view (fov) to produce 8 km resolution derived product imagery
(Smith et al. 1985). In the formulation, a set of coefficients,
ai, are produced and are used with pressure dependent basis
functions, 4(p), to produce departures of skin temperature Ts,
precipitable water vapor U, and atmospheric temperature T, from
some first estimate:
6Ts = _o_o
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where precipitable water vapor U and mixing ratio q are related by
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and g is gravity. See Smith and Woolf for the formulation of the
_i coefficients. Since _i is dependent on the channel brightness
temperatures, _i can be recalculated at each for to capture pixel
to pixel variation in the skin temperature, precipitable water
vapor, and atmospheric temperature fields. _i dependence on the
atmospheric transmittance (including the transmittance dependence
on water vapor), =he slope of the Planck function (for converting
radiance to temperature), and the expected errors of the radiance
observations are not recalculated at each for (Smith and Woolf
1984). Channel weighting functions are used as basis functions.
In the MAMS/VAS effort, a three channel (6#m, ll#m, 12_m)
retrieval is produced for a 5 x 5 VAS fov area, with _i
coefficients then computed at each _S fov, using the bias
corrected MAMS 6.6#m, ll.2_m, and i2.5_m channel radiances in
place of the similar VAS channels. A 5 x 5 retrieval size was
chosen because it roughly matches the MAMS 37 km swath width.
Those VAS channels not replaced by MAMS data influence the
MAMS/VAS retrieval through its first guess, a VAS-only 5 x 5 fov
I0 channel retrieval (which uses the NMC Aviation model forecast
for its first guess). As with previous retrieval efforts (Hayden
1988), surface data from National Weather Service SVCA
observations are used in the retrieval. This data is updated to
w 8
the resolution of the MAMSdata by adjusting a grid of the SVCA
data for MAMSll_m temperature variation. Cloud checks are
performed on the VASand MAMSdata. Cloudy VASfovs are removed
from the 5 x 5 retrieval. No soundings are madeat cloudy MAM$
pixels.
4. EVALUATIONOFTECHNIQUE
4.1. June 19, 1986
The surface weather of June 19 over the COHMEXregion is
shownin Fig. 3. Dry Canadianhigh pressure which had movedover
the COHMEXregion on the 18th began to slide off to the east,
reducing the subsidence over the region as well as increasing the
low level moisture, especially in the southern part of the COHMEX
region. Surface temperatures reached into the upper 80s while
surface dew points ranged from the upper 50s to the upper 60s from
north to south over the COHM_Xregion. Synoptic scale atmospheric
forcings were weak as surface and upper level winds were light.
Although no significant convection occurred, sufficient moisture
and surface heating were present to produce low level cumulus over
eastern Tennesseebeginning about 1700 UTC. During the next
several hours this cumulus field expandedto cover muchof east
central Tennesseeand northern Alabama. During the afternoon a
few of these cumulus did grow sufficiently to produce brief light
showers over the region.
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On June 19, the MAMSwas flown over the COHMEXregion from
about 1530 UTCto 1800 UTC. Figure 4 shows the COHMEXregion and
the MAMSstraight line flight tracks that were flown on that day.
Table 3 lists information about each flight track. Note that
flight tracks F-G and H-I were repeated. During the flight, i00
meter resolution radiometric data with 8-bit precision was
collected for the MAMS6.6#m, l!_2#m, and 12.5#m channels. On
this sameday, VASdwell sounding pairs were collected at 1600 UTC
and 1730 UTC. These dwell sounding data were combined with the
MAMSdata as indicated in Table 3 to produce the derived imagery
products.
Both the MAMSand VASnavigation were inspected to assure
good collocation between the two instruments. MAMS6.6#m data was
corrected for zenith angle effects under an assumption of
homogeneity across the MAMSswath width; no correction was applied
to the MAMSll.2#m or 12.5#mdata because of a relatively weaker
effect in these channels and uncertainty in the correction.
MAMS/VASretrievals were madeusing the procedure described
in section III for five of the six straight-line flight tracks
flown on June 19 by MAMS(the B-Crflight track was not processed
because it fell in a VASdata void). Figure 5 shows a
representative profile as it evolves during the r_trieval process.
The top panel of Fig. 5 shows the impact of the VAS-only retrieval
(which is used as the first guess for the MAMS/VASretrieval). A
i0
slight modification of the NMC guess moisture profile has occurred
while the temperature profile is affected at mid and upper
tropospheric levels only. This temperature profile impact is at
least partly a result of the VAS CO 2 sounding channels which are
not common to the MAMS instrument. Without including these VAS
channels, this modification to the guess profile probably would
not occur. The bottom of Fig. 5 demonstrates the resulting
profile after the MAMS/VAS retrieval. The guess profile shown in
the bottom of Fig. 5 is the profile that was produced in the VAS-
only retrieval. Changes to the guess profile are confined to
lower levels of the troposphere. This reflects the impact of the
MAMS ll#m and 12_m data on the MAMS/VAS retrieval. Note that the
mid and upper tropospheric profile has not been modified in the
bottom panel.
4.2. Analysis of Derived Products
Fields of precipitable water (PW), lifted index (LI) and
skin temperature (TS) from the MAMS/VAS retrieval process are
shown for June 19 in Figs. 6-8. The data has been remapped into a
Mercator projection with a degradation of resolution down to .6 km
so that adjacent flight tracks can be shown in a single image
format. Each figure consists of a composite of three initial
flight tracks (D-E, F-G, H-l) and a composite of two repeated
flight tracks (F-G, H-I). The northernmost two flight tracks of
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the three flight track image are collocated with the image of the
repeated flight tracks. Note that there is about 30 to 40 minutes
time difference between adjacent flight tracks which reduces
continuity of clouds and features between flight tracks. There is
also an indication of a limb effect across each flight track in
the figures.
The precipitable water (PW) analysis shows generally higher
moisture to the east and south in the imagery. Undetected thin
cirrus exists in the NW corner of both the three track and two
track composites and is likely responsible for the moisture
maximum in that portion of the PW imagery. A moisture maximum of
about 34 mm can be seen in east _entral Tennessee southeast of
Nashville, TN (BNA). The gradient to the northwest shows a
decrease of about 8-10 mm over a distance of about I00 km with a
more concentrated gradient of 6-8 mm over about 20 km to the
northwest of the moisture maximum. This moisture pattern was also
found by Jedlovec (1990) using a split window variance ratio
technique on MAMS June 19, 1986 data. This general moisture
pattern shows up in the COHMEX Beta Network radiosondes for 1800
UTC in Fig. 9. It is evident however that the maximum and minimum
locations in Fig. 9 are strongly influenced by the location of the
COHMEX radiosondes, as would be expected; the high resolution
MAMS/VAS product is much more capable of accurately identifying
the location of the moisture maximum than the ~I00 km spaced
12
COHMEXBeta Network radiosondes. Radiosonde PWvalues show fairly
good relative agreementwith the MAMS/VASPWfield, while absolute
comparisons show a small (-2 mm)bias in the MAMS/VASPWproduct
(for this comparison, the repeated flight track data is used since
it is the closest collocation in time to the launch of the
radiosondes).
Higher moisture to the southeast is also identifiable in the
repeated flight tracks which provide someinsight to the time
evolution of the field. The moisture has extended somewhat
northward and expandedin the east-west direction in the repeat
overpass composite. The analysis shows PWvalues have increased
by 1-2 mmin east central Tennesseeand that the gradient to the
northwest has smoothedsomewhat. This time continuity lends
credence to the MAMS/VASproduct. Low level cumulus began to form
at the time of the repeat overpass (-1700 UTC) in east central
Tennessee. In the next couple hours this field of cumulus
expandedwestward to about the center of flight track F-G, in good
correlation with the increasing moisture. Figure i0 shows the
cumulus field as it looked at 1900UTC, about one hour after the
MAMSdata collection ended. 2100UTCCOHMEXradiosondes (not
shown) indicated a continuing increase of moisture over east
central Tennessee, in agreementwith the trend depicted in the
MAMS/VASPWimagery. While the influence of other factors such as
topography, surface conditions, etc., should not be overlooked,
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atmospheric moisture seems to have played an important role in the
development of the cumulus.
The lifted index (LI) analysis (Fig. 7) of the initial
flight tracks shows a broad unstable maximum (-2) in east central
Tennessee near the location of the moisture maximum. This
generally agrees with the relative variation of the COHMEX 1800
UTC radiosonde LI, although a 3-4 K bias towards unstable values
is apparent. The general location of the low level cumulus field
that developed agrees with the relatively unstable location in
east central Tennessee. The repeated flight tracks show that much
of the area is destabilizing over the one hour interval. This is
likely the result of surface heating. Interestingly, the most
rapid destabilization is taking place in the western portion of
the flight tracks. This might lead one to expect cloud
development further west than actually occurred. However, the
cumulus development remained in and around the moisture (Fig. 6)
concentrated in east central Tennessee.
Around the cumulus cloud development in east central
Tennessee (repeat overpass of the F-G track) the LI values appear
to remain constant or actually increase (become more stable) with
time. This seems contrary to cloud development and contrasts to a
general destabilization over the rest of the COHMEX region.
Evidence is insufficient to say whether thls is a true atmospheric
trend or a result of cloud contamination in the VAS radiances,
-- 14
which have a larger impact on the LI product than on the PWor TS
products. However, this does point out the difficulty of using
relatively low resolution data in a highly variant field (in this
case impacted by clouds). The need for high resolution data in
atmospheric sounding for cloud clearing purposes has been pointed
out by Menzel et al. (1984) in a study of VASretrievals using
large detector versus small detector data.
The skin temperature (TS) product of Fig. 8 shows
considerable high resolution variability. Land slope and the
various land uses in the COHMEXregion (e.g., forest, agriculture,
urban) contribute strongly towards this variability. In
particular, a definite heat island is observed at the location of
Nashville, TN (BNA)with skin temperatures 5 to i0 K warmer than
the surrounding region. Surface emissivity variation may also
contribute to the variabiiity in the skin temperature product
since emissivity is assumeduniform at .96 for all the retrievals
(Hayden 1988). Note that individual pixel values of TS range by
more than 20°C.
Time change of TS shows good continuity of thermal features
in Fig. 8. Samplesshow that individual pixel skin temperatures
increase by as little as < i K to as muchas 5 K or more over the
one hour time interval. Over a selected larger clear regi0n
(-50000 pixels; -20 X 25 km) the average skin temperature increase
was 2.75 K. Many land types are included in this average, which
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wis thus not representative of the temperature changes that might
occur at individual I00 meter resolution pixels. For comparison,
Tarpley (1988) found 30-day average three hour (0900-1200 LST)
heating rates of 4-8 K across Kansas in June using 40 X 40 km GOES
target areas. Such skin temperature monitoring is useful in
radiation budget studies of the surface of the earth. Significant
small scale variability in the Skin temperature field makes it
difficult to identify relationships between cloud development and
skin temperature at the meso _ scale. In a study of Oklahoma land
types and their relationship to convective cloud formation, Rabin
et al. (1990) found convective clouds tended to form earliest over
warm, dry land surfaces. In a broad sense, the cumulus on June 19
formed over a region of relatively warm skin temperatures,
although there was no cloud development over many other regions of
comparably warm skin temperatures _n the TS imagery. Given a lack
of rainfall in Tennessee over the previous eight days (only
isolated convection along the Tennessee/Alabama and
Tennessee/Georgia borders on June 17), it is unlikely that surface
residual moisture was a significant factor in the location of the
cumulus development. This indicates that other factors such as
the atmospheric moisture pattern and topography played an
important role in the cloud development on June 19. Topography
data show that significant relief (500-1000 feet) exists in SE
Tennessee and _radually diminishes towards the MAMS flight area to
-- 16
wthe west (<500 feet). The initial cloud formation did occur in SE
Tennessee over the region of greatest topography; however, the
cloud formation continued over much weaker relief as the day wore
on. This suggests that topography and atmospheric moisture
combined to produce the earliest clouds, but that sufficient
instability and moisture was present to produce clouds over
relatively weak relief later in the day.
Other noted relationships included a positive correlation
(-.75) linking MAMS channel 5 (similar to VISSR visible channel)
visible brightness to warmer skin temperatures. This is
presumably a relationship between surface vegetation type and skin
temperature. A similar relationship was noted by Rabin et al.
(1990) over the Oklahoma region. Also, in the cloud development
region the skin temperature actually showed a small decrease with
time (-.35 K) over a large area, possibly indicating cloud
shadowing of the surface.
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4.3. Effect of MAMS Noise
The effect of ....
_ MAMS single Sample noise on the derived
products was evaluated by using single sample noise estimates for
each MAMS channel in the ai coefficient calculation. Since the
_i coefficients represent a departure from a mean condition, a
direct impact of noise can be determined by simply allowing the
departure _ tO be duesolely to'noise. An evaluation using several
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MAMS/VAS retrievals indicated that the MAMS noise contribution to
the PW, TS, and LI products was about .75 mm, .5 K, and .5 K,
respectively. This represents about 15%, 5%, and 5% of the
variation in each product respectively. Thus, real variation of
PW, TS, and LI is easily observed using the MAMS/VAS retrieval
methodology.
4.4. Variability of Derived Products
The spatial variability of the PW, LI, and TS fields was
evaluated in a structure function calculation. The structure
function has been described by several authors (e.g., Hillger and
Vonder Haar 1979; Fuelberg and Meyer 1986). Under the assumptions
of homogeneity and isotropy, structure becomes a function of only
the scalar separation between data points. A graph of structure
versus scalar separation depicts spatial gradients. Where the
slope of the plot is greater, mean horizontal gradients are
stronger over separation distance.
The random noise of the derived products was evaluated by
extrapolating the structure function to zero separation (Hillger
and Vonder Haar 1979). With an assumption of no spatially
correlated error, the structure function at zero separation
becomes
STR(0) = 2 a 2
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where a 2 is the variance of the random noise. Structure function
calculations were made at three locations using a 5 km by 5 km
domain with a I00 meter separation interval (i.e., 50 X 50 pixel
domain). The structure between i00 m and i km separation
distances was fit with a second order curve and extrapolated to
zero separation distance. A second order curve fit was used
because it best fit the shape of the structure data. Random noise
estimates for the three locations of each product are shown in
Table 4 along with the average of the three estimates for each
product. The three estimates for each product show some variation
making the random noise estimates somewhat uncertain. However,
the averaged noise results for PW and LI are consistent with those
obtained by using single sample MAMS noise estimates in the
retrieval (Section 4.3), while the TS structure noise value is
somewhat larger. The explanation for the TS discrepancy may be
that the rapidly increasing TS structure at small separations
creates uncertainty in the extrapolation to the noise value.
PW, LI, and TS isotropic structure functions for a repeat
overflight (1630 and 1730 UTC) are shown in Figs. 11-13,
respectively. Flight track F-G was selected for the computation
because it encompassed the moisture maximum identified in section
4.2 as well as good visual variability in the LI and TS products.
The structure was calculated out to 180 km separations with a
separation interval of 300 meters (calculations have indicated
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that using the data at higher resolution did not appreciably alter
_he results). Data pairs per separation interval exceeded i00,000
for all separations. All three products demonstrate significant
structure at meso 7 separations. The rapid structure increase at
small separations reduces the possibility of noise dominating the
structure. Hillger and Vonder Haar (1988) noted that simulations
snowed gradient information was detectable at a level only 10%
above the extrapolated structure minimum. Calculations showed the
ratio of the structure at the smallest separation (300 m) to that
of the average extrapolated minimum is -1.75, 2.10, and 4.60
respectively for the P_$, LI. and TS products. Thus real gradients
are being observed at even the smallest separations. The moisture
maximum in eas_ central Tennessee is likely associated with the
structure maximum at about _0 km separation distance. The LI
structure shows a relatively weaker maximum at this separation,
_robablv because the instabiiitv maximum in east central Tennessee
is somewhat more spread out. shiftin B the variability to larger
separations At large separations P_$ and LI structure both
increase, indicatin B that atmospheric gradients are present at
larger scales. This is consistent with the fact that the
_mosphere varies significantly at larger scales (e.g., across air
mass boundaries), "._hichhas been demonstrated with structure
functions by Fueiberg and Mever (1986) using VAS derived
precipitable water products for separations out to 700 km. The
-- 20
dominanceof small scale gradients in the TS structure is not
surprising given the highly variant nature of the thermal field in
the CO_M_Xregion.
The one hour time evolution of the structure is also shown
in Figs. Ii'13. The atmospheric quantities, PWand LI, show
changes in the shape of the structure curve with time, while the
surface temperature, TS, showsa fairly uniform increase of
structure with time. T_hile it is difficult to explain changesat
particular separations, the overall trends maybe informative
about basic atmospheric and surface responses to forcings. PWand
LI structure slope decrease with time at small scale separations
(up to 25 km), indicating a smoothing of gradients with time. The
structure maximaat about 30 7_ separation associated with the
moisture and instability features in east central Tennesseeare
nowweaker. Since PWand LI are affected by changes throughou_
muchof the atmospheric col_n -_.... e_e is uncertainty concernin_
the exz!anation of the reduced _radients with time. However. it
can be reasonably speculated that mesoscale moisture expanded
sDatiai!v with time and smoothedthe smaller scale _radients (as
is indicated bv the PWanalysis of Fig. 6). Also, boundary laver
vertical and horizontal mixin_ maybe affecting the structure.
Surface inhomoBeneities cause spatial variations of sensible and
latent heat fluxes which lead to horizontal variability of
boundary layer temperature and moisture. Mixing processes may
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reduce this variability during the day as air is exchanged
horizontally between thermals. Physical evidence of boundary
layer mixing on June 19 is given by the onset of low level
cumulus. This boundary layer mixing would be superimposed on
other atmospheric processes such as mesoscale moisture advection.
The net effect has been to reduce the smaller scale horizontal
temperature and moisture gradients in this case. At larger
separations (> 50 km) PW gradients become nearly constant
(constant slope). This also indicates gradient smoothing with
time, however caution is advised as the separation distance
approaches half of the domain Size (-200 km). Features with
wavelengths approaching i00 _ and larger may be aliased in the
structure data. Larger separation LI structure shows gradients
weakenin_ with time. This reflects the rapid destabilization that
took place in _estern Tannessee over the one hour interval IFiB.
7). _he result of this _as a smoothin_ of larger scale gradients.
This rapid destabilization may have been caused by larger sensible
heat fluxes in _estern Tennessee. The LI structure change may
also reflect temperature changes in the mid-troposphere with time
although given _he synoptic conditions, such changes would be
expected to be small over a one hour interval. The fairly uniform
increase of TS structure can be attributed to the inability of the
surface to quickly mix thermal gradients: warm surfaces heat up at
a faster rate than cool surfaces (which are presumably cooler
because of considerations involving vegetation type, soil moisture
content, etc.). The increased surface thermal gradients are seen
as increased structure. It is expected that these thermal
gradients decrease when the solar input is removed. A slight
indication that differential surface heating occurred over larger
scale surface inhomogeneities is shown by small maximums of
structure at about 70 km and 90 km separation distance.
In the context of these physical explanations, the evolution
of the structure functions demonstrate reasonable atmospheric and
surface trends. _ile the PW and LI structure functions might be
expected to show more continuit'_ of features with time, these
results indicate the atmosphere's ability to evolve rapidly at
small scales. Such rapid mesoscale evolution has been pointed ou=
by Fuelber B and Meyer (1986j in both satellite as well as
radiosonde P_#. However, while most of the structure trend is
attributabie to physical processes, influences such as limb
effects, undetected cloud, noise characteristics, and aliasing at
large seoarations are also affecting the structure.
A comparison of _MS/VAS _nd VAS-oniy structure is shown in
Fig. 14 for the PW product. The VAS PW data is taken from special
data set soundinBs produced for the COHMEX scientific community
(Veldon et al. 1988). The primary difference between the MAMS/VAS
and VAS COHM_X special data set is the spatial resolution (i.e.,
!00 meter '.,s. 8 km). It is immediately obvious that the
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The M__,MS/VAS product demonstrates larger gradients at relatively
small separations that the VAS COHMEX data set does not capture.
At separations less than 50 km the MAMS/VAS PW structure is
roughl" twice that of the VAS structure. In addition, larger
sample sizes per separation inte_al should make the MAMS/VAS PW
structure less susceptible to noise, Thus, high resolution data
provides both a capability to identify small scale atmospheric and
surface variability, and reduces the effect of noise on the data
through larger sample sizes for analysis at given spatial scales.
A similar comparison between I._MSj_AS LI structure and VAS-oniy LI
structure (not shown) showed much more similar structure functions
at small separations, probably because the VAS data contributes
more :o the :.E_MS/VAS LI product than to the PW product; had a
:emDarison been made for TS. i_ is expected that results _ouid
have een similar to those of the PW product structure comparison.
This comparison, :Chile representing only a single case, clearly
suggests that _raGient information at small scales is no_ being
captured by relatively coarser resolution instruments such as VAS.
...... CLUSIONS
A techniaue for combinin_ I00 meter resolution MAMS and 8 km
resolution VAS radiances to produce high resolution maps of
precipitable _a_er. lifted index and skin temperature has been
24
demonstrated. Each quantity exhibits real spatial and temporal
variation a_ the meso _ and larBer scales. In particular, a
moisture maximum in east central Tennessee during the COHMEX day
of June 19, 1986 has been identified, as well as a heat island at
Nashville, Tennessee. The June 19, 1986 case study of these
quantities and their evolution in the context of a developing low
level cumulus field indicated that returning moisture on the
backside of high pressure had an apparent influence on the
development and existence of low level cumulus in the region.
This suggests that atmospheric _,ariability is influential in cloud
development. A lifted index quantity also demonstrated some
ability to identify the location of the cumulus development.
Topography _s also indicated as an important contributor to the
initial cloud development. Skin temperature data was more
_mDiguous, _ith clouds formin_ o_er a relatively warm region while
not formin_ _ver other comparably _arm regions. A possible effect
of cloud shadowing was also noted in the skin temperature data.
Structure function analyses _ere used to present a
quantitati_.'a measure of the spatial variability of each product.
Real atmospheric gradients of moisture and stability have been
identified a= scales down to 300 m. Surface variability
(dependent on local land use) was found to be dominant at small
scales. A comparison between VAS 8 km resolution and the MAMSFJAS
i00 meter resolution precipitable water structure demonstrated the
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additional variability identified by using high resolution data.
These results indicate that a geostationary sounding capability
with better than i km resolution is needed if most of the meso
scale variability in the atmosphere (and on the surface) is to be
monitored over short temporal intervals (< i hr).
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Table i. MAMS spectral channels,
U
channel
ia
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9b
i0
II
12
bandwidth (@ 50% response)
0.42 0.45
0.45 0.52
0.52 0.60
0.57 0.67
0.60 - 0.73
0.65 - 0.83
0.72 - 0,99
0.83 - 1.05
3.47 - 3.86
6.28 6.98
10.55 12.24
i2.32 12.71
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a Channel i is not available when i0 bit data is
collected.
b Only three infrared bands are available at once.
and 6#m bands are interchangeable.
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Table 2.
channel
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
!i
12
VAS spectral channels,
bandwidth _@ 509 response)
14.63 !4.84
14,31 - 14.65
14.09 14.42
13.82 14.21
13.16 13.51
4.48 - 4.57
12 10 - i2.82
i0 36 - 12.12
7 76 7.37
6 40 7.08
4 41 4.48
34 _.06
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Table 3, MAMS flight track data for June 19, 1986.
Time
Track (GMT)
B-C 1521 1545
D-E 1553 1610
F-G 1621 - 1643
H-i 1650 - 1713
F-G 1720 - 1743
H-I 1750 1814
Coincident
VAS time Remarks
--- no VAS overlap
1600 clear skies
1600 clear skies
1600 some cirrus
1730 repeat overpass
cumulus in
eastern quarter
1720 repeat overpass
some cirrus
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Table 4. Precipitable water (PW), lifted index (LI), and skin
temperature (TS) random noise estimates using structure functions.
Estimates are presented for each of three locations and an average
of the three locations for each product.
Product Extrapolated noise Average
PW 1
PW 2
PW 3
LI I
Lio
LI 3
TS I
7S 2
7S_
0.62 ::n
065mm
0 }5 mJn
0 22 K
0 f6 K
0 IOK
2 !2 K
0._6 K
!.-5 K
0.74 m_
0.23 K
1.55 K
w
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1FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure i MAMS instrument scanning geometry. At 20 km altitude, a
M.AMS instataneous field of view (ifov) is about i00 meters on a
side. Insert demonstrates overlap of ifovs from scan line to scan
line.
1
1
1
l
Figure 2 - Normalized spectral response functions of MA.MS and VAS
6#m (top), ll#m (middle) and 12_m (bottom) channels.
1
m
1
Figure 3 Surface pressure and temperature (top) analysis and 500
mb height and temperature analysis (bottom) for June 19, 1986 at
!200 UTC. Temperatures in =C. pressure in millibars, heights in
decameters (from Jedlovec 1990).
1
1
1
Figure 4 - GOES 1600 GMT visible imagery of the CO_MEX region on
June l), 1986 with the COHMLX Beta Network radiosonde locations
inumbered) and the >t_MS f!i_ht tracks (lettered). Note zhe
ienerally clear conditions in the MAMS flight region.
m
M
1
1
m
Figure 5 Guess (solid) and departure (dashed) for retrieved
atmospheric profiles of temperature (T) and moisture (Td) for VAS
<top) and MAMS/VAS (bottom) physical retrievals. The guess
profile used in the MAMS/VAS retrieval is the retrieved profile in
1
1
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the top panel, thus deviations from the guess in the MAMSMAS
retrieval are due to the MAMS data.
Figure 6 - MAMS/VAS precipitab!e water product (mm) with analysis
for flight tracks D-E, F-G, and H-i (top) and for repeat overpass
of flight tracks F-G and H-I (bottom) one hour later. _ite areas
_re cloud cover. See Fig. 4 for location of flight tracks.
Location of Nashvi!le.7:; (BNA) is shown.
Figure 7 MAMS/VAS lifted index stability product (deg) with
analvsi_ for sa _ region as Fig. 6. Positive values are most
stable.
Figure 8 ]iAMS/VAS skin temperature product (deg) _ith analysis
for same region as Fi_ 6.
Figure 9 COIiMEX BeEa ::etwork radiosonde precipitable water (top)
and lifted index (bottom_ values with analysis for i800 GMT on
June 19, 1986. Radiosonde data in large numerals.
Figure I0 GOES 1900 GXT visible imagery for June 19, !986 over
the COHMEX re_ion with >t_MS flight tr_cks and COHMLX Beta Network
radiosonde locations overlain, Note the cumulus cloud development
that has taken place from 1600 GMT (Fig. 4) to 1900 GMT.
OF POOR QUALITY
iFigure ii - MAMS/VAS precipitable water isotropic structure
function for flight track F-G initial (1630 UTC) and repeated
(1730 UTC) overpasses of June 19, 1986.
Figure 12 MAMS/VAS lifted index isotropic structure function for
flight track F-G initial (1630 UTC) and repeated (1730 UTC)
overpasses of June 19, 1986.
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Figure 13 .MA_MS/VAS skin temperature isotropic structure function
for flight track F-G initial (1630 UTC) and repeated (1730 UTC)
overpasses of June 19, 1986.
I
i
Figure 14
structure functions over the CGF_LX region on June 19, 1986.
the )t_MS/VAS data shows much treater structure at small
separations.
lt_MS/VAS and VAS-oni'." precipitable water isotropic
_;ote
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HIGH RESOLUTION ATMOSPHERIC AND SURFACE VARIABILITY /J / "_
FROM COMBINED MAMS AND VAS RADIANCES
Christopher C. Moeller I
W. Paul Mensel 2
ICooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies _
2NOA.A/NESDIS Advanced Satellite Products Project l- U
1225 West Dayton Street
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I. INTRODUCTION
MeaJuring of the variation of atmospheric and surface quantities such u moisture and stability at small scales is
an important step to monitoring, underatanding and forecuting mesoscale processes._'hi]e few ground based observing
systems provide the high resolution coverage with sufficientarea} extent necessary to study rnesoscale variation, satellite
-observing systems have proven to be extremely useful in this endeavor:rFor instance, moisture and stability products from
the geostationary platform VISSR Atmospheric Sounder ('VAS) exhibit interesting detail at the meso B (20-200 km) level
(Chestera et al.,1986; Smith etal., 1985). However, variation at the meso C scale (2-_0 km) and at the lower end of the
rneso B scale ( about 20-100 km) suffer from the effects of noise. Noise can be greatly reduced by using a high resolution
data collection system. The Multispectral Atmospheric Mapping Sehsor (MAMS), with its IO0m resolution over a 36km
swath, is well suited to provide high resolution mesoscale information about the atmosphere and surface of the earth. A
more complete depiction of the atmospheric state at the Sma|ler scales is possible through the combination of the high
horizontal resolution MAMS data with the vertical soundlng da_a of the VA$.
This paper demonstrates a procedure for combininl MA_$ and VAS data in a physical retrieval to produce high
resolution derived products of precipitable water (PW), iiftedlndex (LI), and skin temperature (TS). The variability of
:hese products isevaluated in a structure function analysis similar to thai of Hillger and Vonder Haar (1979). Results for
19 June 1086 from the Cooperative Huntsville Meteorological Experiment (COHMEX) are presented. _'_.
II. ALGORITHM
The MAMS/VAS combined retrieval ispossible because the MAM$ and VAS have spectrally similar 6, 11, and 12
micron spectral bands (Mensei et al.,1986). The MAMS high resolution data can be incorporated into the VAS retrieval
_rocess by replacing the appropriate VAS data with the MAMS data. The resulting retrievalbenefits from the MA.MS high
resolution information as well as from the _ultispectral sounding information fromVAS. More comp]etedescriptions of the
._IAMS can be found in Jedlovec etal. (1989) and of the VAS in Montgomery and Uccellini (1985).
A physical retrieval process for producing derived imagery (Smith etal., 1985! is used, which entails a one step
s:mu]taneous solution (Smith and Woolf, i_,84)to produce a retrieval for VAS data covering an area of 5 x 5 fields of view
_FOV) The initialfullVAS retrieval at c_arze resolution is(hen used U the firstguessfor combined MAMS/VAS
retrievals (where the 6, II, and 12 micron M.A_'_S data has replaced the equivalent VA$ data) at 100m resolution. Biases
with respect to the VAS radiances are removed from the M.AJv[S radiances. Cloud checks with the infrared window are
_erformed at each MAMS FOV; no MA.MS,VAS retrieval isproduced in a cloudy FOV.
Ill. EVALUATION OF TECHNIQUE
A. Processing of 19 June 1986 Data
On June 19, dry Canadian high pressure which had moved over the COHMEX re,on on the 18th began to slide
off to the east, reducing the subsidence over the region as well as increasing the low level moisture, especially in the
southern part of the COHMEX region. Although no significant convection occurred, suf_cient moisture and surface heating
were present to produce low level cumulus at the top of the boundary layer beginning about 1700 GMT. During the day
this cumulus field expanded horisontally to cover much of e'c't central Tennessee southward into northern Alabama.
During the afternoon, a few of these cumulus clouds did grow-sui"_fen-t|y to produce brief light showers over the region.
The MAMS wu flown over the COIOAEX region from about 1530 GMT to 1800 CMT on this day. Fiirure 1 shows
the COHMEX re.on with the straight llne flight tracks that were flown. VAS dwell sounding pairs were collected at 1600
CMT and 1730 GMT.
s. _ xnaly._,ofD.:_vedP_odu,p # ,_
The PW, LI, _d TS derived products are shown in Fig. 3. Factors common to all3 products include a varying
degree of zenith angle effect,a weak lefthand side biu (as the aircraft flew) and thin cirrus contamination in the NW
sector,
The derived PW image shows generally higher values to the e'L't and south and generally drier conditions to the
north and west. A surge of moisture from the south can be seen penetrating into east central Tennessee. The gradient to
the west and north shows a decreaJe of about 6 mm over a distance of about 100 km with a more concentrated gradient of
about 3-4 mm over about 20 km to the northwest of the moisture maximum. This moisture surge also shows up in the more
coarsely sp_ced COHMEX Beta Network radiosondes (not shown), though without w much certainty about its location.
The radiosonde PW values show fairly good relative agreement, while absolute comparisons show s 2 to 4 mm high bias in
the MAMS/VAS PW. The moist tongue is also identifiable in the repeated flight tracks one hour later, which reveal the
time evolution of the feature. Interestingly, an onset of low level cumulus is seen in the repeat overpass in the moist tongue.
In the next couple hours this field of cumulus expanded westward to the center of flight track F-G, in good visual
correlation with the moist tongue feature.
The LI image shows that the most unstable portion of the flight exists over cut-central Tennessee. This is in
good agreement with the relative variation of the COHMEX 1800 GMT radiosondes, but a 3 to 4 unit bias towards unstable
values is present in the MAMS/VAS LI. The general location of the low level cumulus field that developed agrees with the
relatively unstable area in east central Tennessee. The repeated flight tracks indicate that much of the area is becoming less
stable with time. This would be expected as solar heating warn_ the surface over the one hour interval. However, it
appears the most rapid destabili_ation is taking place in the western portion. This suggests cloud development further west
than actually occurred. However, the most unstable conditions (disregarding the thin cirrus region) prevail in the
southeastern portion of the repeated flighttracks, in the location of the moist tongue. While sufficientlow level instability
(from surface heating) is apparently present as indicated by the expansive region of unstable LI values, cloud development
is restricted to the moisture concentrated in east central Tennessee.
The =kin temperature (TS) image shows considerable high resolution variability. The various land uses in the
COHMEX reglon (e.g.,forest, agriculture, urban) contribute strongly towards this variability. In particular, a definite heat
island isobserved at the location of Nashville, TN (BNA) with skin temperatures 5 to 10 K warmer than the surrounding
region Time change of TS indicates good continuity of the thermal features. Indications are that individual FOV skin
temperatures increase by as littleas 0 K to as much as 5 K over the one hour time interval. This is a result of the thermal
properties of the various land types in the scene. Over a selected larger region (about 20 X 25 kin) the average skin
temperature increase was 2.75K. Such skin temperature monitoring is useful in radiation budget studies of the surface of
the earth. Very warm TS values exist throughout the imagery and don't seem to be correlated to the low level cloud
development. This once again points out the apparent importance of the moisture on this day to cloud development.
C. Effect of MAJvIS Noise
The effect of sample noise on the derived products was evaluated by applying uniform single sample noise
estimates to the retrieval coefficients. Since the retrieval coefficients were generated to represent a departure from a mean
condition, the direct impact of noise can be observed by simply allowing the departure to be solely due to noise. For two
retrievals in flight track F-G, the noise contribution to the PW, TS, _nd LI products was found to be about .75ram, .$K,
and 3;K respectively. This represents about 15_, 5%, and 5% of the deviation in each product respectively• Thus, real
gradients of PW, TS, and LI are easily observed by the MAMS/VAS retrieval methodology.
D. Variability of Derived Products
The spatial variability of the PW, LI, and TS fieldswas evaluated in a structure function calculation. This
provides insight into the scales of natural variability that each derived product exhibits (Hillger and Vonder Haar, 1979).
In a graph of structure versus separation distances, the siope of the plot isgreater where mean horizontal gradients are
greater.
The results of structure function calculations for PW, LI, and TS are shown in Fig. 2. Flight track FOG(1) wa_
selected for the computation because it encompassed the moisture tongue identified in section III.B a_ welt as good visual
variability in the LI and TS products. Also, there were no clouds in this flight track. To reduce computation time of the
structure calculation, the domain was subsampled at every 5th line and element to produce an effective resolution of 500 m;
this left a domain of about 500 lines by 72 elements (2-';0 km by 36 ks). A separation interval of l$00m wu used. Because
:he dimensions of the domain are greater in the along track direction, isotropic structures beyond 36 km will become
increasingly bia.ted in the along track direction.
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The PW structure function displays a general]y smooth increase from 1 km up to about 30 km separation. In this
interval, PW increases from about 1.5 mm up to about 34 ram (including noise contributions). Small amplitude
fluctuations of the structure in this interval are less than the noise level and cannot be regarded = mgnificant. From 30 km
to about. 120 km separations the structure function flattens out, indicating that the Eq'adient of PW is not increuing in this
range. Beyond 120 km the PW structure agaan begins to increase, as PW varies significantly at larger scales (eg., across
frontal boundaries, etc.) This also indicates that the f]a_ structure function between 30 and 120 km is not a systematic bias
of the calculation, but rather represents a true lack of atmospheric variation at that scale. The indication here is that
significant atmospheric vsziation is taking place at sm ,.1] stiles. While this makes no statement about the meteorological
importance of this variability, it does demonstrate its existence
The LI structure shows a step-like pattern with stron¢ increases in structure from 1-25 kin, 60-75 kin, and 100-
120 kin. This behavior is siE'nificant]y different from that o_the PW structure. Instead of leveling off a= the PW structure
does, the LI structure continues to increue u separations incre=use. Because the LI product is primarily dependent on the
coarser resolution VAS data, the LI structure may be somewhat limited in its ability to depict the true high resolution
atmospheric variability of LI. However, it is stall indicated that small scale variability is certainly present and meuurable.
The TS structure function exhibits behavior both similar to and different from the PW and LI structure functions.
Like the PW and L] structure, the TS structure increases rapidly at smlll scales with most of the increue contained in the
1-15 km separation range. This rapid increase in TS structure at small separations is not surprising given the different land
uses in the reEnon. The structure flattens our over the remainder of the separation range. This is different from both PW
and L] structure, and indicates a strong preference for high sinai] scale variability of skin temperature in the COHMEX
region. It is noteworthy that the TS variation of 5.6K at 1500m separation is significantly greater than the noise
contribution. The implication here is that small scale variation is dominant and measurable.
IV.- - _CONCLUSIONS
This pa_er has presented the results of merging the 8 km resolution sounding data from the VAS with the 100m
resolution moisture data from the MAM_S_.!n the physical retrieval of p r_ecipitable water, atmospheric stability (lifted index),
and skin temperature. _The VAS provides the vertical information of the atmospheric state and the ?v[AMS indicates the
horizontal variability. Structure function analysis of the resulting derived product fields indicates that both atmospheric
PW and LI products have significant variability at less than 30 km spacing. Inspection of the surface skin temperature
reveals structure at less than 15 km due to differences in local land use. The implications for mesoscale monitoring of the
atmospheric state are that definition of sinai] scale variations require hor/zontal resolutions of better than 5 km
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Figure 2 - Isotropic structure
functions of PW, LI and TS for June
19, 1986 flight track F-G(1).
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Figure 1 - MAMS flight path on June
19, 1986 over the COHMEX region.
Letters identify beginning and end of
straight line flight tracks. The two
northernmost flight tracks (F-G,H-I)
were repeated. Dashed line indicates
NW boundary of cumulus cloud
development at about 19 GMT.
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rFigure 3 - Fields of precipitable water (PW), lifted index (LI) and skin temperature
(TS) for the entire flight of June 19, 1986. The data has been remapped into a
Mercator projection with a degradation of resolution down to .6 km so that
adjacent flight tracks could be shown in a single image format. Each product
consists of a composite of 3 flight tracks (D-E, F-G, H-I) and a composite of the 2
repeated flight tracks (F-G, H-I). Thus the northernmost two flight tracks of the 3
flight track composite are collocated with the composite of the repeated flight
tracks. White pixels are cloud cover. Thin white vertical dashes in the imagery
are a result of the remapping process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Multispectral Atmospheric Happing Sensor
(MAMS) is a new instrument designed to produce high
resolution imagery in eight visible and three
infrared speccra_ bands from an alrcraft platform.
Thermal emission from the earth's surface, clouds,
and atmospheric water vmpor is measured at 12.3,
11.20 and 6.5 microns at up to 50 meter horizontal
resolution. Similar infrared spectral bands are part
of the VISSR Atzospherlc Sounder (VAS) which is
capable of 6.9 km horizontal resolution from its
geostatlonary orbit. Sequences of 6.7 micron VAS
images have been used to track water vapor structures
and to infer atmospheric motion vectors (Stewart et
al., 1985). They have also been used to investigate
small scale atmospheric moisture variabl]ity
(Jedlovec, 1984). The high resolution MAMS data give
cremence to the small scale variations in the VAS
water vapor Imagery.
The purpose of this _aper is two-fold. %le
shall (l) describe the MAMS instrument and the
radiance characterisrlcs, and (2) intercompare some
VAS and MAMS radiances and images.
2. MAMS INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
The MAMS is a modification of _ASA's Airborne
Thematic Mapper (Daedalus, 1982). The MAMS has two
major components, the scan head and the spectrometer
(Fig. i). The scan head consists of the prlma_..
collecting telescope, a rotating scan mirror, a motor
encoder assembly, and two c_ntrolled ther_ai source_.
The field of view is defined by the aperture whfch fs
available in two different sizes, 2.5 mrad and 5.0
mrad. The spectrometer consists of optical elements
which spectrallv separate the polychromatlc input
ener%y, lenses which focus the separated energy o_to
sensors, detectors which convert optical cherry to an
electrical signal, and pre-ampliffers which condition
the signal. The energy collected by the spectrometer
is separated into four distinct optical paths usin_
dichroic filter_: three paths for the infrared data
(one for each spectral band) and one for the visible
lOS
and near _nfrared data. The spectrometer
detectors are silicon for the visible radiation
and mercury, cadmium telluride for the thermal
infrared radiation. The visible detector is an
eight element array which converts oprlcal
energy co electrical energy. The spectral
response of each band is detez_ined by the
dispersion characteristics of the prlm_ placed
in the optical path and the location of the
array in the dispersed beam. The thermal
infrared detectors are each housed in a vacuum
dewar which contains a cooled long wave filter
which defines the particular spectral band.
Each infrared detector has an associated pre-
amplifier to process _be electrical signal. The
spectral bands are su_mmrized in Table 1.
The spectral response functions for the three
infrared channels of the MAMS (Fig, 2) were
specified to be similar to the 6.7, 11.2, and
12,7 micron channels on VAS (also shown in Fig.
2).
The MAMS produces high resolution imagery.
in these visible and infrared spectral bands
from a high altitude aircraft at 20 km as shown
in Fig. 3. The horizontal ground resolution,
GR, of each individual field of viev is I00
Table I
Rangle of MAMS Spectra] Bands
(microns) (_icrons)
.42- ._5
._5- .52
.52- .6O
.60- .62
.63- .69
.69- .75
.76- .90
.90-I.05
6.20- 6.85 (upper level water vapor)
t0.32-12.02 (wlndow_
12.20-t2.56 (lower level water vapor)
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
m
1
= =
1
1
1
L3
L4
SCAN I lEAD
M4
Fi_. l, 5chemat_c of MAMS spectrometer and scan head.
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FiR. ?. Rpectral refoonse cur%-es indicatIne the
-ev_Irlvltv of the Y_mHS and VAS instruments in
the t2 =zcrono l[ mzcron, and b micron regions.
refers (50 meters if t_e smaller 2.5 mrad opt!rs
_re used). The total field of view for one scan
's _6 ° which covers the w_dth, w, of the entire
cress path of rn_hi': 40 km. The _can rate _s
6.25 revolutions per second (!2.50 when the 2.5
_rad cptlcs are used) and produces 67% overla_,
I-P, of each scan line with the previous one for
rem_nal aJrcraft speeo (740 km/hr). On each
scan line 716 samole_ are taken so that there is
_2_ overJap of neighbor_nR pixe]s along a scan
line (4% when the 2.5 mrad optics are used).
T_ese overlaps can be used to good advantage to
reduce the noise in the scene b- _patial
averaging.
Radiometric calibration of the infrared
data is accomplished bv viewing two blackbody
sources and by assumin_ the detector response Is
_near with respect to radiance _a fractional
ronllnearlty of less than 5xl0 -u is observed).
Calibration occurs every scan line by vlewlnF a
_-arm and then a cold blackbody of known
temperature. For a given spectral band, the
raoiance is determined from the temDerature
through the convolution of the normalized
specrrai response and the Planck function. The
calibrated radiances are transformed back into
temperatures usln_ the inverse Planck relation
_th the nominal spectra] band center wave-
]enRch.
Prior to flight, the gain and offset for
each spectral band are adlusted electronically
in order to minimize the likelihooa of satura-
rlon over hot scenes and to maximize the effec-
tive operating range. The 6.5 micron band is
adjusted to cover !lO to 180*K, while the |].2
and In.3 micron bands operate from 220 to 340"K.
An eiRht bit digitizer is used so that for the
6.5 micron band the cain is approximateJy .3OK
per count, and for the remainin_ surface vievin_
bands it is approximatel_ .5°K per count.
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Fig. 3a. A simplified sche_tic of the infllght
configuratiov of the optical elements of the
MAPS.
Fi_. 3b. Scanning geomet_ for the }L_IS instru-
ment onboard a NASA U2/ER2 aircraft. Lover
insert shows position of the center of the nadir
ifov for two adjacent scans.
Truncation errors are assured to be roughly half
these values.
The infrared detectors on M._MS exhibit
some low frequent v noise so that samples taken
at 52 microsecond intervals for the spin rate of
6.25 revolutions per secono (26 microsecond
samplin_ occurs at 12.5 rps_ experience noise
contributions with si_n_flcant coTreiatlon.
analysis of covariance (Menzei, _980} oF the
noise with the 5 mrad aperture reveals that
after averaging ten conseeutlve _m_ies noise is
reduced by a factor of .54, .f2, ana .37,
respectlvelv, in the three Infrared spectral
bands in order of increasin_ wavelength
(uncorrelated noise would have a factor of ]/,_
or .32).
Inflight slnRle samnle noise vaJues were
dete_lned from multiple sables over a unlform =
portion of the ocean. For a sample si=P cf 100,
the single sample noise values with the 5 mrad
aperture were found to be .2, .!, and .4"K,
respectively, For the spectral bands in order of
increasing wavelength (for the 2.5 mrad aperture
the values were .5, .2, and .9°K).
3. DATA INTEECOM_ARI SONS
Radlances for the MA/dS and VAS spectral
responses were slmulated for each band and
_ensor in a radJatlve transfer calculaClon. A
representative atmosnherlc transmittance was
computed usln_ a hard model and radiosonde
temperature and cotsture profiles. Table 2
shows that the MAMS de£ects radiances w_thln one
to two mW/ster/ma/cm -I of the VAS detected
radiances. The _AMS spectral responses are
shifted to shorter wavelengths (as shown in F_R.
2), hence less raaianee is detected. This
translates into brightness temverature
differences of Jess than a degree Kelvin.
Table 2
=nCercomparlSon of Simulated Data
6 micron 11 micron 12 micron
R(MAM8) 7.86 96.5 109.5
T(YAMS) 254.8 287.3 286.0
R(VAS) fl.73 97.5 III.6
T(VAS) 253.9 287.3 285.4
A_,A,MS__rAS 0.9°K 0.0 0.6
radiances in mW/ster/ma/cm -I, temperatures in °K
Radiances from the MAMS and VAS were
coJ!ected simultaneously over a relatively
isothermal area of ocean off the California
coast on 18 May 1985. Table 3 presents the
comparison. After compensati_ for the inherent
spectral differences of the two instruments, _he
}_MS data is within .5, 2.5, and 1.5°K of the
VAS data. resnectlvely, for the spectra] bands
in order of inoreasln_ wavelength. The observe_
split window channel differences (II micron less
[2 micron) are cozparable, 2.5°K for MAIMS and
2.1°K for VAS and thus showing similar low level
moisture concentrations. The observed water
vapor channel data (6 micron) show MAIMS
detectin_ upper level moisture concentrations
very much llke VAS, wlch MAMS showing somewhat
less attenuation than VAS. These comparisons
Table 3
Intercompar!son of Observed Data
5 micron Ii micron 12 micron
R(MAMS) 6.01 99.9 III.I
T(,RAMS) I_7.1 289.5 287.0
R(VAS) 6.80 97.0 IIi. I
T(VAS) 246.5 287.1 285.0
_TyAMS_VA S .b*K 2.4 2.0
radiances in mW/ster/ma/cm -I, te_eracurea in "K
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are quite reasonable, since the spatial resolu-
tion of each sensor is very different (VA8 at 7
km and HAMS at .05 km at nadir), the navigation
of the RAMS data is from visual siting of
landmarks only, and non-nadlr viewing of the
MAMS has not yet been taken into account.
Imagery from the MAMS and VAS were
compared from flights over Oklahoma and Kansas
on 12 Hay |985. The goal of the intercomparlson
is co verify small scale features observed in
the VAS water vapor images with the higher
resolution RAMS data. These water vapor Inhomo-
geneities in the VAS data nave been used to
obtain motion vectors when several Images are
considered in sequence. :_ile the imagery is
often too amorphous to track winds reliably with
a correlation technique, it has produced good
wind fields by single plxel cracking (Stewart er
al., 1985). The HAMS data :ends to verify that
small scale gradients (do_ :o several single
pixels) in the VAS data are real. Fi_. _a shows
the v_S 6.7 micron images with the HAMS flight
track superimposed while Fig. 4b shows the 6.3
micron HAMS data (at 400m resolution for dis-
play) gathered in flight from C to H. These
images were enhanced to delineate the moisture
features. Brlghter (colder) regions represent
The HA_S has been developed to combine
high resolution visible and infrared measure-
ments to study small scale atmospheric moisture
variability, to monitor and classify clouds, and
to investigate the role of surface characteris-
tics in the production of clouds, precipitation,
and severe storms. As part of the Cooperative
Huntsville Meteorological Experiment (COHMEX),
the HAMS will be flying this summer to gather
data for these studies.
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_, CONCLUSION
The HAMS measures thermal emission from
the earth atmosphere system in ei_h_ x_sibYe_nd
three infrared soectral bands (12.3, ll.2, and
6.5 microns) at up to 50m horizontal resolution. _
These infrared bands are very. similar to three
of the VAS infrared spectral bands. The instru-
ment was flown aboard a NASA 0-2 in Hay-June
1985 and corresponding VAS data was collected.
HAMS radiometric performance is comparable to
that of VAS. The _L%MS exhibits somewhat less
attenuation from water va_ than VAS because
its spectral bands are shifted co shorter wave-
lengths away from the ahsor_tion band center.
IntercomDarzsons of these images give credence
to smaJl scale variations in the VAS water vapor
imagery. Attempts are uncerway to identify the
scales of which these features must be tracked
to depict the preconvective dnvironmefit. _......
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1. _qT_ODUCTZON
.... Table 1 .....
_diosonde observations near the surface .....
and aloft often detect pressure, temperature, and
wind patterns associated with large scale atmospner- ._._S: The Hultispectral Atmospheric Happing SeneoAr
Ic wave features which govern our daily weather -- : -- -- :: --
conditions. The detection o{ mll scale waves Provtdei high resolution vislble and
such as gravity and bou_ancy osc/11ationa however, IR ar.au_nLug capabilities from • high
usually require special observations to measure the altitude aircraft plat_orn.
perturbations directly. These wayee need not #l' _ ...._
ways be measured or sensed directly and their ob- $C'n_ ......... _.2S or I_.50
set-vable signatures (i.e., clouds) can be detected
in visible photography or satellite imagery.
The detection of mountain and lee wave
structures is often done by observzn_ cloud siC-
natures tn re,ions where vertical oscillations are
forces by cerraln. Satellite observations o_ these
small scale clause are possible with hash resolution
visible sensors. Direct observation of wind ano
Znsc_caneosm fteld-of-vt_ 2.5 or 5.0 _rad
Ground resolution (oadir,19.Skm) 5am or lOOm
Total field-of-view 8_-_-_
?_11 correction ............... ±15*:
Calibrato_n sources .... =R,_c_-nc-rol__e bbs:
PizeZs per scan Line 716
cher_odynaazc parameters is achieved by instrument- Spectral _ands ......
ed aircratt, lldar, and radar meuure=ents. From .....
ch.. oose a.ons.  ,,-ntitative   o .tion is  ---l=gtb Spectral gionavaxlabls spout -nuncaln and lee waves, their for=-
arian and three dimenslonai structure. Hc_ever, ("4crone)
becaus-e a nozsc environment _=hoc n_-s_r_, =any ............ i : _ .......wave features may go u_uetecced by these convention- 1 .&2 - 45 blue
al measurmnents because o_ the absence o_ clou_a. Z .45 - .52
Durln_ one of the flights of the M.ulCispec- 3 .52 - ._0
oral Acmospherlc Happxnq Sensor (M_) on a NASA 4 .60 - .62
U2 high altitude alrcraft in 1985, wave features 5 ._3 - .69
were founo in water vapor channel imagery in close 6 ._9 - .75
proximity co the _lerra Nevao _ mo-ntalns of Call- 7 ._6 - .90
forllla (Fig. 1). Visible channel Lza_er_ from the 8 .90 -1.05
_ll_ht was ev_m_ned for cloud features but none 9 6.20 - 6.90
were found. This paper presents evldence chat the !0 10.32
waves in che imagery re_lect chao_es in the veto- 11 10.32
lcat temoerature and moisture distribution pro- ].2
duce_ by the vertical oscxllations. These features
on the downwind or lee side oo the motmtalfls are
called lee waves.
blue/gree=
grasp
yellow/oranqe
- red
r_d/our IR
near IR
near _R
w•_er _rapo r
- 12.02 w4_dow _coid)
- 12.02 winder (warm)
1Z.20 - 12._6 water vapor
2.5/5.0_6.25_ps
1.0
.4
.5
.5
.4
.4
.4
.40/.20
.15/.10
.151.10
• 75/. 40
(I) N_._T (Im/ltsr/m;/cl[ _) for i-8, HE_T _C) for 9-12.
2. 3ACKGROUND
_.1 Inst_rment Characteristics
The HAH.5 Is • mulclspeetral scanner capable
at producln_ high resolution i_aeer_ in visible
and _nfrared ban_e with detailed spectral resolu-
tion. Table I sumerian the characteristics o_ the
lnstrmnenc and Its spectral ban_s. The H_ is
flo_m on a NASA UZ/ER2 ac an altitude O[ 20kapro-
v ldi_R a resolution cell o[ 50-100m on the grotme.
The vtdtb of the entire cross crack field-o_-viev.
is 401al. provldlnq detailed resolution over a rel-
atively large aru,
Eight channels of the lnitrtmmuc ire used to
separate the visible end um_r-_n_rsrem radiation •
_nto n_rrcm bemdSwhlcb sma re_lected solar energy
_rml the asrtb's surface ao_ clouds. The three
infrared chmm_la (one of which IS redundant) cover
seieeced ralioue where infrared en, Laelo_ fron the
eart_ and illp_ere are o_ iO£lrllt. Thale b_e
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FiguTe 1. MAHS water wooer and visibie channel coumostte _ma_ery from four adjacent f]_aht trmck_ ou
22 January 1985 fr_ 1942-2109 CHT. The inset shove the "1or terraln features of the $1et-ra
Nevaaa moun_a_.ns over which the _maqsry was collected.
include the :id-croDosonerlc (channel 9, 6.5 ttcrons)
ana lay-tropospheric (¢hamuaL 12, ;2.3 microns) voter
we=or reElon, and a winaOv re_lon (channel 10/11.
11 microns) where the 8cmosnhere is rsla_tvely ira=B-
parent. The 11 and 12 :lcron bands fcmvl_s_ has
become known as the splL_ window channels ( Cheaters
ec :1., 1983_. F_rcher _ecalle about _he £UlCr,,,se_c
and speccra_ bands may _e £ound la Jedlovec et el.
(1986).
Z.2 Structure of Lee Waves
S_aclo_,ary waves such ms oouocaLe or lee waves
a_e 8 Local phenomena _mtch _v have st_flcJmc
eifecc on _ocal _eaCher conditions because of their
assoc$aCed cloud patterns amd _lnd dis_rlbuclons.
They m:y also ieeobac_ co _he larger scales of mo-
c_oo. The presence of el_hsr aouncsln or lee revel
is due to vertical osctZlatto_s of sir parcels as
• tr ls _orcsd over _he mo_nts_J_.. Houa_atn waves
usually consleC of one ve:tlcal osc111aclon of the
flov pactez'n becveen c,.m mounrstn peaks cod mrs
:altnly governed in size by the spacinK of the rldEes.
Lee waves, el£houRb forced by -,-tmceJ_s, are no_
_ee_rtccnd _ s_e _o (me or c_m vertical osc_l- •
ls_lons ms trLch the mmmcstu vaves. In face, the
oversnootlnq of the dmmvard flow (the rentorln_
force Is SravttT) on _he 1so side of ohm obstacle
produces verctcsl o_ctlle_tons which amy extend for
=set vavelsnK_hs dmmscream.
."ha biter vapor Image in Fi_. 1 shaw vm
SC_CC_tl :l_ _l _ee of _ht S_ez_s _rl_8 mo_tu-
EStnl. Threi or four tmvel ire d_icerub2m, uch
hsvln_ am asil.mar.JNIvmlen_ch of l_-201m. The
veves -',,react away from the face o_ the mmmcaLo
range for about 70_,,,-aa_ aloe S chs face for ac lease
120ks. The waves appear sommms¢ irregular, pos-
sibly due [u variations In :he 8ouacaln peaks, _ao-
Sentl_ distortion from the scanner leouecry
(Jediovec st a_._._l.,1986), limb br/ahtentns (due to
incre_led vicar vapor path length 1¢ the edses ol
[he flight track), as veil is o¢her unJmovn causes.
The nature of the vertical oscLlliClou pro-
ducLn_ lee raves van studied /ndetsil by Brute(1927)
who derived sae¢ of equarionsvhich can be used _o
describe oh/8 flow patceru. From BPJnt's york, a
simple vertlcal osc/lli:Lon In the scaosphere has
a period given by _:
where
g
T
2¢_ (1)
Is ¢he envtronmmtll lapse rite.
the dry Idlabat¢c lapse rate.
_he gravitational acceleratLoQ, and
_he envtronnuencal temperature.
An air parcel moving hortzo_tally with i velocity
o£ V and under this vertical osr-tllacLon will
co_lece o_e cycle over a distance of
2_Y_
consist of Ziyers of varyinK stability end an ab-
sence of horl¢oucal uLud shear. In the lowest
layer, the a¢oosphere _ld be uauttal with a
scrubs layer of stability aloft. This stable lay-
er is Mceslary for the fot'_tlom of the raves and
shcmld occur near the level of the uountsio penk.
A layer of wes_tr stability usually exists above
this level. The flow should be perpendicular ¢o
the aountain at oll levels and Increase 1o speed
with betKht. S/Kn_lcanc horlzoutal shear reduces
_he 11klLhood for she deveLopseut of lee vires.
; 2.3 Acoonhertc Conditions
I
Tn the previous sectlou, the atmospheric
conditious required for the development of lee waves
v ere mmmarCzed. AJ.though they are 1oc81 conditLoas,
they are 8overned by the large scale etsmaphsrtc
patterns. Thus, a discussion of the liras scale
features ou 22 January 1985 corre|q_ondLng [o the
Hld¢5 observations is oeceesary. The upper aLtr
data (FLS. 2) exhibited a pronouuc_d rldge of high
pressure over the eastern Psclftc ocean end over
the U0rthvestern portion of the U. S. A trough via
positioned over the central part of the countz_
vCth a portion of it hamgiug back Into UtaLh and the
soucheni porttous of Nevada and California. This
setup a preys:Lien 8 flov pettera frms the northeast
-- v "_"_-- (2)
,
_IVE St1 .ed le_ _ / /
ira • _ vLnd
s s fll y ez-
,_he character-
that the horizontal wavelength (_ Is governed by
the v¢od speed and atmospheric scabtZl_y.
_tnds and low scibt]_.ty favor lo= K wavelengths,
while weak vl_ds and 8tro_ B 8¢abllt_ favor shorter
ones.
k number of Investigators have studied e
waves by observing their vlsLble signatures and
vlch direct measurements of teJ_ericure and
velocity. Atklnson (1981) presents s filrly ex-
_ens_ve revlev of thls research.
_s_lcs of _hese waves vary fYo_ occurs=co _o oc-
cur_mce but represenCa¢lve values are presented
belov. The vavelen_¢hs of lee raves rao_e fro=
_-70k= but most occuraoces are in the rinse o_
5-20k=. The uavelen_cns tend co _ncrease vlth
helah¢ and seem Co be related to _he mean vtnd
speed. Corby (1957) perfumed a l_ear rsgresslo_
of v_J_d speed on wavelength and su_aeaced _ha¢ a
htKh enough correlatlo_ ex_ced for _he vivelen_ch
_o be deternlned from the vlnd speed alone.
Another feature welch Is of _nceresc Is _he
wave -..olin,de. derined as the vettlc_l dts¢a_ce
between the peak and crouch of s scresmXLne. _ta
is more difficult ¢o detenLtne from the cloud l_-
self and requires 8 n,,_er of speclal _eaauremen[a
of the wind field. From the available e_plrlcal
dace, chase ways imp_lCudea are typically about
Lk.al bus aapllcudea of 7ks have bees _8ured. _,e
lar_er amplitudes may occur when the vlvelen_ch
closely ma¢ches the sl;e o_ _he obstacle forcln_
the wave.
From these ecudres. 15 Ippearl chit CVo
parmters control _he aopearance a_ size of Lee
waves: namalv, stability _md vLnd. Of course the
obstacle (mounts/n) is necesser_ ¢o initiate the
vertical oscillation IM aav have sol control over
_he wave a_o_L_uda. Sclbll_ty ead v!nd are also
f*mVorcsnt paraeaterS in (1), hoover. _he Luporc-
ante st arabll£cy Ln decarmlntJ_t_elen_ch seems
lean L_orras¢ chin lndLca¢ad by (2) "m A ¢_ icaL
euvlroml_ocsl caumeracura and vtadprof/le vould
over ouch of the Sierra Hsvada uounteIna.
__k__-
F/_urn 2. a) $001 rmonde acattou plots amd ,
height amLLylll, and b) 700mb plots and ecteamLLuan
for Z3 J_a 1985 sc 0000 Gt_T. Plots and |mLLyae8
are £a ¢belr sta_t¢_srd u-'Lie.
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The region of interest (the Sierras) is in
a dace void region of the rsvin_nde observing net-
york. Havever, slate only 3h difference eziaca
betiten the _ and radiosonde observations, end
given the staclcmarity of the weather _lteUulo •
rellommll elCe"_,cinn of the ttmperiturt, moisture,
and vinci profile nay be available from the upwind
sires. For this reason, dace fro,, tvo Nevada loca-
tion8 Is presented in Fig. 3. A mderata to strong
inversion exists around 700mb in both soundings.
The acmosp_re is quite dry above end belay this
level. The nearly saturated layer st the level of
the inversion indicates a shallov layer of clouds.
Clouds are mot observed over the Sierras so the
actual d_t _11 be s_m_et colder. _e _8
are leaker at 72486 but both profiles indicate
flow from rhe morthusc without much direccio--I
shear v_th height. Yrml these diagrams, it seemm
reasonanle to assume chat conditions vo,,id be
favoraole for lee vavex over the $lerrex.
3. DISCUSSION
A1Chou_h Fig. 1 yes brlef17 discussed in
previous secc£ons, further discussion seems sppro-
O.
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Figure 3. Skevr-LoqP dieiraill for _m Nevada
ravZnsonde sites a) 72_86, and b) 72583 ac 0_0
C_ _3 Jan 1985. _inds era plotted _ _ocs.
pr_-te at this tins. The _ 6.5 micron and vis-
Iblelnur-inf:ired c_nnei _'ge_ is d/splayed
from four -_Jaceet flight tracl- on 22 January 1985.
The dice vere collected from 19_2-2109 GleT over the
plateau region of Neva _`, the Sierra _va_ mo_m-
Oaths and the central valley of _iforni8 as In-
di_ted b7 the _set lllp. _e ptm of the Sierras
club to about _O00u and drop sharply to the mouth-
vest Each flight crack Ls about 401m vide maJLtng
the entire ground d/stance of the west-east extent
160kn. The nort_south extent ls roughly bOOm--.
For dls_lay purposes, the resolu¢ion has beeu de-
graded to about h0_.
I _my very il stile features are mpparenc
#- the_Jcar vapor _usery. Io _he center of this
i_lery, eltez_tcing bright (cold/moist) sad dark
(llm/d_y) fexcurel exist in vsve-litl patterns. ,
They are orientated 4, i uorchvesc-mouthexlc dir-
ection Imrailel to the mo_mcaius. _t £s _oc pos-
able to dete_e the position of the paves _th;
respect to the position of the mounr_t_- from the_
_'le -lone. The sccomnanying flight tracl- of
v/sibIe data capture the cloud/lead futures at !
the sal instant as the vgcer vapor _gery.
_erefore chia data can be overlg_ and used Co
detezllne the exact position of the waves. Several
_l_n_--'r i- ere visible in the scen_, _be beat being
the qussl-circu_ar _eke Hoop £u the rtshc hand
flight track. The bright relious _ the lo_er por-
tion of the viable t_,se ere fog amt lov_o._Is
over the central valley. The bright arms in the
center represent suov in the Iounca_ above the
2400m level. Thus the sno_ region can be used to
outline the uulJor umuncain feicuree. Y_m this
and the certain up, it is clear chat most of the
racer vapor rave features reside on the dovuvlnd
side of the mountains where surface elevations
are belm_ 2000m. Ic should also be noted chic no
clouds are present in the visible imagery over
this retion.
The esc_ced wavelengths of those wries
(described in section 2.2) can be compared to c_utc
obtained frou (2) or estimated from the mean tropo-
spheric vt=d speed. The environmental lapse race,
Cenmerstu_e, and vend speed used in (2) is soummat
arbitrary. A value of _ of 0°_/ka (T=250_K), aria
V of 10 its, yie_s 3.2 v, a rather short wive-
length. S_ce the rave structures occu_ sore
than • single level _n the vertical, Lt may be sore
a_propr_-te co uses values represencicivs of a
layer of the 8rmosphere. UsLn_ values from the
800-400mb layer (_25_,_: 6.5, sod V:20). a rave-
length of 10.7 _ is obtained. This is som_t
less chin the estimated leo_ch of 15-20kn. As pre-
viously iencion_, Corby (1957) used in esmlrlcLL
releClcmsnlp bet3meu _Lnd speed and wavelength
with a good correlation. The liner fic of his
dace (veveien_ch versus rind speed) produced • elope
of rou_s_y 0.45. For a mean envlrou_tnc81 w%nd
speed of 20u/s, a vsveieuqch of 9k_ is predicted.
In either cue, a strou_er v_nd spend would be need-
ed co match the one estimated from the vicar vapor
l=aeery. ComlldsrinR ch•c the eccu81trLad proftle
over the Sierras Is s_at uncerCa 4-, chess
cslc,,latious are reLativeLy close to the escilace8
£rou the obaerf_ date.
1C is moth more difficult to estesu'Ce the all-
piic,,as of chess lee pave features _chout direct
In lituumAsurellmta. Rm_Gvmr, the Ni 8ectloe
dllcllbil m5 ipprolc_ to lllill c_l ilitudi
by slime the _ Villi vapor c/l radlii.
4. _IATIVE TRANSFER SZJ_JLATIOHS
The vice[ vapor LaaKe presented Lo Fig. 1
represents ensr_ emitted by aCaomphertc viler va-
por isis[re#rein the m/d-troposphere. The pro-
cedure to determine this Layer or level hu been
the subject of investigation by researchers for
many years. In the cue of cloud hsLih[ determina-
tions using vendor channel radLimcea, [he altitude
of the cloud Can be esc_mlced by tempi[lag the
measured blackbody [mracure ro a 10caL rav/_sonde.
The racer Vapor signal does opt come from a single
level but actually a layer of the atmosphere
(Jedlovec, 1984), and depends on the a=oun[, ver-
CECal distribution, and tmperature of the vapor
ieself. IC is unclear whether blackbody [super- ;
acurea in chic channel can be uses d£reccty co Lu-
fers mean height from _hich the slguaL originates.
In an act[apt to ascJJmce the amplitude of
the lee waves observed /_ Fig. i, several approaches
were considered. Table 2 presence the observed
blackbody temperatures neasure In the peaks and
troughs of the Lee wave features. Typical values
Indicate a 6* temperature difference from the peak
co the [rough of the wave. IC is dlfficuLr to use
one of the soundings in Fig. 3 Co directly infer
the levels of the peak and [rough of the lee waves.
I[ nay be reasonable to usuae cba[ the level of
the neurral point of [he wave Is 246"K (-27"C) and
the pea_ and trough pc[prinK ac [he level of their
measured temperature (Table 2), however If this
Is done, the estimated wave uWlicude £s about Ika.
While this is consistent with the tmplicudes of a
typical lee wave, it depends huvlly on the Lapse
race o_ the somidtng used. Because of [he Lifting
of [he i_rlevei inversion by the mountains, a
smaller lapse rate of celpers[ure probably existed
over the Sierras, producing a greater vertical
amplitude for [he lee wave.
Another approach co earl=ace the lee wave
amplitude used a composite of the two soundings Ln
Fig. 3. From the composite eounuing, MAMS water
vapor channel radiances were san-.ia[ed (HcH:[ll=n
and Flem,-g, 1976; Fleeting and _illan, 1977; and
Weinreb and Neuendorffer, 1973). in order co ob-
cain a representative profile in both the pea_ and
trough of the waves, the inversion layer nut 700mb
and the accompanying moisture distribution were
raised and lowered adtabaricaIly in increments of
1 k=. 81ackbody tumeracures were co=puced from
Table 2
Observed and si=ula[ed blackboQv cemerscures
for the lee waves. Units are _o degrees'K,
Observed Blackbody Tem_eracures
extreme
Wave peak 243.S 242.0
Wave c rou,;n ._9.. 281.0
SLmula[ed Blackbody Te_eracures (aka)
Wave peak . 243.9
Wave trou_l_ 249.5
the channel radiances. Tewersture differences
of 6*K were observed (samaler to the measure volume
free Yil_. 1) as veil as the appropr/lte blackbody
tesmers[urme _hem the IJlversion was st 2 sad 6ks
level for the trough sad peak, respectively. This
_ka vertical a_pi_cude, while Larger than apse 1Ca
vuve malt[odes, 18 more cmlalatent _rlth the level
of the mountain peaks which produce chem.
5. CONCLUS IONS
; The above uork ban presented evtdeuce for
the existence of lee waves in the absence of [1cuds
'*using hlih re,nolutlon HA/aS moisture /J|agary. _LI-
t Chough verifying msurem_ncs do not exist, an ev_L-
t umtlon of wind profiles and stability in the nut-
:rounding reales support the exist[ace of these was.
• stta_tiona of the horison_-L wavelenstha of the
_observed lee veve fascuriJ are not inconeieteztt ;
:with thole from pre_-/oue studios. The est_uated .
i vertical amplitude, although less certain, se---- :
reaiin[_c for the setting. Further work la neces-
sary to more accurately deter_tne this vertical
amplitude.
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A NOTE ON THE ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION OF THE HIS AND MAMS INSTRUMENTS
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I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate absolute calibration of radiometric data is an important
component of useful remotely sensed data. Lack of absolute accuracy in
the past has hindered the effectiveness of satellite radiances in budget
studies, data assimilation efforts, and climatology studies, which can
suffer from long term temporal instability of the calibration. Because
of this problem, many efforts confine conclusions to relative variations
only (e.g. Chesters et al. 1983). It is desirable that the absolute
calibration of new and future satellite platform instruments be
evaluated. Evaluation may be made by directly comparing collocated
fields of view between two (or more) instruments. While a favorable
comparison of this sort does not necessarily imply good absolute
calibration, agreement between independent instruments tends to indicate
that they are fairly well calibrated.
The High resolution Interferometer Sounder (HIS) and the
Multispectral Atmospheric Mapping Sensor (MAMS) can be directly compared
with each other for absolute calibration accuracy. The MAMS contains 3
infrared channels that are simulated by convoluting HIS high spectral
resolution radiances with the MAMS spectral response functions. HIS and
MAMS flew together, during the COoperative Huntsville Meteorological
EXperiment (COHMEX) during the summer of 1986. This note presents the
f
wresults of the absolute calibration study between MAMS and HIS 6_m, ll#m
and 12#m data of June 15, 1986.
sm
2. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTIONS u
A. MAMS
The MAMS instrument is an aircraft borne 12 channel spectrometer
which collects 100m resolution data across a swath of about 37 km.
During COHMEX, the MAMS configuration collected 8 bit precision data in
8 visible and 4 infrared channels which include 6_m, ll_m, and 12#m
bands similar to those of the VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS) (Menzel et
al. 1986). The infrared data is absolutely calibrated on each scan by
viewing two onboard blackbodies of known temperature. Calibration noise
is reduced through multiple viewings of each blackbody during a given
scan. A linear relationship between blackbody radiance and digital
count values is assumed. MAMS has been extensivel_ discussed in
Jedlovec et al. (1989),
m
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B. HIS
The airborne High-resolution !nterferometer _ounder (HIS) is a
Michelson interferometer which measures thermal emission from the
earth's surface and clouds and atmospheric constituents in longwave
(151m), midwave (6.71m) and shortwave (4.31m) bands (Fig. i). Table i
(Smith et al. 1983) summarizes the characteristics of the HIS aircraft
instrument. With its high spectral resolution (< I cm'l), HIS has
several thousand spectral channels; many more than the ten or twenty
spectral channels on current filter radiometers such as VAS and HIRS/2.
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Detection in each of three spectral bands is performed using arsenic-
doped silicon detectors contained in a single detector/dewar assembly.
Three detector/filter systems are used to optimize the signal-to-noise
ratio of the observations throughout the broad spectral region measured.
High emissivity, temperature controlled reference blackbodies are used
for an absolute calibration. Every two minutes of HIS observations
consist of four cold blackbody (CBB) views, four hot blackbody (HBB)
views, and twelve earth views. The four blackbody views are averaged
for each blackbody and used for the calibration of the earth views. The
basic approach for determining absolute radiances from the HIS nadir-
viewing Michelson interferometer is the same as that used for filter
radiometers and has been used successfully for other interferometric
applications (Revercomb et al. 1988). The HIS is designed to yield an
output which is linear in the incident radiance for all channels in the
optical path difference of the instrument. The averaged HBB and CBB
temperatures and counts determine the slope and offset which define the
linear instrument response at each wave number (Huang 1989). The slope,
St , is given by
S t -
Vt E - Vt C
Vt H - Vt C
where Vt E is the count _:alue in the earth scene of channel t, and Vt H
and Vt C are the count values in the HBB and CBB scene respectively of
channel t. The earth scene radiance at channel t, Rt E, is
Rt E - S t * (Bt H BtC) + BtC
3
where Bt is the Planck function of channel t. More detailed and
complete calibration procedures concerning the effects of phase
ambiguity, finite field of view, and other instrument effects on
radiance calibration may be found in Revercomb et al. (1988). Figure 2
shows the noise spectra for the June 15, 1986 of COHMEX. In general,
good signal-to-noise ratios have been realized in COHMEX HIS flights,
with an average noise level of 0.2 - 0.3 K for all three bands.
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3. HIS AND HAMS COMPARISONs I
A. COHMEX data set
The MJtMS and HIS instruments were flown repeatedly during COHMEX,
which was conducted during the summer of 1986 over a portion of the mid-
eastern United States. On June 15, HAMS and HIS were flown together
from 1730 GMT to 2100 GMT on the NASA U2 aircraft over the central
Tennessee / northern Alabama region. The flight path is shown in Figure
3. The flight region, a region of highly variant land uses and types,
was partially obscured by a scattered field of low level cumulus.
For further information on COHMLX and on the weather of June 15, the
reader is referred to Williams et al. (1987).
B. Comparison procedure
In order to properly compare the MAMS and HIS radiances the data
sets were equated in factors of footprint registration and size, time of
observation, viewing angie, and spectral response of channels. Since
HAMS and HIS flew together on June 15, footprint registration,
observation time, and viewing angle considerations were easily accounted
for. However, because of different data recording rates, it is unlikely
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that the two data sets are exactly collocated in time and space. It is
estimated though that collocation errors are less than .5 km, which is
less than a quarter of a single HIS field of view. Instrument
resolution differences were accounted for by averaging the observed MAMS
data over the size of a HIS 4 x 2 km averaged footprint (2 fovs). The
HIS and MAMS instrument impulse functions were both assumed to be
symmetrical. To equate the spectral channels, MAMS spectral response
functions were convoluted with two averaged HIS for (4 x 2 km) radiances
to produce "MAMS equivalent" channels from the HIS radiances. MAMS
spectral response function data is given at i wavenumber resolution,
comparable to the HIS spectral resolution. The comparison was then made
between the spatially averaged MAMS radiances and the HIS radiances that
had been used to produce "MAMS equivalent" channels.
C. Results of calibration comparison
The results of comparing the MAMS and HIS equated radiances are
shown in Figure 4 for the 6#m, ll_m and 12#m MAMS channels. Statistics
of the comparisons are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. - MAMS/HIS comparison statistics for June 15, 1986 (354
collocations).
channel b%as(k) rms__ correlation
6_m -0.03 0.88 0.98
ll_m 0.93 3.30 0.94
12#m -2.41 3.48 0.95
High correlations in Table 2 indicate excellent agreement in relative
variation between the two instruments. This lends credibility to the
w
collocation accuracy between the two instruments. This agreement is
easily seen in the 6_m comparison of figure 4 but less so in the ll_m
and 12_m comparisons because of the high thermal variability of the
scenes. The agreement is more readily apparent in the ll#m and 12#m
data when the U2 aircraft flew over a cumulonimbus cloud, causing both
the HAMS and HIS temperatures to drop sharply. In the absolute
calibration comparison, the 6_m data shows excellent agreement between
the two instruments with a total flight bias of only .03 K. The ll_m
data ilso shows good results with a bias of iess than i K. The absolute
calibration of the 12#m data shows less favorable agreement. It is
noteworthy that the ll#m and 12#m biases and RMS may be affected by some
scene misregistration error, especially when the aircraft went into and
came out of turns. In order to test the effect of possible
misregistration errors, a filtered data set of comparisons was generated
by removing comparisons that exceeded a 5 K threshold difference between
the two instruments. This should exclude most misregistered
comparisons. The statistics for 269 samples are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Misregistration filtered MAMS/HIS comparisons for June 15,
1986. (269 samples).
channel bias(k) _ corre%_tion
6_m -0.03 0.78 0.98
ll_m i.i0 2.05 0.98
12_m -2.27 2.62 0.98
I
==
i
The biases of the comparisons are somewhat changed, though not
substantially. This indicates that collocation errors are not affecting
the bias very strongly, suggesting that collocation errors cancel out.
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That the 12#m bias remains significantly larger than the ll#m bias is
probably due to the smaller bandwidth and thus noisier data in that
channel. The reduction in RMS reflects the removal of the misregistered
comparisons. Note that the smallest effect was on the 6#m RMS. This is
not surprising since the 6#m spatial variability is relatively weak at
small scales, and there was no cloud contamination of the 6#m data. In
other words, small scale misregistration errors should not have a
significant effect on the 6#m MAMS/HIS comparison. Also note that the
12#m bias now accounts for almost all of the RMS while considerable
unexplained RMS remains in the 6#m and ll#m statistics of Table 3. An
investigation of MAMS data showed that the calibration "floated" with
time in the 6#m and ll#m channels. This probably accounts for the
unexplained RMS and is likely also present in the 12#m MAMS data though
it may be masked by the noisier nature of the 12_m data. This
calibration float is an undesirable characteristic of the MAMS June 15,
1986 data, however improvements to the instrument since 1986 have
probably improved the performance significantly (Jedlovec et al. 1989).
Also, since the calibration float introduces an uncertainty to the bias,
the RMS (which includes both calibration float and true bias) serves as
an upper limit to the true bias. Thus, in the worst case (and assuming
that none of the remaining RMS of Table 3 is due to misregistration),
the bias of the ll#m comparison might approach 2 K (comparable to 12#m
bias) while the 6#m bias is still less than I K.
This analysis suggests that the biases of Table i are the result
of absolute calibration disagreement between the two instruments. This
calibration disagreement may be caused by the choice of blackbody
temperatures for data collection. MAMS blackbody temperatures were
-- 7
approximately 243 K and 273 K (HIS were approximately 240 K and 300 K),
thus forcing a significant linear extrapolation to the thermal scene
temperatures (-300 K) of the MAMS ll_m and 12#m data on June 15. Linear
extrapolation errors for AVHRR ll_m data exceed 1 K when scene
temperatures exceed the warm blackbody temperature by i0 K (Lauritson et
al. 1979 and subsequent revisions to that document). While an
extrapolation correction has not been determined for the MAMS channels,
it is suggested that the MAMS/HIS bias is at least partly a function of
the choice of blackbody temperatures. On the other hand, the 6#m MAMS
data, which is essentially unaffected by cloud cover or substantial
small scale thermal variance, requires almost no extrapolation (scene
temperatures - 245 K), and thus would be expected to be well calibrated.
The HIS cold blackbody being set at 240 K makes the HIS calibration also
very reliable in the 6_m region. Thus, of the three compared channels,
the 6_m comparison should be the best calibrated, and indeed shows the
best results. This result indicates that when blackbody temperatures
are set to encompass the expected scene temperature, that good absolute
accuracy of calibration is achieved.
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4. CONCLUSIONS _
An absolute comparison of HI @ and MAM$ radiances has been
performed in an effort to evaluate the absolute calibration of each
instrument. While not conclusive, good agreement between the two
independent instruments indicates that both instruments are well
calibrated. Results show excellent agreement between the 6#m and ll#m
data (bias < IK) with lessor agreement in the 12_m data (bias - 2K).
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Bias results suggest that selecting blackbody temperatures close to the
expected scene temperatures improves absolute calibration.
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CHARACTERISTIC_ OF THE HIS AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT
Spectral range (cm -I) :
Band I 590 - 1070
Band I! 1040 - 1930
Band III 2070 - 2750
Field of view diameter (mr) :
Telescope
Interferometer
100
3O
BlackBody reference sources :
Emissivity
Aperture diameter (cm)
Temperature stability (K)
>0.998
1.5
±0.1
Auto-aligned Interferometer : modified BOMEM BBDA2.1
Beamsplitter :
Substrate
Coatings
Maximum Delay (double-sided) (cm) :
Band I
Band II &III
KCL
Ge+Sb2S 3
±1.8
+1.2,-0.8
Michelson mirror optical scan rate (cm/s) : 0.6-1.0
Aperture stop (at exit window) :
Diameter (cm) 4.1
Central obscuration area fraction 0.17
Area (cm 2) 10.8
Area-solid angle product (cm2-sr) : 0.0076
Detectors :
Type
Diameter (cm)
Temperature (K)
Ar doped Si
0.16
6
Table l, characteristics of the HIS aircraft instrument
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HTS NOISE SPECTR8
1,0 [a) _ |i,0
(],(] ' 0,0
0
l,Oi (bl -' III'C
oK 0,.5 0,_
o, I- o,o
I1C}0, ISOC,
1.0 , - 1,0
O K 0,.,= ]
O,Q _''-''f_''' -' O,G
21.GO, _ 2_0{,
I,,IRVE I',IUHSER [ilCM]
Fiqure Z, Noise spectrum of HIS (a), band i; (b), band
2; and (c), band 3.
i2_0. 0
I080, 0
a20.0
Figure I, Brightness temperature spectra measured by HIS
from NASA U2 aircraft over Huntsville, Alabama on June
15, 1986.
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